The Footladder of Notes Divine
Book 2
2001
439
1-1-2001
Cantankerous in mood be thy
life style
roaming the world in sullen
pace
Resolve absorbed in banter
negative
seeking resolution of outer fare
Realize not thy significance
in life style dispossess
Mortify thy willingness to seek
bounds
of outer court that lead to
hackneyed days
Rulership within is thy course
and bout
furnished by leadership of Holy
Spirit
Realization of accord with holy
life
be thy guide to fulfillment
Seek not other for gain
that leads you adrift
in trance of misery sought
Welcome Me Who leads you
to places unseen
that castigate life
amidst lost dreams of
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powerlessness
Willingness to fulfill thy meter
brings hope fulfilled
in world of measured worth
Meet Me in fields of glory
In cadence march thee with Me
in room reserved before for
divine life
Chalice held in hand offered
maketh of thee divine prospect
garnered from throng
Witness to the divine imprint
cast upon God's children
by loving Father
wishing return of holy children
440
1-1-2001
Intolerant are thee of other's
shortfalls
Bruised are thee by slights and
hurts
No stance make when comes
the tide of limitations before
thee
Be not chary in judgment posed
'gainst revelers in deceit
Wait for Hand of healing to
touch
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points of harm proffered
Gates to wisdom widen
offering options to wholeness
sighted
Wisps of air freshly cleaned
seep through to mind opened
to eternal plan
Halt to heart of coldness
professed
Wend gently through its domain
doth Heart of understanding
Rocks set aside
for forgiveness seen
in plan of man reformed

when strikes the Heart of faithful
repose
O hearts of man made in image
of Me
restrict thyself to scenes pacific
Make of Me thy guide
in fields of play
amongst brethren
tied by eternal knot
to one and each other
442
1-3-2001
Devastated be thy comfort zone
by trails amiss in outer lands
Poignant thy distress
when fail to consult thy
Benefactor
Who awaits thee
Purposeless thy journey into
void
that wends its way in circles
everlasting
Want not of Me
'til focus on wasted days and
nights
Then will thee call
in cadence count for
deliverance
Raptured be with sights
of wisdom made
deciphering plant of misery
Welcome not thy fruitless
journey
betraying hemlocks of divine
grace
seeded into soul of sons

441
1-2-2001
Salacious be the minds of man
cowering in corners of deceit
Staid in pose
man jockeys for position prime
that lusts fulfilled be
accomplished
Betterment naught be thy
approach
in magnifying schemes
of seduction raised
Power eternal charred
in fires of passion sustained
Be not bedeviled
by loose hearts ignominious
Faithful be thy key in matters
man
Soliloquy be fortuitous
in escaping madcap ways
when cometh upon dens of
iniquity
Loosening values of predator
composed
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1-3-2001
Healed are thee in withering
heat
of torches made light of
sustenance
Withheld not from thee
are Whispers of divine Image
portraying thee in likes of Me
Wouldst not thee want
My ways of love and life
that succumb not
to meals of devious choices
Wouldst not thee yearn
for hocus-pocus flight
abandoning thee to mind of
meticulous Creator
March not to tones of distant
drummer
retreating from Source of
benevolence
that wakens thee
to flight into madness manifest
Wouldst thee be a drummer
of thunder rolls of heaven's
might
recalling its denizens
to feasts of holy order

upon others
the ways of levitation from
earthly designs
Let go the trammels conceived
by Me
to obfuscate the ways and wares
of human divide
Bring peace to those who are
searching
445
1-4-2001
Seek not for Me in tender places
Resolve for sake of world
to bring Me into play
at times of robust riots
witnessed
in games of savagery
amongst My children
Let not worldly devices
demean thy character
that sifts sands of time
for truncheons
of hatred abated
Let not thy will be embossed
upon stones of vengeance
flung at seas of faces
unrecognized of holy birth
Flee the scene of wild melees
scripting abuse of mortal beings
feared
from farce of mind imagined
Let be thy will eschewed
that Mine replace
in fracas frenzied
amongst heavenly sons
Let be thy will ruling judge
of right and wrong
midst parties divided

444
1-4-2001
Tread not on designs of Mine
that bespeak of kingdom come
washed through with Lamb's
blood
Resilient is the King of kings
marking method
with those resolved for reform
Lay not down the mark of love
that behooves thee to trace
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by rules of human affair
Place Me as witness
'pon scene of mending hearts
apart
in joint affairs of mockery
Let peace be gained in time
enveloped by Source of love
that embraces all as one
in richness of holy sight for holy
ramp to kingdom glory
that swells in vision proffered
Renown be thine for peace sake
compelled by efforts divine of
Holy Voice
Let this be thy route and retinue
to sway others to ransack the
inner closet
where peace observed be
found

that seeks peace amongst
craving mobs
sin-seeking
Walk in sunlit corridors My son
revealing truths of life lived
for want of Me
Let Me lead thee to searcher's
end
of truth encased
preserved for eternal life
of joy filled days
See truth spit out amongst thee
from tongues engrossed
in holy words
proposed for use by all
447
1-5-2001
Tensions in thee abound
filtered through domestic
quarrel
Abide in Me for salvation source
uttered in serene compliance
Waste not thy time with bilge
waters
awash in soporifics
Regulate in place serene
contentious hallmarks of ego
minds
Savage be thy play
in holy relationships remiss
Bestial thy framework
in succor of twin mind
secured in dotings
of frolicking madness
Sit thee in cauldron
of seething fires
dismayed at lack of foresight
in ego scene

446
1-4-2001
Seek thee the kingdom of
everlasting love
as the true reward for services
faithful
Blessed be the man who seeks
and finds
the truth of nature his
Let loose the binds to ill repute
that spills wants of wishes foul
as focus of center life
Laugh at thoughts of glory
human found
amidst garbaged thoughts
willy-nilly
Seasoned be the mind of core
attributes
holy preserved
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Renege on duties that heal by
mind of God
present to scene of dispute
immemorial
Winter in no-man's land
that signifies drafts
of frigid hatreds turbulent
Wish thee for sense of logic
holy
that brings compassion
to eruptions of seething senses
Work at diatribes
of holy order renounced
that swells bitterness
between brothers bemoaning
fate
Belittle not thy partner in time
meant for healing fate
modified in mode
midst modified relationship

secure in harvest of returning
sons
449
1-6-2001
Waver not in thy resolve to
serve Me
Forsake all that wears not the
coat of love
Envelop thyself in manner Mine
that speaks of truth ennobling
to those about
Respect thy Core supreme that
guides thee
to lands unseen that rhapsodize
incessantly
My call to thee
Wake not to call of Me
when indulged in matters
that submit others to will of
thine
Realness gained when call of
Me
declined not
in favor of harassment of thy
incline
Beware of doting ego mind
that forswears dignity of
brothers
and mocks hardships caused
Be meek in temper outbursts
declined as rule of thumb
Wanton acts denied by mind of
Mine
that declares worth of holy
children Mine
Abandon thyself to Me Who
leads you
to green pastures ripe with

448
1-5-2001
Seek not for fortunes in
giddying heights
of land of make-believe
Stashed away in floor
of sound fiber
be harvest of moonbeam light
awaiting recovery
Select right path to happiness
alight
midst saplings of new growth
holy
Wake to scene of prosperous
days
midst play of dreams
documented
Bespoken of Me thy identity
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forgiveness
that seeds new world of
kingdom come
for all submitted

fickle
about wherewithal to serve Me
Meaning found in retinue
of faithful persons
devoted to cause of Me
Welcome Air of Change
that recycles life habits
into chain of reverberating
pilings
that upholds ideology of
compassionate God
that succors healing habits in
His children
Realize not the depths of
healing
taking place through
rendezvous
with My exchange
Adversarial approach negates
acceptance
of holy empire declared
under tutelage of supreme
Master

450
1-7-2001
Forsake not thy faith in Me
reverentially yours
Realize the moment gained
as basis for heavenly return
Pounce upon the opportunity
for disclosure more
Wet the seed for growth
into tree of life
absorbed into thy kingdom
home
Welcome Me into thy heart
for relish of journey's end
Partake in My sup
that nourishes heart of
wholeness
Wellness felt in pause of
moment silence
that shakes roots enmeshed
in world of fantasy makebelieve
Revived are thee to realness of
thy home
midst borders of heavenly heart
Hear the sounds of angels
rejoicing
at thy appear at heaven's gates
welcoming thee to holy
communion amidst

452
1-8-2001
Lordship of dominion sacred
imposes view of world
incoherent
that adheres to minds
captivated
by false values
Look not to source of garbage
as thy leading light
immersed in matters
meaningless
in divine sphere
Reckon with forces militant
absconding with thy peace of

451
1-8-2001
Reservations abide in mind
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mind
flowing to you from primal
ground
Withstand precious pittance
of noble energizing
correcting views of sights
unseen
benefiting thy well-being
Rectify thy reason
eluding traps of misgivings
that vituperate against noble
stance
of giving nature
Mortify thyself in greed
foresworn
as practice of divine nature
Blessed be those
who ameliorate passions
prurient
relegating to front lines
the wealth of Holy Presence
seen

ground
Mayhem emerges in drifting
ship
attuned not to heart of God
listing to stern
Reality recovered
when immigrant returns to base
camp
seeking admission to holy site
bowed down to course of
design
deigned for healing
Make most of My resolve
to recover lost sons
sorely missed in transgressions
mnemonic
454
1-9-2001
Seek not the ways of souls
amended not
Worth be measured
in wisdom saved from haunts of
ill-repute
Relish the mind of silence
delved within for recovery sake
Reach forth for Guide of Me
making whole lost memories of
misguided son
Willingness to submit
to My loving hand
breaches wall of shame
engulfed midst laws of makebelieve
Ameliorate thy condition
mordant
to life of stars
bright in density of recovered
minds

453
1-9-2001
Woebegone be thy visage in
storms a’ sea
of lackluster hearts in empty
land
Crestfallen thy view of sights
amiss
mangling motives of hearts pure
in nature
Hearts impure sodomize
intentions
for learnings holy
Rulership of domain petered out
in light vacuous
spewing darkness upon seeded
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Worship right of Rulership
to foreordain passages of sons
to safe grounds of transit
Misbegotten past stymied
whence comes son of man
to Source supreme
for well-being reserved
Make haste to alleviate
condition waste
in sea of tranquility
reserved for surrendered son
guided by watchful Father

Let live others in dire straits of
complaints
justifying lives of conspicuous
consumption
Work 'stead at tales of God's
love
for His children's wanderings
waiting for call to ameliorate
Hasten not to harm's way
of solving disputes through
harassment
Seek dissolution of woes
through recognition of common
ties
to God almighty
Who rectifies all matters in
righteous way
Harken not to 'plaints of
grievances
denying common ground of life
amidst the stars
Woe to those in singular pursuit
of life earthly
wandering in tiers of vacuum
Set well be thy ways in Me
that compensates lost loves
seeking return to true source
of Godly being

455
1-9-2001
In the evening of twilight
when cast the light
'pon scenes of merriment
all aglow with joy
seek not for nutrient in paths
askew
from central Source
Wish not for harm to others
lost 'pon seas of iniquity
Wait in shallows 'til beached the
craft
of lost mariners drained of vital
Core
Means met by tender embrace
encasing hearts wounded
Wills of man returned to
intercourse
with Savior deep

457
1-10-2001
Starved are thee for love's
blight lifted
to compose a life with meaning
a’ strewn
Lost be thy will encumbered
embittered by morose mind
of meager sight
What wouldst you want of Me

456
1-10-2001
Seek not thy stones of wrath to
collar
Witness to love's strain's echo
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My son
to handle your heart in ways
serene
Think now of ways you live
in torture of thyself and others
Realize the urge to control
that others serve you in
mystifying wants
that plague your senses impure
Dally not in ways of man
that surfaces lie in unholy quest
for Adam reborn
Let not thyself be caught up
in railing injustices upon those
about you
Realize My presence that
swings thee
to heart unknown
that purifies dank and dark
places
for beloved son ministered by
Me
Would you like these things for
presentation
Wet My hands with your desires

Sanctimonious
be thee
in world apart
protecting injuries imagined
Hearts adrift fear in scope
magnified by winds of horror
believed
Scarce thy hopes of
recompense
for love lost
in milieu of constant change
Wait for Me in corridor manmade
for Wind of change that hastens
thee
to door of Love's boudoir
459
1-10-2001
Intermittent tones harmonic
of heavenly harps
intermingle with worldly sounds
bringing news of holy life
Jaded in belief
man succumbs to hope of heart
royal
that lifts him to estate reserved
Dulcet tones heavenly born
wax melodious
in humdrum world of human
hordes
Tantalizing the sound of
heaven's chords
inviting home lesser of worldly
born
Teased by Trojan horse
man admits within
presence of Godly voice

458
1-10-2001
Fractious thy manner be thy
way
when heaven absconded
Torts obscure thy right of way
heaven sent for return
Decline thy sumptuous repast
midst shadows of reckonings
disqualifying
Blessed be thee in kingdom
made
for hearts at home
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crooning song
of freedom call
Hear now echoes of holy calls
pursuing presumptuously
the will of man captivated
Resist not can thee thy heart's
delight
remonstrating cause of love

byplay
whence enemies come to mind
misappropriated
Seek not to waffle shame and
guilt
as caused by outer circle
Seek instead My listening ear
to absorb thy miseried mind
and bring thee peace
Retribution not Mine to
dispense
Readiness to practice Me be My
cause
in earthly clime

460
1-11-2001
Adapt to holy orders 'lest fall
away in turmoil
Reign of King required for
peace in worldly view
Seek not the hatred within thine
own heart
festering on hearth of makebelieve
Rulership is thine to call for
fortunes founded
Bless others with presence Mine
handed reins of self ordered for
instruct
Care not what you do when
remonstrate with others
justifying goal of self
aggrandize
Seek not kind words
for limited others
knowing not what they do
Cast aspersions on identity
when fulfill thy wish
to attack with relish savored
Meanness crowds thy mind with
retribution
founded in self doubt and
failure centered
Revenge sought for medium
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1-11-2001
Saturated with holy water
Spirit moves to conquer worldly
domain
Anathema generated man quails
at sight of holy deliverance
destined
Lead not into temptation
be rejoinder of Spirit guide
pressed into role of Savior
Let live those
who meander about
in role of lost sheep
Bless those lost in migraine
mind
attuned to voices of neverland
Bleating sheep call
for shepherd not known
in sight nor sound
Cruise gently
in sight of onlookers
seeking ways of God adapted
Water lilies feed flock
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nurture of kingdom
so that eyes gaze
on sight of Savior present
Risk not seed on land impure
imparting ways of lonely path to
oblivion

Made whole are thee for My
intent
that cascades
into worlds oblique
Laced not into lostness are thee
wishing for recovery of holy
part
Becoming are thee of sound
heart
and limb that manifests Me
in high order
Modeled are thee for future
good
reposing in holy heart
of symphonic sounds

462
1-12-2001
Witness not to hardship's woes
that beguile the fate of man
obsessed
Await the sign of heaven's gate
pursuing lusts of leadership
ignominious
Lean not to left nor right
for heights of ventures gained
fortuitous to man
Reap the Winds of Change
a’clear
dissolved in hearts faithful
that cling to silence earned
Web of fate divine cast out
ensnares children of loving God
destined for return to fold

464
1-12-2001
The fount of heaven
merciful in its flow
besmears not
locked into Heart of love
Well-heeded its flow in daily
affairs
disgorging countless moments
of forgiveness made
Harken to its song of love
nested in holy order
succumbed to its Creator
Well-meaning are thee
in attempts to bring its values
upon the world
Sorely tried are thee
to maintain front of forgiveness
that wraps about thee
in essence desired
Hold to heart of Mine
siphoning of impediments
to thy wishes pure

463
1-12-2001
Wait upon Me for thy needs
unfolding
enmeshed in the world of makebelieve
Foresight required obtained of
Me
Listen 'round for thy clues
See not yet with clarity
My will's intent
for successful conclusion
of love's labor
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Love lost not
in tempests of madness
Seek Me anon where positioned
within
awaiting thy call to rupture
masses of cavalcades past
imposing views unwelcome
by son of man bemoaning fate
of obscured circumstanced
view

Healed in heaven's heart
be thy journey's end
assured by My Guiding Eye
that carries you through
to destination Mine
Relinquished be thy fate
of heart impure
in scenes of grandeur scope
brought to bear
on eyes opened to receive
Be this meant of Me
thy true Motivator
for cause of change
Who cares for thee
in ways secure and
undiminished

465
1-13-2001
Consigned to heart immobile
matters obtrusive invade
unseeing eye
Hidden behind dense foliage
man forgoes life of sainted son
Hear not the call of heaven's
realms
enticing return to constant
peace
Maudlin moments dominate
scene of crass mind
dedicated to unholy life
Wanton acts conceived
mortify sense of soundness
uplifting
Reeling in disrepute
dost thee meander
amongst reeds unsavory
seeking grasslands
of pristine pastures
Locked into mayhem and duress
by mind agog
with sentient themes addressing
morass
waver not in addressing Me
for succor of life unbound
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1-13-2001
Contagious is My call to thee
resounding through the ages
near and far
caught up in the material world
Bleak the life of children Mine
acceding to thoughts ignoble
that signal death of vitality
Warped the mind that blows hot
and cold
over love waxing and waning
Mediocre the love that thrills not
the heart of the receiver
from giver perturbed
Wrapped in formality of give
and take
love meanders
on timetable
wishing wants satisfied and
payments received
Excluded be the hearts and
[12]
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minds
of children pure from Source
unimpeachable
Make way for grounds anew
of star crossed love bent on
service sake
Witness not the sharks of
troughs
defiling seeds of embalming
love
Let enter the wrath of misery
made
by wipeout of conjugal mode of
healing devotion
Hear Me now O My son of Love
divine
that mocks not the heart of you
but sustains limits of freedom
unblemished
offered in moments of blockage
escaped
Wish for this as substitute
for ungracious scene portrayed
by monitors of madness 'scapes

Maimed in spirit
washed upon shore of fatigue
be thine offering from mindset
of holiness at bay
Winds of Change unwelcomed
in survival mode deterring hope
Hold out thyself to Me where
hope abounds
in minions of supporters
free of harsh rule of mangled
state
Made free art thee of maudlin
thoughts
of hope abandoned
by companions made in light of
day
filtered through mind of
obstruction
Hold to Me your heart of gold
awaiting closure sought
468
1-14-2001
Embittered be thy life in grave
afforded by ways of man
absconded
Bleak the memories of position
lost
saddled by dreams of hopeless
moments
Withstand not thy views of
paralysis
wafting through sands of time
immemorial
Hosted by hopelessness are
thee
when immersed in foolishness
of time designed
Listen not for waves of fortune

467
1-14-2001
Beggared day willst thou have
midst plenty
when call upon mind of parched
reserves
Healed not in heart intelligible
remanded to wisp of land arid
forsaken of hope demurely
accepted
Lilting melody of savagery
heard
pockmarked by storms of
distress alluded to
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at seashore of demigods
devoted to heaven's demise
Wait 'stead for Me
at gate to mind of wonder
enchanted by memories silent
Wistful will thee be
in mind demonic
satiated by morbid moments of
madness
longing to return to safe haven
of peace provided

that chastises human thoughts
throttling man's search for self
in quarters Mine
Wouldst thee do this for Me
a mendicant for holy powers
usurped
470
1-15-2001
Blissful will thee be from
fulfillment of Me
Tarred with earthly saviors
coupled to earthly mind
willful will thee be
in train of thought neglectful
Meant not to be this earthly
strain
that copulates with fantasy
forms
Made for Me
are thee with noble bearing
possessed to mine the depths
of moments miraculous
Enhanced be thy life in Me
transfixed with noble glow
about
Willing be thee to make over
mind
that gains the presence of Me
in silent state moored

469
1-15-2001
Heartless be in human form
that spans time immemorial
Gloried be in format Mine
upheld in sanctity
Make use thy knowledge
pledged to Me
bestowed in inner caves
Let loose the heart courting man
to inner sanctum that beholds
the worth of inner core
Let loose thy self of divine
origin
in phase of healing tome
Be this of Me that congregates
man's heart
in central core of being
Recommend heights of passion
sought in earthly being
alleviated be
in stance of holy walk
on grounds divine
Wait for Me in matters all
that leads thee
to kingdom halls of nature pure
Be My secretary of Notes Divine
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1-15-2001
In depths of heart
made known
state of harmonious man
Signaled still
midst noise of drones
profound peace present
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Hearts of wholeness
reverberate to holy sounds
midst oneness all
Willst thee succumb to heart of
Mine
that blocks millipedes of
vituperation
spilled about
Healed not in heart 'til moments
paused
Tidings of joy I bring to you
dissolved in circular mission
When cometh Me in salvation
search
for sons adrift
then becometh thee harbinger
of glad times
Whence calleth to serve Me
respond thee will
Reckon well I do
in servant's needs and follies
Host well thee will
My needs of you
to explain and proceed
on healing path
Circular be thy route of return
to heavens home
from wasteland of misguided
dreams
Crest thee will in trip abroad
'mongst children searching
for the greater God
Have faith in Me Who knows all
and leads you in recall of
children Mine
Specifics given when time is
right
by which to know path chosen
for thy healing work
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Circulate as you do
472
1-16-2001
Raucous be thy path in lives
asunder
from the call of Me
Witness not to Love's face
in time of need and atrocious
gall
Mellowed not be thy mood
slinking in corridors of shame
and ill-repute
No cause have thee in
dungeoned world
that marks the man
Dwindling days of joy a’ gone
midst world of hopeless tasks
performed in matter
perfunctory
ruled by greed and salacious
thought
applied to all about
Hereafter sought but not sensed
in ways of man
bedeviled by wickedness
Cast out thine homing nets
for presence of Me perceived in
sight
Let loose thy quails
that succor sought be manifest
Whispered be the Voice of
heaven sent
that quiets mind adrift
Realized be thy sense of shame
admonished by Voice of God
overlooking world of sorcerers
of goblets poisoned
reviling hearts serene
[15]
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of metered man
madness capped
Turn aside
that thee might hear
the bells tolling the call of
return
to thy precious Love
Who fails thee not in ways
meant for joy and contentment
heaven sent

Loose-lipped the mind unkempt
in matters moral
swaying man from course of
return
to holy home
Labor of love forbids man's
lostness lasting
in eternal sleep
474
1-17-2001
Distraught are thee over
disarranged lives
that garner distress at each turn
Willing are thee
to suffer mounds of despair
as mortal beings denounced in
dreams
Make way for sights of oblivion
fostered by loss of identity pure
waylaid in dreams seclusive
Ponder not the gains of thoughts
divisive
that split thee from happiness
sought
Reality moans at loss of thee
substrate to underworld of
misnomers
Wellness in force awaits thy call
to guide thee to dreams
disentangled
Mock not thy Guide to eternal
light
awaiting thy decision to return
Fulfillment of God's children
tendered to thee
from Source of love
that founded thee in grasp of

473
1-16-2001
Defunct be mind adrift
in starless skies of decadence
Hear not the mind of man
marauding in piles of dung
enmeshed
Soothing tones of jackals
squelch hearts
toying with abandonment
of loathsome sequence
Tilled soil awaits
hearts return to winsome ways
that guides sons to Father's
rewards
Flight from haven to porcupine
land
flashes word of warning
to Spirit poised
for salvation journey entrusted
Spoken the sounds of endearing
Voice
that calms remorse
of songs amuck in basin tidal
Bequeathed of Spirit Holy
man vacuums mind of matter
non-belonging
in realm of kingdom frame
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oneness sound

in land of silk and money
Forswear soils of riches laid
that casts blight 'pon treasures
true
Needless be thy heart-sore state
unbecoming to son of God
made man
Let fall the charade
in mountain dew evaporated
Wily be thy head in sphere of
make-believe
contaminating passages of
snow-driven cleansing
deceptive in picturesque
glamour
portraying part of positive
helper
Be duped not by nothing
noteworthy
portraying salvation of
seedlings adrift
Delicate tentacles of sails
moulting
perceived through gimlet holes
stagger steps mounting
staircase of return
to holy order option
still reserved in hearts of gold
cast chaste

475
1-17-2001
Heaped upon thee messages
imploded
for manifestation of rule of man
long gone
Warped in nature thee be
from suffering
basking in misinformed notions
of counter-revolution chastised
not
Helpless in light of dignity
succumbed
twisted turns emit screeches of
affect
proclaiming pain a reality
Hindrance to insight
caused by locked mind
measuring cadavers of
information
force-fed from funnels of fantasy
Misguided are thee by pundits
of illogic
featuring twisted goads and
taunts of ecstasy
in alliances of man self-seeking
Weaken not thy ties to Me
sustainer of man-made-whole
in fields of nature true
Upheld thee in heart of heaven
manifestation of Me true born
to realm of majesty untouched
in singular form

477
1-18-2001
Unrequited love rulest thee
in sound and fury baked
marked by leavening
of falsehoods made
read into life
Earnest not thy feeling tones
midst life of hammered dreams

476
1-17-2001
You are sitting in abomination
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that coincides with ill-mannered
scape
Rule not thy tempests of despair
with calm and even hand
dispelling craze of wounded
mind
Reeling in defeat
thy hopes of love
fastened to faithful others
midst signs of moon-struck
brothers
Jubilant not in thy cause
flawed by disruptions
of rhetoric fleecings
of sound minds devoted
Flawed are thee in mind
askance
seeking dalliances
self-serving of thee
Look not for love when love
thee not
in ways of forked tongue
dialogue
Manifest ways of Me that loves
pure and simple
serving partner
in forefront of mind centered
Wait in delight for service
requested of devotee of love
ministered to seeking others
for healing needed
in shadows of torches
extinguished

swept aside by deviation of
moral character
See not the defect nor harm
inflicted
on Paradise call
Wrested from grip of holy hand
proceed thee 'pon path of
mutations
from holiness person
Weep not for sustenance denied
abrogating path of natural
unfolding
Heed not the sensing of matters
amiss
in desultory fashion
Catch not the alliance of
congregants
devoted to recovery of memory
pure
Make of Me thy stature
midst legions of lost
that curries favor with
disenchanted
sitting aside rocky ridges of
ebb tide
Let be thy wings of change
upheld by drafts of Winds
emerged
devoid of deviations
from central Source of creation
divine
Befit thee well the Winds of
change

478
1-19-2001
In autumn's wake flies the seeds
of upcoming plants of origin
original

479
1-19-2001
Happy are thee in mindless
manner
unbefitting thy holy Source
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Compelled by dissolute dreams
resolute are thee in proliferate
manner
of producing means of
mortifying Me
Make most of Me
for swan song of debauched
ways
that carries thee past
muddied scenes unmanaged
Minced steps carefully marked
down
pace thy path to dominion Mine
worthy not of dissolute path
mocking thy Maker
Midst mind of Me be harmony
of children home
embossed with mark of peace
assembled

engaged with holy intent
complied
Lost no more in pits of stagnant
mire
profound thoughts embedded
emerge from pools of cooling
waters
centralized in children of
greater God
No more the trough of gilded
lilies false
encapsulating truths divine of
center core
Witness to oncoming of divine
news
that lost children revived
re-emerge in light now found
in sight and sphere of holy
grace
delivered and received
Blessings abound in mind of
man
returned to wisdom sought

480
1-20-2001
Fraudulent thy wound of temple
spires
peering out from dimmed sight
of lost concourse
Rectified thy plight with holy
pliers immersed
holding tight to tenuous sight of
real
Electrified thy frame of divine
origin
complete in format
to rescind that of nature impure
Holy be thy height of sphere
emancipated from
dung hill of earthly delights
Ramified thy code of life
pursuits
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481
1-20-2001
Rebound from circles lost O son
of man
inclined to Me thy true fruit
Emerge from cocoon of frigid
past
denying holy sight of encased
birth
Make known thy honor abroad
to lands of make believe still
aspired
that occupants receive
message of true birth in
kingdom home
[19]
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received not by children of
foreign birth
lost in transient lands
searching about for relics of
time lost
glued to visions of lost horizons
Hear not thy call for
surroundings preferred
midst glee of trampled visions
pure
Emerge not from holocaust of
ideals unblemished
Hurts abound in land of
tranquility
overturned for hearth of hatred
Encircled be thee by clamoring
crowds
enticed by rewards of
concubines of calamity
Vicious be this world of
frightened hordes
seeking hope where none exists
in time's sequence
Remark thy truth in numbered
ways
in call to hosts of burdened
seeking flights to safe grounds
of holy discourse

Renown-seeking world
falters in prize delivered
withholding true value
possessed not
Cockatoos parading to martial
airs
provide false rhythms
for life prevailed
Sought for peace of mind
found in depths of heart
confided to son
seeking Father's inheritance
Work not at skills
naught needed for wellness
return
Seek 'stead the heights of
golden encore
provided seekers of heavenly
plumage
in its place
Relish thee thy treasure trove
of pastel painted scenes
of heavenly décor
moving not from its consecrated
place
sought not in waste
483
1-20,21-2001
Roused to inner glory by
forsaken dreams
man signals to Spirit desire for
possession
Seek dreams no longer
of fraudulent identity debased
Wish not for matters false
to dictate victory over matters
Mine
Lassitude settles o'er matters

482
1-20-2001
Disrespect-cluttered mind
disavows tranquil days
due to mind of Godson
Seek not rewards
in golden keepsakes of worldly
make
Heavenly sounds sought within
trail thee with fields a’ glitter
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worldly
Enhanced thy love of self and
others
through kinship Mine
Proclaimed the time
of rejuvenation of household
God
that sweeps the land of cursed
claims
Revolve about Me doth thy life
a' more
Withhold not thy love of famine
caused
Joy of heart the rule of day
midst lands repossessed

be thy guiding light shared with
those about
Healed in heart's chords
be thy song of grace espoused
Welcome news brought to
sufferers
denied their right of passage
by pastiche of sorrows illconceived
in jaws of gutter
Reckon not thy path to salvation
sure
without My guide to footsteps
placed
Make of Me thy Guide to
homeward journey
vouchsafed in destination
defined

484
1-21-2001
Harken My son to My
commands
that guide thee to rulership
Mine
Watch not for waves of filth
proclaimed as motto inherent
Seek not chaff as element
supportive
of wayward life ground
Lofty thy view proclaimed as
thine
by Me determined to feed thee
state of grace
Abolished be thy cantankerous
ways
admonishing fortuitous sights
of healings offered
Richness declared of spirit state
that winds through thy basic
core
Elements of love pronounced
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485
1-22-2001
Belligerent thy being
exposed in ways unkind
Lost worlds erupt in tempests
undetected
spewing molten mayhem
Misery minded thy stance
echoing false epithets
on kindly visages undeserving
venom
Mists of moonbeams becloud
judgment
sending awry thy stakes in holy
ground
Meanness crochets tattoo of
bitter words
that mock the meaning of life in
Me
Resound the sound of life anew
[21]
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in patience born
as script for holy say
Make do with naught reserved
astride the field of discourse
mild
honoring Me within
Healed the heart of kindness
that befits thy way as son of God
Gentle thy ministrations
recalling others
to sight of lone God
that casts sunbeams 'pon
imprisoned world
Make do My way of mediation
softly spoken
to kin of worldly origin
Tempests of meekness be
beneficent
in view of others
Vituperation molds be cast
aside
in sight of God within

administered in madness quest
Seek not the fools of
impediments
sequestered in rooms of folly
denying thy truthful state
Reasoned be thy wisdom in
essence inner
directing flow of approbation to
heavenly core
Wait not for kingdom demise
midst madness of manly state
Know thee within
thy sentence to core eternal that
eclipses efforts
to evade mores of kingdom
rules
Henceforth be thy guide My
rule of thumb
delineating march to manner
Mine
Silence be thy namesake
protracted
in land of make believe
that eschews misery mind of
hopeless causes
Built in lock of kingdom gate
revives revelers
of madness state to reroute of
return to holy cause
of My domain twisted not by
human high jinks

486
1-23-2001
Rudimentary is thy passage
natural
directed by estate divine
Silenced by equation forthright
man's mind becomes obsolete
in usage practical
Built on stone secure
man's mind falters in track of
devilish descent
accommodated by death wish of
holy angel
Hear not the bruits of
cacophony
colliding in mayhem
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487
1-23-2001
Restrict thy ways of servitude
to evil enduring in ways of man
Laced with sordid thoughts
speak thee with menace
accorded
[22]
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to brothers divine who welcome
not
thy views of split
Meddle not in affairs human
degrading brothers of common
holy source
Wish not for blame cast upon
others
that returns rash of wounded
hearts
joined with thee
Beckon not for onslaught grave
between brothers of common
cause
Beseech thee I do for acts
forgiving
forsaking ways of condemnation
midst brouhahas of warring
children
Wreak not havoc 'pon scenes of
dispute
pondering revenge for hurts
imagined
Worthy wonders are thee
of My creation intact
imbued with hearts facsimile of
Me
Make usage of Me moving to
grounds austere
devoid of conflicting aims
Make sight of Me thy goal
collecting shekels of healing
grace
that wither away
sandwiches of compressed
memories
stored for repast

1-24-2001
Human thy crazed form
preferred
midst world of tenuous dreams
Worsened be thy plight by
hiccups of hopes
devastated by rounds of
madness redundant
entered into by joint decree of
participants
Looseness of thinking midst
scenes of wild frenzy
consumes partakers of human
glob
fed on trays of sacraments
unholy
indigestible for consumption
worthy
Lean not towards ways of
common ground
that belies state of woe
besmirched
ruled by impulse dangerous
that sodomizes worthy state of
being
decreed by God of love
transparent in essence
personified
Unruly thy mind in choice of
means
denigrating thy Savior Master's
call
which comes in silence selected
Means of grace dictated to
fallen man
by which to emerge
from cocoon of encapsulated
mind
warped by thy ways

488
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emigrating to lands of make
believe
from safety of green pastured
home
of delights succored
Intended be thy saving grace
forthcoming
by Me Who welcomes back
to presence of joy unbounded
midst land of free
proclaimed for duration eternal

being
Abandon thy quest for worthless
life fulfilling
Languish in seat of heavenly
love
absorbing rays of sunlit
Presence
Alarms of fright fade into
nothingness void
submitted to Me in diligence
performed
Make way for landmarks of
peace on earth proclaimed
in nature pure revealed
from shining son of noble birth
Humbly permit this through My
sight

489
1-24-2001
Solitary be thy way enhanced
by dreams of separation
Wizened not to false beliefs
bemoaning characters of
isolation
silenced in lives apart
Intermissions in format practical
received with grave reservation
fearful of outcome deleterious
Reassurance not heeded that all
is well
in core of being besmirched
beneath riot life self-proclaimed
Lead not a life of sedentary calm
basking in light of love
delivered in framework Mine
Cause of anguish
indistinguishable
in muted tones of madness
evasive
that calms not thy frenzied
thoughts
Wait not for Me that performs
needed healing
in ways inevitable for wellThe Footladder of Notes Divine – Book 2

490
1-24-2001
Craven postures enlighten
hearts
to fear's domain
Assist not gangrene assailing
devoted duties
of indentured servant of God's
direct
Bemoan not threats to integrity
by warped musicians of hymns
unholy worshipping
Beknownst to you be My
Presence protective
that girds loins of courage
'midst carnage
Seek Me thy Savior born Who
looms in sight
when cast thy eyes 'pon
Presence felt within
Witness Me to those who
[24]
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disbelieve
in safety sewn in My garment of
protection
Life ensured in My realm of
faithful forestation
of lands depleted of holy stock
Be still My son within
that I be found thy Comforter

Wasted thy time of levity
with gangrenous sites of
malformations
that ensures naught but calamity
revisited
Question thee thy rights to
happiness
proposed by thy Maker's willing
Soft to thy touch
the means of manicuring estate
of home grounds
delicately preserved for return
to common sensing
Walk not in fields of clay baked
when fields of lilies call thee to
trod amongst
Garden with Me thy maker
dickering with assaults leveled
upon grounds tranquil
by oceans of deceit
unintelligible

491
1-25-2001
Austere in nature mellowed
withheld from worldly clime
of nature savage
in arms of conflict
savagery's companion
Locked in storehouse
of contempt for companions
durable
man withholds holy intercourse
Linked not in mind memorial
hasten thee to bombard riches
interior
with side glance of nature
impure
Seek not fame nor fortune
in pickings of gutter snipes
broadcasting poverty of spirit
Hear not the curtain calls of
beastly means
succumbing to mounds of trash
invoking images of material
well-being
Held not close to thee
the thought of magnanimity
that swindles laces of
entrapment's hoe
to re-furrow grounds of
disenchantment
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492
1-25-2001
I watch over you that all goes
well
Proceed in midst of task
requiring
full attention
Hanker not for doting ties
to magnify thy stilled libido
Prosper in silent ways
bringing core of you to My
domain
Steal not thy solace away from
Me
that rocks thy cradle in depths
untouched
Hatched plans unfolding
[25]
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for fulfillment of resident drives
Leave no leaf unturned
in search for vehicle
absorbed in master plan
Wait for Me that succeeds
in ventures formed
for sky light adrift in sleeping
world
Match made for task at hand
that fulfills remnant closure

service of Me
Let not goats bleating on rocky
hill
distract thee from pastures of
green growth
where holiness sown
Hearts lie in firmaments
disposed to healing marvels
that occlude miseried mind
advances
into fields of holy worth
Seek naught but Me in silencetold ministry
of hearts assigned to thee

493
1-26-2001
Adhered to insolence be thy
ego born
wasting away in climes defiant
Sarcasm juts from holes
sprinkled about with precision
casting aspersions on rock-holy
beings
Clouded over with scintillating
sallies
of misinformation
doth thee emasculate
landscapes of heavenly intent
Ruined thy visage
of peace eternal
by war hoops of misguided
denizens
Chase after scenes of dismay
doth thee
portrayed by lackeys of eternal
strife
Listless are thee in care of
brothers Mine
that seek illusion's end and
peace restored
Harken to heart of silence
that pertains to wishes yours for
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494
1-26-2001
Testify to faithfulness
servant of Mine
that brims cup to overflowing
Seek not hiatus in field of
dreams unbecoming
Washed of soil contaminated
are thee
in stream of love poured upon
thy person
Mouthing of blasphemies
correlate with tinges of guilt
suffered
in wayward life of son of Mine
Distinguished not thy petty
concerns
that mock the essence of thy
true core
Wish not for matters tart to taste
that embellish love's strokes
Naught but Me needed to sway
others
of time elapsed for fulfilling
[26]
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goals
Look not about for rivers of holy
waters
designated for thy travel
Distance within metered for
work of thy core

in dreams of make-believe loss
Heed not thy soliloquies of
murderous intent
of love cast aside in dewdrop
domain
Hear Me in whispered ear
cooing heart song
of love ensured
invested in children of light
manifest of My being

495
1-27-2001
Attracted to love by divine
being
hasten thee to concubines of
mystical realm
Haughty is thy face in love
absorbed
pronounced in plight of defect
Hear not the sounds of love
adoring
in symphony of cohabitation
blended
Healed not in heart of distress
mooning about missed
moorings
Let not light into heart of
concupiscence
grounded in noble heritage
Swill of hearts amiss
fill mind with lascivious
thoughts
mocking mind eternal-made
Rulership derived of mortal
source
plunging thee into morass of
lost souls
Waken thee to Me thy silent
partner
that wants not of love-lost
fantasies
Doomed to eternal drift are thee
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496
1-27-2001
All is madness grown
apart from Me
Sequestered in limelight
of madness stored
reek not of stench
lassitude caused
willing thy way
to bounds unknown
of sleep endorsed
Let be known My will for thee
emancipating soul from
shackles thine
Move to might stored in thee
for usage Mine
in world of demigods moored
Waste not
thy time
on holistic thoughts
that propound worth of man
God-restored
497
1-28-2001
Let loose thy furrowed brow
beknownst not to realm holy
Welcome thee
[27]
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the fresh of morn dewdrops
on plate supplicating
Leave not thy stance on grounds
rocky
with rills of spider grass
Bring forth thy route
to plateaus of silken seas
of saw grass
Make known thy route
to others looking askance at
path
to holy matrimony eschewed
Fondle hearts of treasure troves
designated to lead mankind
to gist of holy order
dismayed not by hurts
recalled enroute
Lift not thine eyes
from sores and scabs
of cruel blows administered
in fates deemed by minds of
man
Holocaust of human desires
required for fulfillment of holy
writ
that wastes not
holy sepulcher of riches
entombed
beknownst to thee in time
expired

Reams of wealth poured
through moldy fingers
dismember attachment to holy
self
Meet Me in mind of moment
present
where locutions of love
circumvent madness of
monetary matters
Be modest in thy approach to
mangled minds
in tatters of disrepute
that forsake truth of identity real
Senseless be thy ways of
mortgaging minds
to truths unclear in bowels of
deviltry economics
Share Godly concerns of wellbeing
as force enacted in tirades of
dissonance
from grieving brothers
Healed in hearts be thy true
accord
in realm of dizziness mandated
by vision short-sighted inherent
in man
Holiness in membrane covered
mind
brings uncouth manner to bay
in secular world of desperate
straits

498
1-29-2001
Hideous warts of wealth bloom
in vacuous mind
poised for overtake senile
Lost in clouds of obfuscation
man's mind models hope built
on charity denied
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499
1-29-2001
Extrapolate thine essence
from kindness felt in affairs
modern
Percolate identity through
[28]
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intrusions of lust
made real in wearying ways of
acrimony
Peace of mind mandates folly
set aside
in sight acclaimed as mount of
wisdom
Incessant be the world of God
to sons abbreviated in world
man-made
Loosen thy bonds to reality
irregular
that casts aside mention of
Mentor
In place be fallacious tones of
voice monotonous
parading decline of values
unholy
Loyalty loquacious in mind set
to dimming values
parades pygmies of miasma
means
worthy not of God incarnate
in mortal land
denoting mentality of lower
stock
Worsted by Shepherd's crook
man-made mentality demoted
to minus-mode
Place of substance real restored
to mental processes
beknighted by God of infinite
surfeit

Wait for My instruction
that wills thee to counter
manifestations
of madness mind, sanctified not
'lest ill winds blow of beastly ilk
Tortured the mind of madness
made
that vows eternal vengeance
for its unjust cause
Forsaken by thee need be
that vows of eternal truth
surface revive
Hurt not thy healing power
by wails of unjust causes
meting out dogmas of untruths
Possessed by thee of domicile
untouched by winds of violent
scenarios
sworn to by man adrift
in sea of waves
501
1-31-2001
Strongly I advise you
that rapture be your goal
Let no thoughts of amalgam
be presented that
twists the horrors of man
undone in corporal sense
Lead not thyself in manner
brusque
that persuades others of
nominal traits
Let each one breach their tonal
sound
that makes believers confirmed
Warped be the ways of
condemnation
seeking others to approve their

500
1-30-2001
Destined are thee to fulfill thy
function
willing to perform
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etiquette
Style of life not conducive
to well-being of love professed
Sensation obscures fiction of
lattice work
as support of weary world
held up in ties of wampum
Secluded from grasp of
strangers
man teases each other
with strains of immoral choruses
blaspheming ongoing creation
Absorbed not in folly persisting
leave lecherous lesions
of degradation untouched
in unity of oneness decreed by
Father of all
Lessened life inhabited
pursuing purses of coins
jingling
with wrath emitted
Loosen thy lip
that steamed language partake
not
in frettings of parched land
devoid of harvest fulfilling
Let filter down thy kingdom
home
immersed in kettles
of cleansing waters douching

that forsake not the clues of My
presence
Meet Me in love of man
discussed
and disabused of fortuitous
incomes
Let lay thy thoughts to means
mobile
that cast away blight of worldly
mannerisms
decrepit to sight
Loaded with interest to fulfill My
wishes
are thee
transformed to emulate Me
Magnified thy holy light to
succumb not
to worldly blandishments and
temptations
Ruled are thee by means Mine
to escort Me through life's
melees
distributing sound advice
for wholesome hearts
Dictate for Me
messages of clear conscience
collated with thee
that rules signs of rebirth
to kingdom come
Welcome Me in thy transition
to dutiful servant
glazed with patina Mine

502
2-1-2001
I am always with you incarnate
Look not for Me in showers of
sound
worldly founded
Make shift thy view to tangible
grounds
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503
2-1-2001
Enamored of Me are thee
in truth divine
broadcast in sounds of delight
relapsed not in turns of road
[30]
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that travel to kingdom Mine
Glorious be the making of thee
that resonates to thoughts
of Me imbued
Make of Me thy siphon
drawing heart of tender impulse
applied to landless man
of disorder claimed
Minions of holiness abide
truncating formless boundaries
of millennium of self rule
desecrating lands of holiness
served
Willed not are thee
to service of holy minds gone
astray
Partake in meals of true succor
served
that blends the mind to
ministership
of unruly mob castigating the
thought of Me
Realness returns from
saviorship
of those devoted to cause reliant
Make of Me thy ship of state
manifest in bloom multiflora

Millstones of reserve
accompany thee
in correspondence with central
vault
of manna divine
Let not enthusiasm of service
focus
distract thee from clime of
repair
Focus on Me Who directs thee
in proper approach to
resolution
of affairs human
Neglect not thy servitude to Me
in matters requiring My
approach
to salvation's ends
505
2-2-2001
Grope not in lives
unmanageable
that course through debris
derelict
Seek not the fount of things
unseen
midst wayward miles of
planetary divide
Touch not the hearthstone
of unitary partake
in dreams of minions of Lucifer's
domain
Hurt the heart of man in solitary
wanderings
through lands ministered by
Devil's greed
Harken to sounds of minstrels
calling
that search for man

504
2-2-2001
Healed art thee of things
ignoble
detestable to My sight
Marked the line of decency
that upholds manners of My
devise
Plead not for access to My
estate
that duns thee for service Mine
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embalmed in heaven's skin
Wait for birds chirping airs
of rudimentary salvation
that loosens bonds to
landlocked drift
Lift thy heart to matters high
above scenes of eternal drift
to scenes preternatural
where hosts of angels
congregate
with chants of welcome
to long lost brethren of eternal
days

Meals of matter dry concocted
in fantasies awry
substance not for fulfillment
of appetites heavenly
Mists of showers nutrient laden
bless thee with feasts of angel
food
made for moments dance and
song
that satisfy soul's longing
for love of God's glory
shared with offspring Mine
507
2-3-2001
Hasten to Me my precious loves
that filled thee be
with My sanctity
Wander not in brush
oblivious to paths of
wonderment
forsaken by thee
Riches stored in alabaster jars
decreed for My beloved
Thoughts amiss in stained cups
betray searchers of lost
memories
Sling not savage barbs
'pon scenes of wry conciliations
Readiness to coddle taunts
demeans thy presence needed
Leak heart of holiness
midst negotiations
of worlds apart colliding
that unseen elements
surface in rules of law
Listen not to tongues of tartness
vibrating in songs of conquest
stultifying

506
2-3-2001
Miscarriage be thy name in land
of make-believe
justifying life absurd in title
Forecast failure of attempt made
to blossom anew in scheme
melancholic
Rewrite script for attainment of
life desire
revolving about renaissance of
Holy Grail
that one might succumb
to eternal scheme of
munificence
Let not be thy course fornicating
bewitching selves into ecstasy
empty
Mush of madness thy product
rendered
in dreams of false desires
Make Me thy source of medium
engaged
made to enlighten thee to
delights heaven sent
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Ameliorate the furies of love
long lost
with tongues of tender
treatment
tried and true
in times of anomalies fractious
Be this My way of recuperation
from mayhem's minions

from sequester in foreign lands
509
2-4-2001
Songs of restoration designated
for sons of Love
withheld not by heavenly
chorus
Beneath the stars of heaven
born
man meanders in maze of ducts
loosening hold to heavenly sites
traversed
Needed the sounds of echoes
of worlds lost
in hindsight
that procures the tastes of man
qualified
Eager the soul
dispatched for rondelets
of harps aspersing dew of dawn
'pon relinquished flock
Hearing of heart's domain
euthanases soul's wayward
journey
to lands of muck and mire drift
Restoration complete
'pon lawns of heaven
founded with will of God
one with soul of man
eclipsed in light of eternal
journey
proclaimed as son's inheritance

508
2-3-2001
Handle not thy temper in times
of tauntings
Quick thy rule to answer slight
with slight returned
Lessened not thy vigor in
faulting others
for wrongs perceived in daily
dramas
Muffled tongue salubrious
in paths crossed by warring
parties
Wish not for hands upraised
in times precarious
Prevarications signs of
misguided sight
in world of threatening fears
Judge not limits of others
daunted by world unfriendly
to positions prevailing
Locked in combat frenzied be
they
who perceive thee as enemy to
personal survival
Be precise in terms of
endearment
flowing from heart
magnanimous
that seeks suffering's end
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510
2-5-2001
Forsake not thy colleagues of
anchored service
that grows within bounds of
[33]
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obstreperous
Seek not the light of sight in dim
hallways
of time immersed
Let not the sounds of discord
dally thee from remonstrance
Place thyself amidst conflict of
warring sides
that places Me outside the pale
Let no one abide in rancor
consolidated
omitting My source of solution
Keep heads above water of
retribution
that stays love of man
dabbling in raucous rioting of
personal complaints
Realize fulfillment of means
vouchsafed by Me Who
feeds fire of frenzy
calm passage to ways of
peaceful solution
Erected by My grave
be resolute the sign of noble
intent
dominating the scene
of wicked ways of dissolute man
destroying collegial air of
kingdom ways
Let fly thy kite in realm that
rouses man
to ways of Godly seeking
Let consume thy passion
the hearts devious of man
risking recovery of lawful ways
of kingdom home
Let loose thy flames
compassionate
that regulate air of domain of
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man chosen
obsequious to Devil's dalliance
Make mention of Me to resolute
ones
determined to follow path of
domain's demise
Reel in thy comrades of devoted
duties
that circumvent character of
devious demons
Lead not in fashion demise
in face of obstinate opposition
to commands of divine order
Welcome truth flowing from thy
pores
emanating from source of divine
compelling movement in
spheres horrific
discharging deluge of dirt on
holy tracts
Recognize thee will thy mark
on lands lent to swill swirling
in eddies of consternation
Provide sequence of healing
thought
that coalesce grounds of dispute
in harmonious resolution of
needs of all
511
2-5-2001
Hear not the sounds of
merriment
worshipping false gods
Seek within that finds Me
adhered to thee
Locate Me where senses end
defining
Locked within unscathed sits My
[34]
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presence
absorbed in thee
Wakened not from thy sleep
listless be thee in state pungent
from worn wares
Access to holy self denied
by treaties with sardonic agents
of Mephistopheles
Hasten to rebuke ties with
underworld
sensed by lesion laden mind
Ballast of rock laden stability
manifests in mind
centered in streams of running
water Mine
cleansing of soul pacified
Make waves of joyful sounds
in bottomless sea of epiphany
transfiguring

recaptured
Rescued are thee from despair
of life
enraptured with toys of children
Rescind thy privy to life
appealing
in taunts and treasures of base
metal
Make known surrender to
higher God
diminished not
by tumbleweed deterrents of
human mind
Peace reigns within mind of
eternal children
engaged in fire dance of love
enraptured with Godly pursuits
513
2-6-2001
Enter thy crevice of eternity
born
witness to life of regal heritage
trodden upon while dining in
worlds apart
Raise thine eyes to heavenly
sights
absconded not in thy demise
Hear sounds of heavenly zithers
crocheting notes of delirious joy
Rounds of rhythms portray
heartbeats of holy habitants
engaged in dance of matrimony
Lulled asleep
man beckons not to receipt of
eternal home
that revives camaraderie of all
comers
Healed not in thy attempts at

512
2-6-2001
Hurt not thy core of love
in world of tarnished image
Reality scorns thy fantasy
made of linchpins tied to motion
immobile
Essence of love unclear in world
of schematic human
Lost in nature arid
love shrivels to core seed
awaiting planting in humid
habitat
See not thy dryness of spirit
weeping remorse
Close not thy loop of return to
home grounds of virtue
Feel not the sensing of value
indigenous to hope of holy life
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escape oblivion
doth thee cower in nexus of
corners of unholy light
sequestered from joys of
heavenly home
Work within reveals thy sunlit
copse
reveled in by lovers of
sheltered calm
Let be thy surrender now
to hosts of angels accorded thee
for escort to heights of illumed
aware
Radiant the glow of reality reentered
whence come thee to My
grounds of grace

waking thee not to heaven's call
of thy presence proclaimed
515
2-7-2001
Rascals personified when
counting coins
doubting well-being of My care
Homage paid in salubrious
manner
minting currency shared 'midst
all
Seek not gels
of values crushed
in maelstrom of defeat
Kindly tender offer of love
signifying oneness of kingdom
realm
Make haste to dutifully preserve
halting dialogue
that swells presence of kingdom
reserved
Reach not for desultory terms
ramifying accord
Well spoken be thee in My
footsteps sought
walking path of peace on earth
Harken to My words of
legitimate value
in affairs personal

514
2-6-2001
Intent are thee to recover thy
grounds of grace
Lambskin covered goats of
decay
echo hollow bleatings of appeal
subsidized by thy attract
Hold to course of action tranquil
that copes with world of willynilly motion
Wield thy stick of service
grounded in firmaments
true to Godly role of thy assume
Cast thy being upon Me
to perform tasks assigned
that fulfill thee in salvation plan
Rest assured in goal preserved
that brings thee to heaven's gate
Cast aside thy whims of flimsy
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516
2-7-2001
Destined for greatness
man succumbs to passage
lesser
Decline of wholeness to
vanquished state
smacks of servitude to
[36]
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diminished god
Nimble not in state of mind
devoted to self abuse
at hands of imagined foes
Laid alive in unknown tomb
devoted to reality false
blooms many flowers prickly
starched with abuse centrifugal
devoid of energy star-like
Seek not thy rulership in tombs
of living dead
'Stead seek Me thy everlasting
Chaperone
that accompanies thee in mind
secluded
withheld from Savior thine

secured
Lost in host of hopeless horrors
berating man of God
unseen to view
Let not notions of madness seen
compel neglect of Savior sensed
Putative pathways of common
sense availed
in land of Nod rejected
by claimants of souls
resuscitated
518
2-9-2001
Salients of light perceived 'pon
distant shores
acknowledge healings of man
long lost
Touched by star power
destined are thee to recover
synchronicity
with holy order decreed as thy
fate
Loss of self image impermanent
awaiting return to destiny
assured
Welcome to heaven's gates
prevails
in sin-dusted humanity
Led not into temptation
by authority of Holy Spirit
deciphers
man casts to Winds
future eternal assured
Lost not in clouds of doubt
emancipation proceeds
at pace of Spirit winds
Welcome not the sounds of love
smeared with tarnish of

517
2-8-2001
Hostility behooves thee in
negative frame
awaiting vengeance upon
others visited
Avarice thy compelling motive
in landlocked dreams of wants
possessed
Look to others for sense of self
unsustained in inner aware
Littleness of mind purveyed
in fashion stagnant
accosted by armed guards
of puerile fantasy
Least of all values
superior seem
in mix of mind
masked in madness 'scape
Meanness made priority
in scenes of fear
laden with threat to safety
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desultory minds
Look to heaven's sent Rose
of acclaim deserving
that blesses hearts
with leaves of suction bearing
drawing forth powers eclipsed
by stars of midnight madness

untouched by lenses of fantasy
constructed on whimsy whole
Enter into thy escort of angelic
beings
making tender demise
of worldly matter and concerns
eviscerated

519
2-10-2001
Healed in heart of golden
ambiance
doth thee seek for Cause
celebre
Blessed in mind akin to Godly
themes
doth thee proceed to dote upon
Let not matters of worldly strain
contaminate thy walk 'midst
fields of glory
Blossomed true be mien of holy
man
salvaging scene of desolation
strewn with minds unkempt
Reach out to brothers lost
with hands of healing dipped in
eternal vein
that casts aside
bloated lot of turpitude
Listless thee be in blight of
bemoaned fate
mourning loss of single center
jettisoned by holocaust
of meaningless mind
jittery in mode
Upended be mind of naught
when appear
Winds of fate disclosed
that reaps noble heritage anew

520
2-10-2001
Heartfelt in moments quiet
be thy quest for reminder of Me
Let loose thy skill of recall
that foreordains success of
quest
Realize thy dream holy
of hosts gathered in terminal
Mine
Recaptured the memory of
Jerusalem
shining in light of stars glittered
accosted not by footsteps trod
on golden arches
Seek not thy earthly light's
glimmer
opaque to truth emerged
that quells fire of holy origin
Let rise thine heart of heaven
beaming glory's rays
kept not from circulation
residing
Released the son of God in
glory made
relinquished of crown mortal
sinecure
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521
2-10-2001
What holds thee in mortal lands
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apart from Me thy Father pure
Arranged in silent tribute
stars of heaven accompany thee
in travels abroad
beckoning thy return to
kingdom home
Look not for pastimes futile
bargaining for attention of holy
son
Bear thee incline to salacious
ways
that doom quest for light eternal
Be not known the ways of man
bemused with hearts of stone
portraying love lost
Harken to sounds of music Mine
that expires not in land of Nod
Make known My presence
that circumvents
tones of macabre minds
indulged in grime petulant
Hear thee tunes of glory played
emerged on planes of discourse
human
that ransack minds of mortal
wares
worthless to immortal son of
God
Faint of heart in turmoil driven
cast aside doubts of eternal
glory delivered
Waste not thy time on matters
asunder
speaking of foolish prattle
devoid of meaning
Listen not to thy themes
of monstrous blaring hearsays
of falseness
revoked not by overlooking
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mind
leading thee into turgid waters
Hear not the birds of paradise
chirping melodies of songs long
forgotten
through plunge into devious
lands
Held not thy hand in Mine
relinquishing grip on
stony past of falsehoods
mesmerizing
Be not afraid of tilling anew
in fields of silken soil
that cast aspersions aside
decimating fronds of friendship
Let be led thy quest of holiness
sought
in silent rule of Master's voice
522
2-10-2001
Millenniums of deceit of
fraudulence fame
demean My presence felt anew
Blessed be thee that supplants
lies
with hosts of glory appearance
made
Honored be thee in framework
of healing
that brings balm to open
wounds unsutured
Holy be thee in work Mine
that channels source of healing
direct
Lessened be the pose
knowledge forsaken
casting fratricide amongst
brothers Mine
[39]
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Leave not aside My wishes
to proclaim soggy sorrows
of guilt infractions
of Ruler's realm of healing helm
Make sport of mind's messages
deceiving
that quakes at sight of reality
tendered
by mind forgiving of all
amongst us

2-12-2001
Jettison thy baggage of beliefs
that turmoil thy brow
Inward flows harmony
conceived as participant
in heavenly discourse
Let be thy view of worldly
matters
relegated to Me
Who rafts waters of distress
with outlook assured
Warmed the air of human
contact frosted
behooving not the grace of man
endowed
Let loose thy ways
of vilifying remorse
casting aspersions uncalled for
in healing world
Posturings of holiness
conflagrate scene
of distraught relations
awaiting tones of conciliation
to clear air of vapors villainous
Hear not thy angel wings a’
flutter
on stairway of rising heights
Blessed be thee that composes
peace
in world of harsh habits
Loosen soil of distress
by aplomb
of heart driven chores of
reconcile
Leave aside rifts of consensus
holy
by madness mind enslaving
hearts
Reality consumed by grace

523
2-11-2001
Insatiable thy mind for approval
of others
that mars relationships beyond
repair
Harken to Me alone where
approval comes
for matters beyond thy control
Lessen thy grief at betrayal felt
by placing matters in My hands
where hardship ruled
Liken thee to ship at sea
in rolling waves that forfeit
safety felt
Loosen thy hand on rudder
made for Me to guide thee to
calm waters
Whence cometh calm
made thee to see
My aptitude in easing hurts of
servants Mine
coping with abridged
relationships
in turmoiled world
524
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neglected
in spates of self-centered
oblations
Hearts of stone centered in
healing light
perform anew in ring of eternal
dance
Humble thyself to ways of Me
that transpose trash into
treasures
ordained for son of God's
manifest destiny

Flushed with success are thee
succumbed to My direct
of process administered
Willingness to comply
braces tracts delivered to thy
hands
sequestered in Me
526
2-13-2001
Come to Me for advice needed
that trails prescribed
avail to thee
Make not plans of own device
that worship postulants of
migratory world
Let live thyself within means
provided
to sustain thee
in company of well-intended
grace
Mark My word for
companionship
in path of service
through world divided from
kingdom home
Hasten not to overthrow
course of travel
dictated by Me
for fulfillment of My intent
Listen not to hearts
postulating abandonment
of service Mine intertwined with
thee
Hold not onto life of dreams
that casts aside the life of Me
Mortified thee be
at sights of holy communion
whence cometh thee

525
2-13-2001
Traditions mime laconic style
embraced
Kneel not in vestments
suited for obedience to God
unlimited
Prescription of service
laced with duties
dependent on milestone
reached
in path of submission
Leave not thy family untended
for drift to Me
Make seasons of service
intermixed with
secular numbers of days
intertwined
Find hardness of holy work in
days coming
that demand of thee thy
attention
Calling to holy order
traversed by thy expose
to brothers rampant with
healing needs
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with mind of human dress
Rectify thy vision blind
that sees not of sights divine
Lease not thy precious views
to predators of myopic miasmas
Seek Me that vests thee
with sight Mine
Wish not for scalded scenes
when cool waters lap thee about
in rivers of gentle currents
Bless thee will others sighted
blind
with revived hope of reality
seen
in nature pure of love centered

Distributor
Thoughtless thee in harsh view
of brothers cast in true creation
Blatant thy manner impure
in rescuing false dogmas from
disuse
Holy thy stature cast
in fire of true creation
that implants virgin spirit of
truth
in spirit form
Monogamous thee in devotion
to Me and Mine
formed in oneness universal
that calls thee from splits and
warps
of man-made madness
Rejoice in Spirit that
amalgamates anew
awareness of soul state unity
crowned

527
2-14-2001
Turn about thy life entire
casting you into depths of
shame degraded
Look not to wholeness for share
in divine nature
yours for eternity
Seek swill of dreams depraved
that balances not thy diet
needed
Cast nets for fish secured
that upgrades thy presence in
world amiss
Wake not to psalms of praise to
devoted God
overlooking thee
'Stead thee mix thoughts of
anguish goaded
in songs of worship
of malevolent world
Seek thee not the love of man
cascading about from divine
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528
2-14-2001
Lost in bowels of earthly dreams
do thee sit hunched over in
mortal fear
Gone the faith of the vested
incensed in plight of earthly
despair
Look not to heights of renown
where found the key to
unlocked door
dispensing healing frame for
return of love
Sadly thee sit in mope and mire
warped in mind set morose
Will not thee sit in Me Who
transforms seat
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to heavenly scene
Risk not the truth unsettling
that blemishes make monster
not of thee
Oblivious thee be to proof of
purpose
maintained by Me
of heaven's await of thy recall
Think not elsewise 'lest delay of
flight
forestall thy wish
for kingdom home once more

around
Whence cometh thee to Me to
seek correct
plummets the voice of incorrect
replaced by seasoned seeds of
forgiveness
Then will calm demeanor of
holy son arise
bringing favor to outcasts
from beliefs in heaven's ascent
530
2-15-2001
Promiscuous thee be in
thoughts amuck
dallying in delights savored
Pretend not in separation true
that proclaims guilt of
acrimonious fall
Hasten to Me of clean mind
disrobing lies egregious
that mock thy nature true
Listen not to lonely heart
falsely braying mind of
madness
Wait for Me attending thee
bringing solace of truth
personified
Warmed by everlasting
Presence
doth thee stride through life
with gait uplifted
Sense not loneliness a' more
when seen thy heart
true of love inured proliferate

529
2-15-2001
Quivering humanity locked into
sequence
of disparate thoughts
Seek not the tremors of heart
wrung adversity
that politics as needed in world
of horrors
Pain of heart stemming from
belief
in cold music of love lost in style
of life
Nothing gained whence cometh
thee
to channel of misery accorded
Empty minds of heartaches
believed
wrenching thee from fount of
cooling waters
engulfing thee in wretched
sounds
of condemn and misbehave
Listen not to accusatory tones of
inner voice
that basks in hate of those
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531
2-15-2001
Horrendous the news of thy
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nightmare's end
of separation and distance
untrue
Glorify thee this villainous state
of man beholden to unclean
ends
Make of Me a censor denying
you
sights of happiness fields
Make of Me a judge
condemning
that moves thee to end of
peninsula
ostracized from love required
Fraudulent these monstrous
claims
of minds possessed of madness
state
Retreat from hills of disrepute
to plains of common meeting
Contact of mind with Divine
presence
sloughs off covering of truth
revealed
Healed be thee in light of life
bestowed by Creator loving
of heavenly sons belonged to
Him

Listen not to changeless
thoughts
of empire holy engrossed with
thee
Speak not of heartless matters
that cause thee drift
from service rendered
Matters Mine await thy glance
that fulfillment metered be thine
Hasten to Me O lover Mine
that chastises thee not from drift
aloft
Be thyself embraced with Me
awaiting direct for tasks
assigned
533
2-16-2001
You enter where I am not
Your heart explores what it
needs not
Hear thee not the call of Me
aware of your digression
Hold not out thy hand to receive
Mine
given to you in support
with ways to counter madness
mind
leading thee in streets of
nowheres
Willst thee come to Me My loves
beckoning surrender to My
intent
Wish thee well in cause of
healing
forsaken not in ways of lost
wander
Hope abides assured for thee in
calm

532
2-16-2001
Make of you a vortex born
unencumbered by days of
earthly delights
Healed not thy contents human
that fly in face of holy intent
Lost are thee in thoughts amiss
tempted by dross of
meaningless state
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inner laid within
Naught but peace be thy guide
in trip through land of Nod
Wistful be thee for peace of
Mine
awaiting thy recall

tidings
Bow thee now thy head
that you may receive joyous
tidings
of My presence reserved for My
beloved
Entranced thee be with mind of
Me
bestowing gifts of tender love
and joyful days

534
2-17-2001
Undaunted am I by human trials
that mix fodder with holy truth
Leave not thy ways behind
in thy search blind for ecstasy
unopposed
Meaningless thy wanderings
in trails up mountain slopes
of ignorance abide
Unscathed thy true self
awaiting for thy return
destined by Creator's will
Heartless thee be in land adrift
ruminating on ruinous
adventures
obliged not for thee
Scant the hope for healing
when thrust thee into
mindlessness
akin not to Me in manner sought
Waylaid are thee by bones of
derelicts
revisited for sustenance
unavailed
Hold on to Me Who provides
milk and manna
to slack thy thirst for truth
renewed
In Me alone willst thee find
abundance
that calms thy mind of woeful
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535
2-17-2001
Salvage thy criteria for
purposeful life
gleaned from Nimrod
Listen not for false ideals
wheeling about in circles of
drivel
Pen thee sacred scripts
duly processed by thy mind
that prevails
over order of mock creation
Hasten to thy mind's place
that receives Me
'mongst the harried thoughts
ignominious
Place thyself in My hands
to receive instruct of ways
to serve salvation process
Meanness of spirit dissolved
in waters of clear rapture
designed to relegate
falsehoods into recession
Here published the word of God
that flows to thee
who searches for criteria
to absolve self of ruinous ways
Reach down within to heart of
[45]
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matter
preserved for sons
kneeling in dust of dryness
awaiting salvation's course
sure to come
Harken O My sons
to privileged materials
devoted to thy well-being
that fosters love of kingdom
made

processed for glances anew at
thy kingdom home
537
2-19-2001
Blessed be thee overcoming
mind of Satan
tempting thee with fumes of
noxious content
538
2-20-2001
Thou art the link of messages
received
from sources holy
Episodic be their nature in
transmission
exculpating pains of worldly
domain
Thou art the source of
remaining influence
through which I speak to
brothers Mine
Receive Me well in mode of
devotion
to declaration of freedom
pending
for those who seek Holy Grail
Recognize Me as one Who saves
the world
from progress into pits of
damnation
curtailing recovery of kingdom
sought
Condemning of brother
fugitives
from holy source
places thee in denial of role
assumed

536
2-18-2001
Speak not of falsehoods
designed by fantasy mind
of no worth
Harken to Me
the tower of truth
awaiting thine upward glance
from sinkholes of lies
promulgated by madness
sought
Whistles of Wind circulation
freshness brings
to cataracts of deceit
Chunks of armor invented by
man
dislodged from source of
disdain
inveigling search for prophets
false
tantamount to dreams disguised
Hasten to Me of swift Winds
chasing curls of foliage from
eyesight hindered
Enriched be thee in recovery
mode
of scenes fostered by love
enduring
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Flee not My presence in grave
self dug
that appeals to thy mind of
misery sated
Look not back into mission
aborted
of ill will to others
caught in net of sanctimony
denied
Place thyself as other's scribe of
loyalty
to source of Creator
that banishes warts of rebellion
from body politic
Wrested are thee from
immobile life
secured by talons of wrath
invented to deny origin
Vested be thee in presence
Mine
that rewards beholders of
salvation ways
immersed in eternal joys
Destiny awaiting that fulfills thy
every dream
Mind of holy triumph
dictates serenity coming
for followers of Holy Grail
Least of those chosen
to mark the course of human
way
to God's recovery ascent
Lurking behind seeds of
malformation
bent on reconstruction of
holiness plane
gambits of Holy Corrector
traipse about
Foreseen the errors of human
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ways that trouble
unlocking doors magnifying
glimpse of holiness sought
Lost not the track to holiness
secured by man abandoned of
road to ruin
Healed in glorious second
of sight immersed in kingdom
fashioned of light divine
539
2-21-2001
Searing the flame of love
unbeknownst to you
that follows path of deception
Uncalled for thy nest of vipers
planting kiss of death venomous
Look to Me thy succorance
planting nurture
for souls wandering
in grounds of make believe
cultivated
Lands of destitution
mar crops with pygmy growth
Shallow the soil of rocky terrain
hunted for sights of hope
abandoned
Rule of love predicated
in hosts sharing fount of living
waters
clear of earthly germs
Administer thy task of Godly
love
in lands desecrated
by stalks of homogenous hatred
Willing be to stake thy life
in fertile grounds of love
inured to children of thy God
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awaiting roots reaching
for food of divine origin

conceived of Me digested for
usage in holy plan

540
2-21-2001
Gain not by thy will's intentions
rowing downstream in tidal
waters
Breakthrough conceived in
waters calm
administered by Holy Source
pronouncements
Let loose thy drift in steering
that waves lapping
bring thee to crest of waterfall
whereupon thy will fulfilled
in service of Me
Want not of doubts
propelled by subterranean
voices
calling thee away
from declarations of Source
divine
Ask of Me
thy true being
of goals assigned to son of man
proclaimed Savior's servant
Relish thy role
in proclaiming healing delivered
to sons of man
enmeshed in swaddling
of defective demeanor
Host not debilitating forces
corrupting
that sweeps thee away from
pathway of heavenly intent
Rulership declared thine of
healing powers

541
2-22-2001
Trained by Me are thee
to auction not to others
thy will for Me
Hasten do thee to distraction
unabated
that befuddles cause of thy
purpose
in this world
Settle in Me thy direction astute
that wills salvation's conversion
of the masses enthroned
Look neither left nor right
with sight unblemished
that receives instruction
awaiting delivery
from Source intangible
to senses thine
Hear Me will thee do
in effort concentrated
removed from seductions of
worldly tenor
Brash thy mode of transgression
realizing not of achievements
planned by My direct
unknown to thy aware
Seek not fulfillment of thy goals
assessed
'Stead await Me thy lover
imponderable
that masks not duties assigned
to devoted followers
Speak not of other ways
to fulfill thy intent
for service devoted to Me
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founded on reefs of recluse
Here set the rules of savage
conduct
ameliorated not by Winds of
fortune
heaven made
Reverberate to sounds of glory
withheld not by Maker of all
worth esteemed
Holiness abounding dispatches
reinvigorating
strewn about in portions copious
relegated to seeds of Creator
born

542
2-23-2001
Seek not favor with monied
interests
that decline to relegate place
with Me
Fortune hunters die of paltry
interests
immune to status of holiness
resurrected
Beneath the waves of unsettled
waters
decline of My salvation source be
manifested
Registration with prophet's voice
be meal ticket with holy order
personified
Speak not of memories
that gain repulse of efforts made
Harken to sound of Me within
that fortifies goals of Windswept
services
to meandering man bereft of
nuclear source
Hope in heart's delight signifies
roundabout
pathos' dimension numbing
heretofore
Sorry sight of declension of
Master's voice
portrays image of wrestling with
shadows deep
of unknown origin
Portrait of Me lost
amongst winds of shame
pervading locked room sine die
Reprehensible format splintered
withstands Shylock fortunes
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2-23-2001
Thoughtless the sounds of
merriment
in sacred matters denied
Heliotropes sensing sun dally not
in shade infested spot
Man languishes not in destiny
intended spheres
suffocating in drift to skylines
nefarious
nettled by brimstone
Hellish hearts desecrate tombs of
founders
castigating seasons of harmony
Lassitude leaves not
man of dreams ensconced
in hellhole of dripping virulence
Leave not tentacles of torpidity
engrossed in lies of netherworld
Lessen the value of behavior
obsequious
caught in dregs of sloth
Be prepared for tunes of glory
[49]
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dazzling mind somnolent
engrossed in wicked ways
defining
Loss of Christ subsumes
expenditure
of energy devitalized
Hounds of heaven tranced
bestow tidings of joy
upon lassitude usurped merger
with son of glory
state conceived

Hear angel songs entrancing
riveting thee to hopes anew
of life amongst the stars
whence cometh Me to endow
thee
with sacred rites of passage
to morning aglow with hearts
secured
Enhanced be thy vision true
in world absolved of guilt and
fear
Loquacious be thy thoughts
a’ more
distilled from lands of freedom
born
watched o'er thy house in wind
and shade
transfigured by Mind adept in
squalor
Thoughts loosened from material
state
agog at scenes visceral
Senses akin to joy reverberate
at memories of soul's long lost
habitat
Bequeathed be thee of times long
ago
when stature royal ruled
midst lodgings of holy order
Long since reserved route to
return
emitted shoulder high for grasp
of willing hands despaired of
scenes awry
Henceforth be thy form involved
in lands of milk and honey
sworn to by God of love
encased within His children
born of rapture sensed

544
2-24-2001
Mordant thy nature be in world of
captivity
Blossomed not thy soul
rotting in land of noteworthy
nothing
Reeling in horror be thy stance
when view thy state
in abyss stench filled
of royal mind rotting
Realize not thy plight
engaged walking on sands of
stubble
filled with blight of raucous mind
Hear not the sounds of heaven
calling thee
to patrimony of paternity
gilded with crest of love
enduring
Satisfied be thee with state
of mourning love's loss
to insatiable need for replace
Follow Me in emerging from
morass stultifying
eking out existence on plain of
despair
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recall memories of macabre
dissipated
Tones of silence
return to mystic man
attuned in peace of semblance
to Maker's mien

545
2-25-2001
Come from within
Malnourished be thy antiquity
floating on seas of disrepair
Haunted are thee
by sounds of lunacy caterwauling
Bright stars of nebula
cascading 'pon scenes of
madness
castigating contumacious beliefs
of Neanderthal mind
heard on Wings of change
Willed are thee to listen
to minor key of mordant soul
trespassing in lands of glory
made
Tunes of glockenspiels
trammeling insidious mindset
unheard in bowels
beautifying spindles of asps
misshapen
Taunts of tyrants
tear seams of fabric noble
wasting
Motley garments superimposed
o'er shining armor of man of truth
employed in Creation's ends
Drapings of dispositions
uncordial
menace scenes of recompense
reserved for dedicated man's
return
Decadence of tutors somnolent
mystifies path of no return
Holy arms of glory seed
magnanimous
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2-26-2001
Reckon thee not thy course for I
am in thy command
Holy truths oblige following lead
of Stalwart One
Who concludes all activities in
ways known
only to higher order
Recognize thy lack that forbids
actions
to bolster My cause
and rest in ease of My arms
that carry you through turmoiled
life
Be assured of My protect that
sees all required
to forbid neglect of thy fears
Reasoned be roads of travel
accomplishing goals
assigned to you fulfilling
Lattice work in place
for interconnect of assignments
shared
that preclude failure of holy
intent
You are part of scheme for
salvation mode
taking place in world of
humdrum exist
Rejoice beloved that all fulfilled
through you
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as meant to be
Your Father in heaven needs but
guide thee
in path defined
for load carried in thy command
Be pleased at attaining success
delegated to thee in Fatherly
love
to son dedicated to stance of
heavenly exist
and palliation of woes earthly
born

gaining thee peace of mind
incurred at thy request
Is it not true
thy brow furrowed
eased by consequence of My
allay
Wouldst thee not possess of Me
thy cure for life halted
incubated in world of sabotage
of heavenly course
With calm maintained and true
aim
willst I save thee from duress
of life steered amiss
by chance maneuvers
of mind adrift
from mainstream prerogative

547
2-26-2001
Plant thy foot
on firm ground
required of thee to succumb to
My intent
Let not novel ways advance thy
cause
when heaven awaits with surety
Hear not the chants of monsoons
swirling
debiting thee with taxation
substantial
Winds of doubt overcome thee
with fears of failure ordained
Lessened thy will for change of
habit
clinging to hopes abused
by fanciful living
Healed must thee be thyself
O healer Mine
to fulfill My function in world of
fancy free
O My healer of treasures stored
willest thee not acclaim Me
as thy tried and true companion
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2-26-2001
Paltry are thy views of sunflowers
living in garbage drenched lands
Misery-minded thy tormented
sight
seeded in glass blighted prisms
of docile cadavers
Languished thee be in lands of
nevermore
celebrating shades of darkness
delivered
Worship the golden calves of
usury
fixed on backs of
impotence producing slaves of
fertile masters
Lassitude-induced longing for
glory seed
precedes change of tactics
declined
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Let loose thy hold on penurious
practices
defending beliefs in starvation
soliloquies
fending off generous spirit of
holy man
Locked into mourning be thee
in summit awash with poverty
stricken souls
declining plentitude's avail of
spirit led life
Holiness indeed be thy way of
life
that lifts thee to heights vernal
proclivity
as endgame of return
to God in silence subsumed

marred by mud coverings
of triumphant messengers of
mercurial madness
Fill not thy soul with dotage
of minds entwined with maniacal
core
Let loose of flotsam remains
of long lost days in deception
anchored
Filtered through be beams of
light
signifying hope reemerged
for slender strands of revival
sighted
Lost not thy cushion of comfort
awaiting thy return to restful
sleep
in arms of Savior's softness

549
2-27-2001
Lotus filled lands defile seeds of
glory birth
lacking lustre of Maker
Hearts opened to titillation of
fantasy fumes
decline life of Master's direct
Warmed be the seeds of derelict
duties
by flames of musings deceitfully
showered
Longed for proliferation of
gangrenous gardens
feeds lustful side of lostness
personified
Wheelhouse of evil churns coats
of disguise
covering lacerated lesions of
souls upbraided
Lasting significance
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550
2-27-2001
Hallowed be thy name in
kingdom halls
awaiting thy return
Cisterns galactic filled tilt to
center core
transfixed upon thine approach
heedless of thy somnambulant
descent
Heroic nature reacquired
dooms tales of demise
celebrated
Hearts of wholeness reattached
dignify destiny of surcease
of flaunting titles untrue
Longing for pads restful delayed
no longer
in wisdom of ages delivered
Devoted sons of Father reunited
[53]
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in pastiche of souls
conglomerated

in dreams of mishaps
accentuated
Held to dour fate inevitable
be thee in mishmosh of
cacophony enveloped
Real world of hard fact
undiminished
awaits thy recognition
at times of seeking
Loll not in self misery taught
betraying holy interests
Land of Nod little recompense
for loss of spheres honoring holy
origin
Succumb to death of self made
identity
that eternity moved into
awareness joyful
Witness peace of medium
manifest
in Winds of Change delegated
for recovery of truth personified
within
Listen for laughter about
signifying end of dreams
mortifying
that twists away soul from
bearings true

551
2-28-2001
Tools of science negate belief in
spirit world
whence comes truth unassailable
Spirit life completes salvation of
man
that expires not in process
renewal
Taint of organism exponential
beclouds awareness of holy truth
available
to minds cached in human affairs
Lessen not thy touch on
programs eschewed
that flies souls to hidden state of
holiness
prepared for reception
Thy will be done in inner place
accessing holy order
required for reformation of
principles divine
Inner code directed by Spirit
voice
proclaims holiness resurrected
All saved from doom of man's
quest
from self destruction

553
3-1-2001
Commissioning
Listen not to voice of doubt
that succumbs to distrust of holy
order
Light of leadership pierces
darkness
of unkempt and ill equipped
mind

552
3-1-2001
Holy hearts weep not at pain of
distress
present in beliefs of human ways
Wild the mind in frantic attempts
to mollify state of anguish felt
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of mortal world
Manifest will be source of
publishing
psalms of ministry unfolding
that casts light into world needed
Revise and reinvigorate source
of malady
occluding vision of holy sight
retained
in maelstrom of self defunct
Lead thee will in battle royal
for salvation of mankind
eternally damned in ways
of pursuit of paths perilous
in world of make believe
Royal hiatus instructs thee to
place faith
in process unfolding for wellbeing of all
Succulent the path of faithful
travel
immersed to will of Me
absolved of inner doubt

required to overcome state of
debauchery
subsisting in key of melancholy
Rule out not the laws of jungle
parading as valid in twisted life
of super-gnomes
on forest floor
Reckon not the cost of murderous
intent
that intrigue thee in traffic of
worldly plights
Lost the cause of salvation
healing
that presumes love of brother
midst mayhem magnified
Roost in tree of life where call
angel sounds
whirring about messaging thee
with tulips bloomed
trimmed from Garden of good
and evil deciphered a’ right
555
3-2-2001
Heckled thou be from those
about
who understand not the kingdom
road
Unkempt in truth
patrons forsake the path of love
devoid of nature pure
Pacified not by terms of
bewilderment entered
passersby eke out existence
paltry
in marsh lands of meager hope
Eagerness to satisfy other's
requests
fosters dependence unwise

554
3-1-2001
Deemeth thou Procreator in My
stead
Haunting melodies proclaim
needles of puncture
that deflate dreams of grandeur
falsely conceived
Lilacs bloom in place of
goldenrod deftly tweaked
midst ruins of castles built of
cobwebs
Hackles rise at declamation of
rising virtues
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besotted with ranklings of
unworth
Holy matrimony
unknown in condition rancid
breaks apart bequests shared by
sonship of
a loving God
Harshness rises from soils of
degradation
entered into by ignorance of
grace abounding
Lost children of God sheepishly
call
for sight of Holy Father
retracting wish for wandering
abroad
Relieved of inner tensions
motions regained to partake
anew
in return to heavenly home

Thou will be My servant joyous
performing nil but My desire
Supplant thou will mind of man
with thoughts eternal derived of
Me
Pleasure received in humble
pose
jousting thoughts of man with
eternal plan
557
3-3-2001
Relegate to Me thy rule
that masterful be
Realize within thee the song of
songs
echoed in discord fuming
disenchanted
Relics of mind posthumous
relay thoughts of meaningless
chatter
disinclined to holy state
Mince not words with thee
about waste of woebegone state
infused by mindless man
Lost are thee in caverns of
corruption
enmeshed in sand and silt of
immoral manner
Lift thine eyes
to cauldron of stars
spread about for heart's delight
distracted not from impulse
determined
by holy hand
Lifted state engaged in salvation
plan
needing thy participation
for inception on worldly plain

556
3-3-2001
Distance thyself from thoughts
obtrusive
disturbing thy neonate mind
Want not of egg cream served
in place of wines of vintage rare
Set thyself a course of
contemplative silence
that rarifies air of reception
that you may know of plan's
contents
for furthering thy work
Listen not to worldly ways
of divining intent and celebration
Hold to heart song
that beguiles thy attention
to matters Mine deceiving not
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by demure servants enrolled

559
3-3-2001
Holiness exhumes thy soul
from chilled blasts of
netherworld
Sought for life in land of
Neverwas
brings man's return to starting
gate
once again
Light of lark in shadow decreases
as depth of tomb explored
for Pollyanna gain transpire
Locket of love displaced from
sight
by dancing feet of world's trip
to sinkholes of oblivion
Waste not thy time in timorous
efforts
to effect change in world apart
from holy course
Change thyself in views of wants
needed not
by son of God made whole in
attribute and style
Least made most and most made
least
in transform of mode of model
man
Look not to stars above
blinking away false image
of man devastated by blindness
inured in luckless search
for heart of man gone astray
Heart of man endowed with
kingdom home
open to those transfixed on Me
Who guides thee arrow straight

558
3-3-2001
Hosts of angels gathered about
in songs of welcome
cadence enrapturing
Thoughtful be thy ways
engaged in dallying with angel
chorus
Make light of
troubled mind that foils not angel
hearts
attuned to Source of truth within
Empty not thy mind of fallacious
thoughts
bargaining away rights to
Godhead unlimited
Sought for desires of malevolent
themes
distract thee from hearts
of golden themes
awaiting thy attend
Mortal not thou be in mind nor
temper pose
Disinclined are thee to ramparts
of seduction
raveling thee in dialogues
of bituminous produce
Diamond minds of holy glitter
chasten thee to remain
in glow of thoughts endearing
that weaken links to absurd
concoctions
of swill laced thoughts of mortal
man
Be thou knownst of Me thy King
eternal
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to recovery zone of heavenly
abode

to heavenly home deigned
561
3-4-2001
Hear thee these words of reproof
to ways deviant by thee in daily
life
Sins of omission rankle deep
in hearts of man denying
heritage
Stricken are thou in silent ways
from proclaiming the gist
of holy order
See thyself as forerunner of life
exemplified by messenger on
Earth
to faithful sons clamoring for
relief
Bend thee to ways of prudence
divine
leading thee in trails
of recovered healing
amiss not in focus
Doubt thou do My aim and direct
in handiwork of salvation process
eschewed
Reckon thee powers of attain
that reflect not true base of
efforts holy
Succumb to Voice of holy order
that brings thee sure product of
healing tome
Seek not self direct from
prophets of doom
that blister thee with hopes adrift
from center Core
Bend thy knee to Me thy Creator
pure

560
3-4-2001
You have reached the land of
Great Rays
Hungered you have for ease of
rapport
with skeletons of holy framework
locked into style of
communicating
Siphon will you contents of
healing process
from Godhead of creation eternal
delivered to beloved members
of His holy family
Tendered to thee on platter
notes divine
will extend by process Mine
to those intended for reception
Sealed in lips be hopes of
generations
to recover framework
of monument to eternal bliss
concluded by act of love
from Creator being
Look not askance from central
Source
for divine inspiration
skewered in body of knowledge
available to those prepared
Listen to divine words
tumbling from fountain bubbling
expressing direction of healing
tones
Enhanced art thou in mammoth
movement
returning sons of God
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Who wills thy return to heart of
golden scene
reserved for thee in heavenly
seat
free of rancor demolished

Feel not thy sting of regret
enhanced
in style gentle
Here let lie thy focus of guilt
atrophied
whence cometh to Me for succor
Place thyself in My hands
that thou might bleed not
from wounds self-inflicted
by mind unforgiving of lostness
plight
Let live thy rock of ground solid
cast upon waterways of divine
origin
that bring thee to throne of God
unblemished in sight of thy
Creator
Worship Me alone that brings
you kindness
devoid of mask's illusions
that settles thee in crucible of
love adorned
Place not thyself in peril of lost
image
peppered by illusions of evil
personified
Progress in style of holy way
propelled by visions of others
seen as occupants of heavenly
home
Holy juncture found in mind of
forgiveness
stemming from Source of glory
seed
embedded in man
contaminated not by actions
oblivious of Source endowed
Hear not Me condemn as source
of disapprove

562
3-5-2001
Torrents of rain eclipse Earthly
matters
deemed unsuitable for holy
matrimony
Zest for living on Earthly plane
diminishes
when sounds of joy Earth-bound
resound in human ear
Thoughts of jubilation
condemn hearts of coldness
aspired
Seek not the medium of
distressed minds
that calleth thou to temper
tantrums
Speak not in anger to soothe
gods of war
harassing thee to action ignoble
Sweet breath of serenity
obfuscates lewd thoughts
dismantled
Healing of heart center
hurdled on grounds of mercy
instilled
leads thee to innocence
uncovered
of basic core
563
3-5-2001
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Assess not thy situation cold in
heart of stone
Lukewarm not art thou in love of
family tree
Hasten by misery
manifested in global scene
unpromising
in guise of human stead
Make known thy outlook in
camps of warring factions
facing ruination of ties to greater
clan
Lackluster thy performance on
scene of dispute
that mocks foundation of
Creation purpose
Moved not to impulse noble that
sways bandits
to abandon need for swag
Let loose thy ties to usury that
spills waste waters
on parched lands of cosmic ties
debunking relationships of
higher order
Useless thy flight from plight
Intent of harnessing Great rays
for noble cause
negated by interest in scenes
economic
that sap thy vision true
of need revamped in cosmic
fashion
Relent in thy attack 'pon
consumers of ersatz life
in world of make believe
Reprieve those lost in
magnitudes of madness
akin to behemoths grazing in
lands of sand

564
3-6-2001
Healed not are thee in
temperament
that loses grip
signifying belief in wounds and
woe
Caustic nature aroused
at threat seen in aim of adversary
armed in barbs cruel
Scene of battle emerges
from flight of safety felt
exposed to dangers primeval at
base of gorge
Lift not thy rocks shoulder high
to ward off enemy seen
harmless to thy true self in mesa
of eternity
Monuments of mortality lock into
fray
of survival subsumed
isolating selves from foundation
of trust
in immortal plan
Wander not in battlefields of
goliaths
belching foul fumes of futility
in arena of mock sounds
Listen to sounds of serenity
serenading hearts of inner halls
recalling all to tranquil retreat
Let flow grace chords
of harmonic suture
binding participants in dance of
holy embrace
565
3-7-2001
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Harken to Me calling thee to
assess and deliver
needed spark of Rays to
situations internal
bringing change needed for
resolution
of lost world aglow with madness
satiated
Winds of change await thy
comply

decimated not by wanderings in
futile lands
of senescence
Grandeur conceived by My
grace
accessed by son's
acknowledgement
of failed life
in ego land of madness
unrestricted
with loss of collateral

566
3-7-2001
Link thyself to chain of healers
entranced with glow of love
embalmed
Hasten thou to Source of
meditation
that combines thee with bastions
of servants
dedicated to salvation of world
Care not for contents of heart's
desire
to achieve fulfillment of holy
orders
Engaged are thee in heartless
manner
with stems of fruits
copious in doubts
and demeaning of sacred
brothers
Lessen thine interest in stakes
financial
of giants of trash littering
boulevards
of shame enmeshed
Stake thyself in My glory
acceded to by mind focused on
will of God
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3-8-2001
Pounce thou on others of staid
nature
akin to style of vulture circling
Hear not songs of harmony lying
beneath
that nurtures truth in hands
assured
awaiting gesture of recognition
Soothe not aching heart with
voice of disapproval
lacking tone of reassurance of
well-being personified
Hosts of angels pursuing haunts
of hiding
await thy signature as helper of
holy way
Beam out light of gentle soul
magnifying meaningful
exchange on masks enduring
that mock truth's presence in
mind of man
Let live unfolding drama of
salvation's turn
to rescue man from nooks of lost
bewilderment
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In thee lie salvation principles
assigned work through thy
rapport
Bless others with silence golden
in presence of lost mind of
despair
Harken to Me that provides thee
with way

569
3-9-2001
Shanghaied in eclipsed fashion
doth man maneuver in straits of
barren seas
Leased not the soul to erratic
passage
dominated by rule of ego mind
Heroic embryo of dutiful mind
remains aboard ship
listing in waters of mayhem
Think not of palaver seducing
thee
to measures of greed anointed
in world of shade
Meet not with grim mind labored
condemned to eternity in
tomfoolery floated
Holiness cast aside from
anchored source
when boarding ship of séance
excluded from routes of richness
true
Wring out thy sails of air
polluted in voyage of concocted
dreams
Redirect thy course to charted
waters
mapped by Winds of change
carrying thee
to destination assured of safe and
happy landing

568
3-8-2001
Flawed in style lascivious
that predominates thy thinking
mind
excuses prevail justifying
unclean state
written upon by sordid thoughts
of hegemony
Lead not in fashion kindly
tendering bouquets of
pleasantries
in mixed mode of supine support
Blend not well with others when
cast thy words
with vehemence upon
unsolicitous brows
Be not My servant true
when volumes of contempt
slathered in film thick
Due process omitted in tenacious
grasp
of power driven mandates
Healed not in attitude 'til march
home ensues
in light of lost assets
Demonic aspects abandoned
in proper life of humble submit
to God of manifold mercies
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570
3-10-2001
Flushed with success are thee
emerged from Hades
enlightened
Failure not thy long trek
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in silence recovered
Healed not thy wounds of
arrogance
dismayed by thoughts of Me
Holiness endowed are thee
unlimited in scope
from desire of Me to fulfill My
children dear
Worthless thy scum of refuse
partaking not of My repast
that fulfills thy soul with glory
view
Broken amidst the litter
will you receive of Me thy
salvation seed
emerged from hands trolling
waters of recovery base
Habituated are thee to fondling
untruths
uncalled for in destiny preserved
for posterity
Relinquish grasp on fallow seed
fallen on lands impure devoid of
sacred truths
Loll in lands of rich soils
acclimated to produce of soul's
creativity
tilling soil with mind of Creator
one
Untrammeled thy waterway to
salvation

Ruled are thee in grasp of
serpents
scapegoating personages as
source of thy discomfort
Holiness abounds in tides of
watered servants
living in sands of defeat
recognized not by minds
oblivious to all but
remonstrations partake
Let loose thy grip on madness
toil
leading you to caverns deadended
in darkness of light unshared
Be thou My servant true that
unlimbers truth
for golden arrows of disperse
from bow shouldered in My
cause
Lanyards of steel mesh
encumber thee
trussing truth's preserve
Willing be thee to slice cords of
enclosure
that let unravel to parched minds
liquids of holy waters flowing in
channels preserved
for eternal use of discourse Mine
572
3-10-2001
Holiness seeds deciphered anew
by mind freed of heartbreak's
harangues
Invested in Me be thy mind
renewed in streams of living
waters
Collapse of goals

571
3-10-2001
Hear not thy call from Me to
sequester thyself
In coils of madness unbecoming
release thy hold to Me
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intended for isolation from holy
sites
become tributaries of channels
cleansing
Lowered to thy knees before Me
doth thee bask in sunlight
streams
Beaten down thy moniker of false
identity
by My calling name of thee
Robust in reality are thee
in shame subdued
from frivolous flights of fancy
free
Lost not in heartlands of
tribulations
overcome by seeds of truth
implanted
Rise thee from shallow graves of
remorse
imbedded with vision true
of core regaled by angels
trumpeting sounds of rejoice
at reappear of son once lost

Ludicrous the mind of ego land
swamped with tides of refuse
signifying retreat from haunts of
parlor games
played on tables of imagined
disrepute
Lease on life of lessened worth
cancelled
in light of bright Star
illuminating world of divine
origin
Flowered crops deigned for thee
flourish on borders of inner
sanctity
releasing fumes exotic
Milk of Master poured upon lives
nourished in gardens of heaven
co-created
by schemes of fertile minds
bloomed in harmony of love
enmeshed
574
3-11-2001
Blessed are you with heart alive
in cadence with holy order
Sought not the sounds of heart
remiss
in woes of wounded mind
Clear the valley of haunted
sounds
leaking distress from minds
monitoring madness
of nemesis envisioned
Peaks and crags echo lightning
strikes
resumed from minds electric
Peace alive from Source of love
conquers chaos

573
3-11-2001
Dispatch thy golden wings
in voyage eternal consummated
Healed in heart are thee
from frivolous times
laconically spent at empty
borders
Rock mounds distant from holy
sight
purveying scenes of gardens rich
in hues
Glory seed anointed with base of
humble worship
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born of misfit dreams
claiming allegiance
Holy alliance renewed
with sonship royal fostered

of holy state imbued
heard in land of eternal sun
576
3-12-2001
Exiled from good fortune in
cavern deep
man reposes
Seek not answers in dark places
bereft of planes of light begotten
Thoughts amiss contaminate
sight of heaven's charts
routing son's regain of celestial
sphere
Earth's light dims from progress
made
in celestial discoveries aligned
with Spirit
Watch My steps in golden arc
escorting thee
to kingdom home
Emerge will thee to halls of
grandeur
embraced in arms of Beloved
hailed as holy son recovered
Dance not in dimly lit stations
of downward drift
Enhanced be thy life
Delight awaits thy turn to Me

575
3-12-2001
Fragrant thy consecration to
needs Mine
to overcome stipulations of ego
mind
Foreordained truth's arrival for
salvation of family
and return to heaven's site
Let loose thy wandering ways
called for not
by repose in foreign lands
Safety assured in commerce with
Regulatory Agent
bringing bounds of prescriptions
Listen well to thoughts of Mine
adrift within thy mire
calling upon thy mind's attention
to denizens of holy matrimony
Warped not thy namesake
awaiting recall from hinterlands
of sanctimonious repose
Clear in thought conceived in
holy lands
bright eyes perceive lost state
Ameliorated transgressions fade
in dusk of no return that casts not
shadows longer
on state of sanctity pure
Lessened thy grief in walk
on lost lands of shame and
corrosion twitterings
Clarion call of hearts arisen
bring concert of clarification
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577
3-13-2001
Bliss filled be thy days of
wonderment
assumed beneath the stars of
deviltry destroyed
Lacklustre be thy lives of
demonic possession
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instilled by mind sallies into land
of odd
Administration of love
maneuvered by Holy Spirit
key to implantation of world
beyond mind human
Level of discourse medium
raised to heights of holy
encounter
designed to enmesh spirit
with recall of home beyond
Lost in clouds of recall concealed
man wanders astutely not
in realm of miasma discordant
Lock stepped in limbo juncture
stalled souls castigate brothers
condemned for mindset of
misfortune
Alleviate mode of thinking
embellished by ludicrous lunacy
sensationalized
Let live thy mind of holy order
misfed not by strands of
wasteland demonized
Loquacious circumvention of
minds at peace
distilled from holy Presence
rendered inoperable
Silence reigns in mind of God
conflicted not with children
sheltered
in land of coercion dismissed

despite efforts of sons to
reconcile
Masked the elements of domicile
pacific
midst factions warring amongst
each other
Trumped the site of inner peace
when no man's land expels
invaders
of causes opposite
Fulfillment of goal negated by
service rendered
by quest of hearts for enemies
without
that quench flames of light of
truth
Inner cause depicted not
for surcease of elements
denying opportunity for rights of
passage
Healers squandered in revenues
gathered
from faithful flock that meets not
needs
of Christ's followers
sacrificed to service of His word
Proceed to main line churches
flagellating truth's emerge
with exercises moribund
stultifying growth of harmony
required
to carry out My word
Lean upon standard practiced by
Me
in healing children of wayward
paths
Make known My knowledge that
heals disease
and lacks thereof

578
3-14-2001
Commissioning II
Asunder placed Christian
elements
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Minister well willest thou in
fashion true
of My intent that propels world
forward
to kingdom home

beseeching thy presence in calm
waters
cleansing
Healing of designs negative
formulated in madness stance
awaits thy intercessions
for salvation pronounced
Listen not to hymns of praise
to pristine lands engulfing thee
unseen
Morose thy mood in land flooded
with heathen delights
stricken with guilt importuning
thee
to put in box thine holy visage
unperceived
Make way for new allow
that golden nuggets of holy food
feed thee with recall
of era past of harmony preserved
Wakened not from dreams of
weakness personified
to realness of holy son magnified

579
3-14-2001
Attend to Me thy Patron true
that endows thee with tidings
joyful
Follow Me in thy footsteps
to kingdom come in traveled
lands divine
Seek not firestorms of hell on
Earth
that eat thee in progressive diet
Look not askance from My face
delivered to you as Guide
through the ages
Seek heaven's heart within thee
in tune with glory seed evolved
invoking call to angels high
for surcease of worldly domain
sate
Hold to honored path of heaven's
jewels
welcoming thee to returned state
of angel being
in kingdom of God proclaimed
for thy joy immeasurable

581
3-15-2001
Commissioning III
Assume command of material
presented
to multitudes of laity
Digress not from assignment
Spokesperson for covenant
amongst followers
realized
Portrayal of role devised
Acclimate thyself to horrors
ensuing
in clash of traditions

580
3-14-2001
Engrossed in litter of storms
emasculating sons of divine
heritage
sought not refuge in heavenly
harbors
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unbefitting to style of Christian
laity
Woebegone attitudes lauded
in fray of reconciliation
making amends in name of
Savior
to all comers
Last thou will in concert of effort
required
to regain status of kingdom home
in earthly enterprises
Foreordained thy success
in resolution of problems
impending
Holy order regained in personal
lives
of stalwarts of peace on Earth

to curse of wandered life in
alleys of deceit
Looming on horizon
reserved in format full
be thy home and place in nature
grand
Worship thee Me
of life enduring on heavenly
plane
cast not aside
Allure of love
embroiled in secure grasp of
Maker's arms
entices thee to renewed life
in world of real adorned
583
3-15-2001
Solace signifies
abuse seen as reality factors
in world of dreams festered
Magnum of being desecrated
by beliefs in outrageous
conceptions
seen not as foes to framework
divine
Look not to Savior soliciting thee
to forefront of dream nocturnal
Sense of season change
unavailed
to minds locked into states of
denial welcomed
Peer not into darkness of illrepute
perceived as solutions to minds
puny
raging scenes of warfare
Lost not are thee on solid ground
of substance holy

582
3-15-2001
Weep not over tidings dire
that bestow hardships on thy life
Cast not in net of allure
trailing thy ventures fruitless
Obscene the life of world divided
portraying thee in role of lost
avenger
Modeled after Me be thee
in mind and matter pure
absconded not from heavenly
scene availed to thee
Witless thy style of life
bemoaning loss and gain
insecure
Branched into madness be
escaping from Source of love
centered be
Escape from Spirit nexus dooms
thee
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delivering thee fruits of vine
sacred
for holy store
Elaborate on scene of holy
juncture
to brothers of like mind
desiring eternal peace in bowels
of being
Preoccupation with central core
musters strength for magnifying
cause
of eternal bliss
delivered on wings of angels
engrossed in worship of Father
divine

healed hearts stabilized in
footings heavenly secured
Healed art thee son of man
wasted away not in environs of
falsehood
returned to glory state of eternal
seed
Made true for heaven's gate are
thee
entered into creation
of My loving direct
unperturbed by distant trips
to lands of non-exist
585
3-17-2001
Succumb to Me O son of Mine
who lampoons Christ with actions
adrift
Willst not thee see thy caricature
of Me
ridiculing holy address of thy
true state
Mock Me thee do with silver
piled on plate
that scourges deep My true
identity
Lost in shuffle constant
apply message Mine
dictating way to healed state
of heavenly stance
Lewd thy thongs of practice
denying My children just cause
in search for Holy Grail
Honor Me with suppliant pose
that brings thee My word in form
of practice
to recover essence of Me in thy
life aborted

584
3-16-2001
Seen by eyes of God
worldly traits dissipate
into ashcan of memories
unworthy
Worsted not by experience
man returns to holy haven
assigned by will of God for
eternal keep
Locked into guidance assured
holy insight guides man's
traverse
through briars and thickets
of deceit corralled
Likelihood of self-abuse
diminished
by Wind of Truth assaying land of
make-believe
demolishing catcalls of
derogation
Washed of sands shifting
beneath feet of integrity
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10/23/13

Make trails to kingdom High
elucidating script to sacred
others
wanting of kingdom home return
Vows of penitents contrite
wash away sands of time
unhealed
meandering in opposition
to recovery of identity Mine
in depths of thy soul
Regale in laughter
children of Mine
at sight of thy true heart
enmeshed in concord
with sacraments of thy heavenly
home

Wear not the clothes of
tomfoolery
embroidered with colors flagrant
of repast immoral
Replace with cloth of pristine
beauty
shimmering with stardust of
glory conceived
Eloquent the style of blazer
masked not
by tawdry elements of hope
abandoned
Mock not the scenes of heaven
with paints of brimstone
conceived of madness mind in
earthly voyage
Return My loves to sights of Me
endowed with gems of sparkling
color
reflecting essence of thy mind
true-born of Mine
Wilt thou return O My son to true
ground

586
3-18-2001
Here lies the truth of being
Ascertain the heartbeat of
holiness within
In hurt lies the defamation of
wisdom stored
that alleviates symptoms of lost
cause
Break ground of being that heals
alliteration
of cacophony senseless
menacing thee
with threats empty
Add to quagmire longing for
spirit presence
hastening to resolve lost sense of
identity pure
Lusting for sands of shiftless state
denies richness of soil of creation
being
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587
3-19-2001
Held in heart deep in sorrow
lies man's mind aggrieved at loss
of way
Punctured the sight of hope
steering man to cliffs of reward
from valley of derision
Hold not thy views of temples
fallen
to lusts of life adrift in no-man's
land
Settle thy mind in Me who brings
thee
to cool waters of relief
[70]

10/23/13

from burning coals of life in
midst of horror
Consumed are thee with nettles
of life ingratiating thee
Wracked with indecision cast
upon land of no-return
doth thee wander with no answer
in plight elastic with falsehood
adhered
Sooner be thee in no-man's land
than fly with angels high in
stream of life
honoring thy true create
Wish not thee for peace of mind
of glory seed
pregnant with love awash in
minds of brothers one
Cast thy nets in foul waters
accosting others
with false views of kingdom
made
Relish thy life with Me
Who blesses thee with endeavor
in blazing sun of warmth secure
for man who trods on holy
ground in company Mine
See this as answer true for thy
plighted state
In honor were thee born of loving
Father true

in hands of unprincipled guide
Grounds of heaven beneath thy
feet
accompanied by Guide divine
lost not in world of servitude
sacrilegious
Doomed art thee to world of
wandering
with gait unsteady
guided by Mephistophelian mind
Wilted in heat of passion wasted
doth thee succumb
to blandishments of false gods
worldly founded
promising thee succor nonexistent
Drift in darkness in corridors
dank do thee
following lead of deities false
Listen to Me thy Rescuer from
sands of time
linking thee to heart of holy
Source foreboding not
Welcome Me Who prevails over
darkness state
embracing thee with heart of
kindness
lovingly endowed upon son of
vintage Mine
589
3-19-2001
Heed not sounds of silence astray
from main course
Assumed the truth of worldly life
remote from heaven's scenes
Biological sphere ornate
forecloses nuptial of heavenly
mates

588
3-19-2001
Healed in heart are thee whence
comes the Rose
in full glory
Speak not of trussed state
bound to ignominious ends of
halter
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10/23/13

Lessened the source of true
aware
in distractions of concepts human
tied to tree of life falsely divined
Apex of heart's recall precluded
by belief in substance false
as elixir of life profane
Thoughts of glory immersed
in swill of liquids gargoyle's
spilling from minds discontent
with inner creations
Longing for peace emerged
in boundless miseries of
madness mind
besmirched by gutters of foul
products
permeated throughout
Relapse assured by dint of effort
invested
in sustaining beliefs of grotesque
products inundating
Silence stills the mind of truths
avoided
Deciphered true madness scene
by glory seeds of Holy Spirit
deposited
in yearn for wholeness regained
Last thee will in healing hunt
for torches of direct
returning thee to corridors of
homeward journey
midst whirr of angels about
propelling thee

scripted by schemes of
loneliness embraced
Hearts impure seek redress that
covers tracks
into lands invented by absent
owners
Tell-tale signs of carnage
displayed
by bric-a-brac hurled at kindred
souls unrecognized
Loose-lipped survivors exult
at victories empty
on playing fields
of derelict hulks in sordid waters
Hype of victory decays
on platforms undermined
dedicated to triumph of human
vicissitudes
Locked in monsters exposed to
light piercing
disintegrate into nothingness
grounds
of madman creations
Wash thy hands of tempests
totaled by elixirs of spirits
calming
Let loose thy spirit in scenes
rejoicing
of recovery anew of kingdom
home sightings
591
3-21-2001
Curry not thy tart tongue
flailing others in staccato style
Healed not in moments base
with hearts awash in tirades
true of rage submerged

590
3-20-2001
Fullness of Spirit echoes in time
somnambulant
Hold thy tongue of anger
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10/23/13

Distant thy mind from golden
shores
distilling savagery as molten
base
Lost thy line of thought
arrow straight from sites of
compassion coupled
List not from side to side
in debauchery drained
hell-bent in desperation
to abandon mode of love
immersed
Seek not cruel gibes fostering
hate
'mongst brothers lost in gruel of
mind's madness
Hear not the tirades
cycling from machines of wrath
denying presence of truth
personified
Healed in time eternal be thy
goal unwavering
mastered by man abandoned to
ways of world
Submission to My dictates
resolves lost states of minds
stalled in lands mud drenched
Healed in heart are thee in turn
to inner Me
raising tides of cleansing waters
exculpating minds of drift from
source nocturnal
Revealed
highlights of gems eternal
shining forth glitter of love
encased spirits
in heavenly mode

3-21-2001
Whereth go thee My love
of life subsumed in My name
Painstaking thy path
delivered to Me for guidance
in world mastery
Prosper thee will in tasks
for salvation adherence assigned
to thee
Lost not are thee in wanderings
'mongst rubble of beliefs
adhered to madness mind
stumblings
Ruled art thee by My intent
to deliver Holy Grail to children
Mine
seeking salvation path
Mastered the route of return
that guides thee to kingdom
home
re-established in sight and mind
Look to Me unerringly for path of
wisdom
superceding dribbles of
misinformed mind
Disappointed not will thee be
in choice of homecoming
preserved
593
3-22-2001
Seek not heaven's gates in heart
of gold
Distressed are thee
in pandemonium of paternity
falsely imbued
locked into heart of stone
that corrals thoughts of bliss
midst sea of infamy

592
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10/23/13

Loosen thy bonds to matrimony
false
inveighing thee to worldly ties
encased in fears
Profound thy love of man
in dew-dropped sight
perceiving holy image of truth
within
Falter thee do in gumdrops
recognized not for poisonous
taste
of life immune to love
Sweet nectar of heaven's create
wills ties of Creator
that binds man to Self in arduous
embrace
Seek not thy life in hell
obscured from heaven's chants of
love declared
Wash thyself
in gentle torrents of deliverance
from scenes impure to heights of
magnificence
diluted not by straying life
Hope of heaven's heart regained
in life of glory in holiness
submerged

Rewrite thy script of torment
posted
regaling scenes of heartbreak
wished
Further thine advance to
kingdom home
awake with cries of jubilation
Lost not thy hold on kingdom site
awaiting thy emancipation
Tenacious God's grip on children
His
guiding recovery of natural life
Bound for glory are thee in time
consumed
by edicts displaying entity of
true worth
Beknownst well thy title and
fortune
to Creator everlasting
investing thee with Self assured
Miseried not be thy fate in lands
aborted
of waste seed and rampant
virulence
Return to holiness procured
by sons alive in proximity
to virgin lands of Creator's fervor

594
3-23-2001
Salubrious thy person when held
in arms of Me
rotated to grasp of glory seed
Abundant thy life anew
whisked away from dark corners
of nowhere
deposited in land of sunlit
'scapes

595
3-23-2001
Waste not thy life in torment
tedious
devoted to madness schemes of
magnitude broad
Seek not harm in time insidious
in traps and deviltries procured
Meet thy Maker in dungeons
drowning
that casts nets of salvation
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for cling of hands abiding with
holy call
Restrained are thee in tides of
abuse
formulated by wayward mind
Try not with sincere heart
to overcome blight implanted
by fumes of noxious elements
Corruption by heart invidious
malforms peace of mind with
hackles raised
Place hand with Mine
that corruption ends
in fountain of pure waters
emulsifying contaminants in
sweep of currents
Emerge thee will in embrace of
stars
shining thy way to kingdom
home

distant elements from lands
inferior
drawing thee away from spirit
intended
Lose not thy focus on immune
mind
that trails thee for onslaughts
upon perverse nature
Rock of image holy preserved
within
escapading upon thy call
to alleviate dictates of saddened
mind
engrossed in deviltry espoused
Link thyself to Me for correction
factor
mollifying false image of thyself
by reeling mind in to holy waters
sagacious in healing powers
Lost not thee be in arms of
Angler
guiding thee through swift
currents
of minds adrift
to safe shore of redemption
recovered

596
3-24-2001
Salacious thy mind
uncommon to Me
that marks thy path to kingdom
home
Rectify thy thinking planted in
thee
by mind adrift in sea of
loneliness
apart from Me
Loose-lipped in thought
malicious in content
spread thee evil in minds of man
retrograde to Holy Spirit inspired
Ceaseless be thy efforts to
eradicate
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597
3-25-2001
Hands of deception pilfer lost
minds
from reality aware
Seek not influence of damaged
goods
making bygone days ruler of
hosts divided
Lassitude of love creeps in to
nest of vipers
[75]

10/23/13

demeaning others as soul mates
not
Tools of deception exclude
brothers
from grounds of certitude
affirming love's base
Lack of love ingrained
in search for mesas plentiful
sustained not by soul's gratitude
Listen not to wails of hearts
grieving
over false premise of love's
delight lost
Looseness of minds debauched
creates images of hope
flagellating ties to reality born
Sensations of desire
grounded in meaningless
meanders
into lands of salvation fantasized
in bodies copulating unity aware
Seek no further in land of dreams
nauseating
for style of life demeaning
to soul's sustenance in heavenly
spheres
Will not the denial of heart at
home
in secure grasp
of bottomless well of love
embracing
demolishing falsehoods of
separation
from divine inspire
Wouldst thou come to Me O heart
of Mine
for soul felt satisfaction of love
entwined
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598
3-26-2001
Triumphant thy will in following
Mine
in decadence abandoned
Fortified in spirit being
dost thee graze in pastures
celestial
on manna moonbeams
Tranquil in heart's silence
be thy mode of moment
indulged in fantasies
of Creation's power
Lost the need for loneliness
succumb
in company of hearts attuned to
thine
Melodic the sounds of raptures
remembered
dispensed by harp strings of
golden tones
Healed in wholeness
recovered be thy menu of
delights
succumbed in minds of oneness
devoted to love
Listen well to chiming of chords
mercurial
breathing from heart's interior
beckoning thee on to kingdom's
throne
Wish thee well I do in
compliance Mine
with children's wishes to conform
no longer
to idolatry satiated
Lord of heavens are thee in
concord with Me
[76]

10/23/13

extending Creation's bounds in
joint symmetry
made of thee My companion
whole
receptive to love's embrace
on mountain tops of glory
manifested

hounding thee with lies of minds
alive
in land of make-believe
Welcome sounds of truth
unlimbered
by chorus of well-wishers
serenading thee with chimes of
welcome
to heavenly climes abrogated no
more

599
3-26-2001
Salients of fire engrossed
in qualms of tremored hearts’
misgivings
of nature violated
seek redress of wrongs
concocted
in maelstrom of moments
misappropriated
by denizens of low life designed
Thoughts of thee squandered
in reprehensible compartments
of life apart
from golden spheres
Lowered into pits of squamous
tissues
be thy stature in mind of
madness manifested
Fostered indignities lower selfesteem
of sons accustomed to higher
state
Mellowed be thy mood in arms of
Spirit
singing melodies of soul
departed
from celestial home
purified
Listen not to voices of disrepute
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600
3-27-2001
Squalid thy life adrift from home
in land of make-believe
Source of love acclimatized
dispensed not in woeful ways of
dour days
Think not of Me
thy guiding Light
in mind of man bedeviled
Succor saccharine douses thy
yearn
for unkempt straits of substance
inedible
Belied are thee in identity whole
by masked marvel of thy create
distilled from seas of infamy
Lackluster thy holy sheen in dim
light
of garish streets
enunciated as word of truth
betrayed
Make amends for loose life
garnished by frivolities
in sacred halls of heaven's create
Abandon moments of madness
milled by unforgiving stones
[77]

10/23/13

of mind hardened by wayward
plight
Seek Me for succor recovered
that blends thee anew in holy life
Lost not thy yearn for days
holiness filled
that declines adventures beyond
their scope
Fulfilled art thee
in treasure troves of life
acknowledged as source of
being
from Creator fruitful in nurture
care

fulfilled by cohesion to Central
Source
Bend not to temptation's sight
supplanting alignment with My
intent
Accomplish thee will
through My perambulation
in scenes devastated
by personal triumphs devoid of
Me
602
3-28-2001
Immersed in diatribe of unholy
writ
man succumbs to blemished life
Ruled not by golden heart
sequence of failure immobilizes
posterity of joyful return
Reality erodes in mind of man
devoted to winds of mayhem
magnified
Restless souls dignify loutish
temperaments
mealy-mouthed as mode of
express
Tongues of vipers made
singe co-conspirators
in earthly compact of devil dance
Rancid hearts bleed foul venom
of hatred dispersed
Let loose in orgies of misnomers
man castigates fellow beings
as source of misery within
Seek not help for soul adrift
in climes surrounding
Source of sorrows called upon in
silent reflect
baring twisted mindset

601
3-28-2001
Suppliant be thy mode for task
application
Logjam ensues from draperies
cast before thine eyes
by self serving propositions to
satisfy
Lean not towards teetering
center
administering brook's direction
for flow of materials to wayward
world
Humble thyself to ordination as
My servant
as recompense for time adrift
in frivolous life
Beam sight upon My presence as
holy keeper
of syncope sons emerged
from blighted landscape of false
dreams
Holy is thy task assigned to thee
in conjunction with My direct
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10/23/13

Healing flows from yield of
thought's progression
abdicated to holy Source within

Look not askance from path of
glory
that provides all answers to
wayward sons
rewarding them for steps
recovering site
removing stains of worship of
idols of own making
Resilient thee be in epilogue of
life
containing fluids of reunion
interspersed with Mine
awaiting transfer to life
transfigured in heavenly sphere
Mark My ways of appeal to
children Mine
that they might see wondrous
world
awaiting salvation of hearts
denied remuneration
in land of living hell
Proceed My love to tell tale of
healing yours
relaying message of salvation
principles
available to all who submit
Locked into Me be thee in
ventures Mine
safely bestowed upon thy brow
for fulfillment of kingdom seeds
Be thee so assured beloved
be thee so assured
thy will be done in concert with
Mine
No end be there to love of ours
extended to holy family of My
making

603
3-29-2001
Epilogue
You have been chosen
to subvert the ways of the world
clandestine
that mock My kingdom in
frightful fashion
To you belongs the skills that
reach out
to loyalty undermined by
surreptitious thoughts
inveighing defiance of Creation
proper
Make known the devotion of God
the Father
to children Mine regaling in false
premises
that seed not the forwarding of
Creation principles
Let be known the right of return
to safety assured
in lands that caress the hearts of
devoted subjects
wiling away in swill of
consciousness corrupt
Take heart in knowledge that
success be yours
in woebegone world of
undertakings valueless
Seek shelter beneath My wings
of tidings comforting
resilient to resistance of man
cowered in fear of My
declarations
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604
[79]

10/23/13

3-29-2001
Keep thine eyes upon Me
that fosters growth in hearts
devoted to central core
Pleased be thee not
with trophies of worthless value
that descend thee to pits of hell
malnourished in soul and heart
divine
Portrayed are thee in costumes
false
lampooning origins of noble
design
Seek thee thy pleasures
in will of Mine
that chastises not thy creative
soul
Besmirch not thy holy core
with drippings of self
righteousness
unseemly gained
Spirit lifted by humble means
seeking naught but service
to creator God
Wounds of healing dovetail with
peace regained
in minds drained of worldly
thoughts demonized
Healed in heart are thee
‘pon sense of kingdom home
returned to honored Host
Bless thee others will thee do
with sight of golden heart
revealed

aghast in dismay
locked into moments provincial
Heed not the sounds of memories
garbled
rancid with taste of foul mouth
excretions
Menace appears in forms
unintelligible
seducing thee to defend thyself
‘gainst enemies imaginary
Listen not to songs of devils
beseeching thee to hideous acts
of retribution
in madness scenes of horror
tooled
Sanctity of holy soul
immersed in dictates of God’s
direct
assuring thee of safety
encumbered
Worsen not thy trend
to forsake calls to Father
overseer
Who guards thee
from improvidence irreparable
Cast not thy sheets to winds of
fortune
founded in fates of madness
deciphered
Meet despair with Me in hand
guiding thee to fates Mine
dispersing madness calls horrific
with songs of assure from loving
God

605
3-30-2001
Distinctive in His impression
Holy Spirit bares truth to sons

606
4-1-2001
Let loose thy repertoire
handpicked for display
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10/23/13

Trusted are thee for unfoldings
formulated
for sons amiss in world of
madness partaken
Forsake profit in land of Nod
for service sacrificial to My wants
of holiness espoused
Seek not guidance in money
vaults
of worldly acclaim
that disperse dishonor ‘mongst
children Mine
‘Stead seek collection of souls
joined for common cause in
service sacred
Hew to line of formulation
withholding naught in My name
that purchases mode of delivery
invested in thee
Make do with thy resources
ample for task aspired
Look thee to hand outstretched
moving thee in path desired
for fulfillment of My intent

declaring decadence as heart’s
desire
Fool’s gold thy retrieve in land
picked over for resources
meagre
Tarnished image reflects light
darkness conceived
illuming hate and fear emerged
Society not thy source of nurture
indulged in spats of demonic
inspire
Lost in course of direction denied
doth man deluded dice paths
divine
provided by Spirit Guide
Seek not ventures in lands
tooled for failure enterprises
of human minds
Grassy knolls soft textured
be thy gift from Father to straying
son
intent on traverse in holy lands
recouped
608
4-2-2001
Healed in heart of love
emancipated man condones
levitation
of heart’s glory to spheres of
practice
Lost in space of time elapsed
machinations of duplicity
hound forward progress
of healed portions express
in land of dreams
Healed hurts espouse glory of
Father
perpetrated in world of darkness

607
4-1-2001
Hope not for hearts amuck
in grass ingrained with thistle
Tethered thee to fields of clay
baked soil
devoid of nutrients life sustaining
Rock infested ground denies
entrance
of piety based man
inclined to worship of holy vows
Release thee from impetuous
stance
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10/23/13

Rejoice in lieu of sadness seen
on planes of war
diligently tended by madness
minds
Hallelujah chorus strokes shell
in waters clear
towards beckoning light of
heaven
regained in holy triumph

610
4-2-2001
Engrossed in heart eruptions of
passions nebulous
see not with vision clear of holy
origin
Holy tide viscous shapes not
thine intentions
when adhered to celluloid
frames of life deposed
Look not upon world of
meaningless glide
in spheres of nothingness
portrayed alive
Listen not to sounds of gab
placating sense of loneliness
pronounced
Beams of moonlight dispel
anagrams of wasted vintage
colliding with stone hewed
words of ancient origin
Clasp to breast phenomena of
calling
that whittles words of holy design
engaged in salvation assignment
Bemoan not moments of joy
embraced
in hearts of others welcoming
thee
in paths of ministry becoming
Rescue thyself from flounderings
in distractions of life adrift
Adhere to holy order guiding
thee
with firm steps to glory
recovered
in eternal eclipse

609
4-2-2001
Hold not traverse on grounds
immoral
Lift eyes to skies for winged feet
of holy truth submerged
in world of illicit hurdles
Stride in time eclipsed by
martyrs
superimposed ‘pon face of
rogue’s accomplishments
Let forth thy Winded way
in sphere of ill repute
casting moonbeams on darkness
‘scapes
unaccustomed
Halt in harness
of Maker declared
retracing thy steps to kingdom
road regained
Abundance of targets guiding
thee
in aim straight
for feet planted
in direction of holy throne of God
Healed heart proclaimed
by angels joyous
reflecting son of man’s return
to eternal scene of honored birth
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10/23/13

611
4-3-2001
Landmarks of heavenly sites
castigated by children of a lesser
god
Contumacious be thy nature
absolved of care for fellow
beings
in mien of Me
Healed in heart be thee
when contaminants removed
in light of holy order obliged
Sought for security engaged in
copious manner
when insidious convolutions of
human mind
given over to Spirit’s direct
Laced with malevolent frothings
of human aware
man downsizes to state of animal
kingdom
Lost to aware of heavenly themes
man disengages from broadsides
of love
emitted from contiguity with God
Light landed in solar plexus of
man
exposed to virtues of harmonious
state
Willed in thee be My essence
compelling
bringing light to hearts obedient
that emerge in yearn for higher
mind
Willed are thee in desire of
return
to life of bliss contoured by
heavenly dimension
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612
4-4-2001
Voluminous the episodes heard
debunking Christ’s
achievements
as identity of God on Earth
Fastidious reports of nonbelievers
claiming false facts as truths
obliged
witness not to holy order
in His demise and resurrection
Hold to truth of holy evidence
proclaiming Christ the king
of worldly function
denied not in heaven’s spheres
Realized the Heart of wholeness
personified in ardor
lived in worldly domain
Stupefied the mind of man
witness to God in man appear
attesting to holy truth of inner
being
Sanctified thy soul when cometh
Son of Man
in name of Father
adjudicating false from true
in world of matter immortal not
Clueless the mind of man
to benefit derived
from acknowledgement of Son’s
birth
as celestial Being
Meet thy Maker withheld not
from thee
found within
in silence disclosed
613
[83]
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4-4-2001
Boisterous be the sounds of
angels
immersed in songs of gratitude
Returned the sons of God to
acclamation
of heavenly hosts
Near not the sounds of earthly
clamor
man rejoices in calm of love
embraced
Quintessential harmony
manifest in love’s light
that severs escapades to brink of
hell
Clarity of vision deterred not
by heirlooms of lost estate
consternating
Lost image of self recalled
signifies end of search
for truth unalloyed

Be not involved in lakes lewd in
lust
that sashay ‘cross landscapes
tempting
Seek Me in currents fresh
infusing thee with Mind of Maker
salient
bringing thee source of peace
within
Locked not into heart of stone art
thee
unavailed to Savior thine
Rejoice in truth of mode availed
catapulting thee to kingdom
throne
‘pon advance willed
towards hand of Guiding Light
615
4-5-2001
Triggered by somnambulant
dreams
doth thee recall not the haven of
thy home
Bested by ego mind thee sleep in
concord
with madness dreams of devout
life expired
Ruled not by embellishments of
mercurial mind
signifying wasteland of lostness
perceived
Deceived are thee in sights
horrific
by eyes mordant to reality’s
realm
caught in limelight of obscene
repertoire

614
4-5-2001
Seen through eyes of darkness
perchance meetings evolve from
framework thine
obsessed with safety concealed
from sight
Lucid thoughts occur whence
cometh thee to Me
for sight restored of glory seed
Pregnant with hope
man reminded of seed planted
within
dallies not in fields of fertility
drained
awash with seeds of sediment
corrupt
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formulating dalliance in empty
heart
of vaporous existence
Listen not to lands beyond
calling thee
from fruitless exist
Wings of Savior hover about
awaiting turn to sure embrace
Savor taste of freedom land
offered for son’s recall
at breast of milk and honey
Wish not for more than succor
supplied
by Savior intent upon thy awake
to heavenly home aglow

from showers of stars reviving
breath of life
heavenly derived
617
4-6-2001
Notorious thy conceit in matters
Mine
that masters not the realm of
salvation proper
Indulged in glad handing of thy
own making
representative not of Me within
Seek not the hand of others
extended
‘less calmness sway be within thy
grip
Do unto others as would I be thy
forte
when pause for sense within of
My presence
Be not locked in to selfaggrandize
that hallows not the Lord thy God
Festooned in chivalrous
chicanery be thee
engaged in healing devoid of My
direct
Humble thyself to Me in ventures
Mine
that will well-being through thy
channel
Make of Me thy beacon
that leads thee through darkness
drained
to summits of sunlight obtained

616
4-6-2001
Energizing the sounds of
heaven’s beat emerging
in psalms of praise to God’s
beloved
Recalled the words of love
describing God’s attention
to children’s needs made clear
Laid low in wait
Holy Spirit resonates with truth
abiding
to lay waste the cries of the
abused’s sufferings
Listen not for sounds of tempests
swirling about from sons lost
in caves of destiny detoured
Listen stead to hounds of heaven
calling thee with truth reserved
acclaiming place of holy rest
Washed of sandy grit
desecrating holy image
feeding of soul commences anew
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618
4-7-2001
[85]

10/23/13

Sanctified in holy temple
sits thy mind untremored
awaiting release from God spell
impeded
Wrought of timbers unblemished
purity denounces films of
fantasies
flaunted by mindset ignoble
Wouldst thee have this
hackneyed mind
in place of mind memorable
that plays about in concert
jumbled
Heel in thy thoughts effluvial
moderating not
causing consternation in biologic
life
Renounce life barbarous
titillating masks of menace
fondly worn by dreaming
Godson
Replace with soul inherent
created by craftsman Father
Hewed of Father
realized in son receptive
doth spring again
the life of Creation original
in all its glory

Listen to Me describe the route to
heaven born
that reassures My children with
journey’s fulfill
Coast not in gear of reverse
entering lassitude of spirit
declined
Lay aside thy decrements
falsified to hosts of horrors
unspeakable
Pull forth thy noble interior
that speaks of love gentrified
Speak not from collusion of cast
denying worldly stain ‘pon
Creation Mine
Ludicrous thine efforts banal
to declare world of make believe
source of life eternal
Hollyhocks deny stunted growth
of patchy grass as product of
living God
Lean towards sun’s rays
emanating from corridors of
heavenly extend
that reprise thy life
conceived by holy decree
for holy joy attributed
620
4-9-2001
Search not for slatternly thoughts
that engulf thy conscious aware
‘Stead sling hawsers
to base of corruption undone
singling out authority
of holy life lived
Leave not thy centered being
aloof in quandaries
of distant lands pernicious

619
4-8-2001
Hear Me O My son flagellating
thyself
in gel of life preposterous
Look not towards heaven’s dew
wallowing in waste of
dreamlands
petrified
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Wreak havoc thee do
abiding adrift in sin colluded
Lift out from maze of
confrontation
that spears locutions of harm
undone
Reach not for loyalties to noxious
fumes
of fraternity denied
in shows of triumph deleterious
Make way for hearts of love
return
engaging conflicted minds
a’ thralled to fear impenetrable
Realize thee will
companions of heart lost
from base camp of hospitable
support
in spheres of loneliness retraced
Harken to their needs for
sustenance divine
provided by son’s understanding
of mind distraught

that bespeaks of divine
dimension
Shackled not thine heart of gold
preserved in acts of living
kindness
Trace thy possession of inner
Christ
to heart of stone demolished
in searchers for sanctity sealed
within
Let be thy truth of holy order
rule in sunlight of passions
revealed
that castigate dominions of
heartless demons
portrayed in human life gone
astray
Victor be the risen Christ in soul
of thee
possessed of glory seed
dispatched
622
4-10-2001
Defiant thy way of self-abuse
that mocks the making of thee by
Me
Ample thy ruminations careening
revered by mind worshipping at
place of never-been
Cease locutions of love
deceptive
uttered from heart of ceaseless
wants
Claim thee obligations from
those about
to partake in service to thy
woeful state
Disengage thy heart’s desire

621
4-9-2001
Sacrilegious thy attempt
to desecrate thy Godly being
handed down from Father to son
Held in heart inviolate Christ’s
image
shines through in tempests
forsworn
Lain beneath awaiting transfer to
human scene
body of Christ raised anew
in followers of pacifism
personified
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to compel allegiance
to focused state of non-exist
‘Stead seek Me
thy steady guide to state of
flawless create
in stream of consciousness akin
to Mine

Draconic the life of man lived
altered in state from heavenly
made
Whispered misgivings alleviated
not
in mindset of rules punitive in
nature
Hear not the heart of true value
beating beneath fog of
meandering mind
Scope of life absurd
perturbs dominion of soul
breached sanctity
Wallow in mud doth thee
malingering as scholar of man’s
ways
draped about bust of eternal
pride
Hunger for lost domain
decapitates Satanic quest
Heed not noble nature
that calls thee to succumb
that true riches regal be
gathered
amidst belongings of soul
ventures
in kingdom home
Wouldst will this true for you
O My son of eternal days

623
4-11-2001
Disciplined thee be in guide of
Me
regulating thy steps in path to
home
Likeness to Me sworn
gifts thee with memories true
of holy site recalled
Look not to garish sights of vision
false
elating thee with masks moldy
predetermined to expire in
time’s demise
Seek not haze of occluded sight
ameliorating not besotted mind
lost in detours adrift
Regale thee in mind pure of
Maker’s mold
that gifts thee with tributes of life
esteemed
Harken to sounds of height’s
acclaim
to ascending sons of vernal days
Lack not thee of future assured
charted in waters serene
in voyage of tranquility evermore
thy home

625
4-13-2001
Hardened thine heart illumed not
astray in territories with unclear
pathways
Moist the ground with heaven’s
dew
awaiting thy footsteps of return
Scintillating thy cause

624
4-12-2001
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of servitude to Christ’s wishes
immersed in world of make
believe
Latitude granted for fulfillment of
intent
that wills the way of holiness’
return
to children of another god
Well-being assured to sons
ill-equipped to visit
dark pathways of underworld
designed for denial of regal
stature inured
Cast aside thy concerns
for allotment of days bequested
to thee
for service of thy goal
accomplished
Eligibility for term allowed
determined by services
rendered
for salvation of children
assigned to thee
Closet not with the underworld
that hastens soul’s demise
to callings of beloved Father
Closet ‘stead with Me
that wills thy journey’s safekeep
to land of noble heritage
thine for eternity of blessed days

that revels in control of matters
Mine
Relinquish thy grasp on specie
human
that diverts flow of Me within
Loss of self control haunts thy
actions
in spheres of healings relegated
to Me
Let loose thy manner of
betraying Me
calling upon human comforts
as source of healing center
Occlude thy vision through
source immaterial
irrelevant to focus on healing
tone
See thy healing in hands of Me
that relishes recovery of son’s
well-being
as vessel of Mine
Waste not thy time in sources
exterior to want of Me
for revelation of knowledge
conducive to recovery of thy
natural state
627
4-15-2001
Enmeshed in discord disquieting
caused by malevolent thoughts
see thee not
through haze of violence
coveted in mien and temper
Lost are thee in willingness
to discourse negative
saluting madness adherence
lacking judgment
Roost in hate abominable do thee

626
4-14-2001
Belabored thy point that ossifies
thermal updraft of values
polluted
Recognize not the thought of
misguided mind
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in sexist attitude displaying
disdain
for holy identity of heavenly
aegis
Linked to format human
wasteful thy kinship to ego mind
regarding naught of ideal
enclosed
To you belongs inheritance
of Christ triumphant paternity
relegated by Father
Who makes thee crown of
kingdom
treasured for posterity
in Mind of love bequeathed
Salute thee I do for honor
proclaimed
by heavenly hosts
that immerse their lives with thy
pursuits
welcoming thine adventures as
supportive cast

justifying righteousness of own
position
Tattle tale of theatrics
makes known licensure of
insecure ground
that impels worthless stature of
ego mind
Mark thy traits of ignoble
heritage
roustabouting as Savior pure
Hear not the call of Me
through false images
that wills thee return
from brackish waters descended
to hosts of heaven derisive not of
schemes awry
Latitude extended for lost
dreams
of fruitless voyages embarked
by sons experimenting with that
which never was
Land of dreams carnal made
evaporates in lap of heaven
returned to son immigrating
to homeland restored anew

628
4-16-2001
See not with eyes open
that masks delay
with fruits sour disembarking
Lost in image of time
doth thee retrieve not
the ethics of holy circumstance
recovered
Mocking of Me
the worldly theme of display
that quiets not the heart of
innocence
secure in dock of inner sanctum
Lead not from sanctimonious
primping
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629
4-17-2001
Valid thy thought of
communication
with helpers of divine plan that
esteem thee well
Surfeit of information locked into
exchange
with heavenly voices poised
to guide thee in séance
explicable
Hear not voices of mundane
world
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preaching subservience to outer
realm
Course declared within
that molds recovery of holy
empire
foreclosed not from thy possess

a’ stream
relegated to lands of make
believe absorbed
Lopsided credence paid to meals
malnutritious
offered by demons morose
Quest for holiness sidetracked
sought for in pools of quicksand
deleterious to sons amiss
Wrapped in gold leaf
posture sedulous not
for man of God ordained
Silence quickens thy spirit
recovered
in caves of wisdom vaults
restored
Seek not thy spirit
in acts atrocious
to mercy loving God
guiding thee in ways of love
defined
Bring with thee light from
heaven’s fount
cascading ‘pon children remorse
filled
from sallies into love lost
dimensions
casting gloom in time spent

630
4-18-2001
Seek not landscapes devoted to
drudge and toil
Acclimate thyself to warm
breezes
soliciting thee to seasons proper
adulterated not by sludge and
slime
Baths of cool waters sensitize
thee
to love of eternal Father
devoted to son’s comfort
in arms of Almighty
Let be thy shield lowered
in welcome of Father
providing thee with nurture
Washed of sin and guilt
expressed by mind possessed
wilt thee cower no longer
Let loose thy dreams
of falseness endowed
disconcerting thy holy visage
contorted
Meet not dreams of terror
in holy ark of life diffused
Seek thee ‘stead My lofty love
of hearts imbued with soul of Me

632
4-19-2001
Heresy reflects ignorance of Me
Who assures safe journey to
home port
Palm to palm are thee led
with misgivings none
to sally no more from path of
righteousness

631
4-18-2001
Pernicious thy view of life
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Heresy speaks of anger
unfounded
towards presentation of My role
as Savior of thee
Masks aglow with fear within
contaminates sight of natural Me
availed to all for salvation
purpose
Mark not the means by which
mission accomplished
Detours arise from beliefs in My
upbraid
of children adrift in seas of
infamy
Little known of My sight that
upbraids not
but sees hearts in distress of
lonely climes
Work not at synthesizing God of
love
that meets need of guilt-ridden
children
Truth beholds undeterred God
healing children of His loins
wandering in deserts of deceit
framing pictures of misery nonexistent
in world of salvation pure

reverberate to holy grounds
recovered
Round about thee
hear music moonbeam soft
that melts minds profligate
morose to sight and mind
Ecstatic be thine heart
unbound from verbiage
akin not to inner core
Taste rosebuds sweet with dew
Memories enhanced of kingdom
home
from long absconded
that wills thy return
to savor holiness of thee
bred in eons of exist
Fancy free be thee in heartsongs
of delight
634
4-21-2001
Ape not the ancestors of primal
days
that flood thy mind with grievous
taunts
Holy art thee in obscene world
willful to chants of evil performed
Sought not the produce of My
aware
ranging in scene deleterious
Want not My wish and want
in parley with sons obsequious
to rant and rave
Harbinger of evil performed
be signs of harsh mouthings
that cascade from raging human
froth
Entrance to kingdom home
predicated on revived sense

633
4-20-2001
Held in arms embraced
by angels upholding thee
wouldst thee see
the sights of heaven abound
Lacklustre not the scenes of glory
whence unfold to thee with
sacred eyes
Hearts of mellow ardor
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of sons one with thee in kind and
content
from source of Me thy core of
love
Relocate thy center being
manifest in ways patient
with others descended into pits
of odoriferous omens
founded in fears of mutual
destruct
Benign be O healer of Mine
to molting of feas in chasm Mine

that witnesses not to human
vapors
but places upon thy brow
the mark of eternal healing
broadcast about
636
4-23-2001
Holiness of heaven haunts thee
in life apart bewildered
Heart of love belabored
in cavern enticing thee with
greenery thorny
Hold not to cavern walls moldy
that trickle hollow triumphs
Look not to fiends of fury
that escalate discontents
to milestones of harvests cynical
Marshlands putrid with fetid
waters
bleed disharmony
in rows with companions
of Easter world
Holiness encountered
in Winds of change engulfed
when calls for tarnish removal
breach lips of appeal
Heaven sent sunbeams
pierce world of make believe
littered landscape
repelling drift
with cornucopia of harvests
compelling

635
4-22-2001
Hear Me in thine heart where I
encounter thee
Spread Me not about
when search for Me within thee
I am
Ruled by heavenly hosts are thee
in close encounter drawn
in holy symphony
Ladle out love in style generous
that portrays essence of
unflagging devotion
Led not into temptation thee
by fear’s incursion
when calleth Me upon the scene
Redolent odors of sanctity
immerse thee
configured in image of divine
Creator
Lost not in world of tumult when
sight cleared
by Hand of healing swept across
thy blinded visage
Trust in Me O man of God
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637
4-23-2001
Tempting thy trail into largesse
beatified
Loss of harmony resultant
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revered in holiness sought
Seekers of safety sifting sources
of wealth
betray home base of assured
well-being
Hero not are thee
in semblance to madmen of
ducats worshipped
Hardness of spirit detailed by
grasp of wealth
collected in sunbeam void
rectified not by measure of
malice
persistently present
Realize thy worth invested in Me
thy measure of true value
forsaken in gleams of gold
perused

belaboring false assignments
of maniacal minds indulged
Tortured tempers soothed
in wells of water
cooling to angst alleviated
Modicums of meaning vernacular
misplaced from vaults of cosmic
scenes
re-emerge in lands dry and
destitute
639
4-25-2001
Kindness comes from within
basking not in acts of infamy
Seen not thy lot in life
dredging mud of sand bars of
iniquity
Caustic elements persuade thee
to compensate for love lost
in mire of evil doings
Washed ashore ‘midst bilge
waters
do thee cry for sustenance
ignored in game of life replayed
marked by hounds of retribution
Lean thee towards side
of forgiveness distributed
enacting sign of Christ abroad
Shavings of Cross deposited
in sanctums of holiness
personified
glorifying tree of life heaven
made
Redress thy wounded state
harkening not to calls of piety
sounding in thy soul
Let loose thy ways of holy
worship

638
4-24-2001
Tender the droppings of
heaven’s perusal
made soluble for man’s
absorption
Gates of hell clanged shut
‘pon hearing testimony of
dialogue divine
Ruled in sacred order
man succumbs to ministered
light
abrasive to demon’s contortions
that block passageway
to secular mind abandoned
Rot and ruin conceived as fodder
blemish not constitution of nature
sacred
Bickerings human placed aside
in drafts of Wind
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that brings thee to thy throne
of God within

Peal not the bells
for thy disincline
to heaven’s feasts abjured
Hasten not to home
in hills of roam amiss
Hold not out thine heart from
vision clear
that promulgates gifts
of laughter pure
Stationed in mind of Godly
descent
healed in nature be
from Source divine
Harken to witness of Me

640
4-25-2001
Retribution is evil done
masking justification
for wounds experienced
See not thy evil ways
encased in rage demeaning
Forfeit life of Godly ways
when attack monsters of thy view
Heel in thy wrath disclosed
that merits not thy time nor mood
Ancient heritage sublime moves
thee
to tender feelings for sons adrift
in madness moat
a’ swamp with themes of
persecution
Thy lamplight begets truth
espoused

643
4-28-2001
Transactions legal abominate thy
mind
when placed before image of Me
Seek thee security in money of
world
‘stead of currency cosmic

641
4-26-2001
Destiny dictates allotment
of heart prevailed proclivity
Cease not search for heaven’s
binds
to life adrift casting shadow o’er
scene
Let live thy spirit joyful
proclaiming God’s grace
extended to children His
Be of cheerful heart
that regains heaven’s home

644
4-29-2001
Taciturn thy soul engaged in
worldly matter
rooted not in leaves of darkness
Immobile thy life forsworn of
holy edict
mediating not thy cause in world
adrift
Sincere thy heart in yearn
for Founder’s presence
rewarding
blessing osmosis exchange with
son of love

642
4-27-2001
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Holiness devoid of conflict
rearing
‘mongst sons of oneness light
recovered
Offering of self to holy cause
divorces life to blindness born
Held in heart of holy bonds
enthralls man
to sights of vision pure
in lands of eternal light
Blessed be holy sons engaged
in life immersed in sea of
tranquility bathed

Crestfallen palette of scenes
confronts thee
boxed in by worldly view
laminated
History of occult transmitted not
in senses raw from occlusion
Scions of Creator emasculated
in unworthy trap of dissidence
masking view of holy ground
surfaced
Held hostage thy consort of
noble heritage
engulfed by stance of worldly
mind committed
Welded shut thy doorway to
honor honed
in bastion of debate
Refute thy mind of ignorance
astray in concourse of deceit
Let live intercourse with Holy
Scholar
reminding thee of home abroad
welcoming thee to proclivity of
sacred powers

645
4-30-2001
Triumph be immersed in Me
that wills thy wait
Sour made thy throne
parading false image of thy own
Richness curried be thy fall
‘midst splendored glades
of holy source
Secured in succor
manner Mine
waste not thy time
elapsed in conundrums
falsely attired

647
5-1-2001
Waste not thine uplift from
scenes horrific
destined for minds of holiness
made
Coarse world of descent
eschews warrant for recall
Sacrosanct the village of holy
matrimony
that excludes not
children of the higher God

646
5-1-2001
Heritage absconded
wasted become thee
Healed not in mind that forsakes
homeland
to browse in wares of domicile
human
Makeshift manner guides thee
in world of tumble down
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5-2-2001
Trust in Me thy Substance
Absolute
that beguiles thee in ways of
recovering path
Too soon thy hope for recovery
full
that wends its way in steady pace
Locked in to healing heart
be thy composure assured
that all well will be
Fragrance of blossoms healing
waft odor through pores
bringing presence Mine to
longing heart
Lead not thy way in tombs of
despair
skitterish about ways of Mine
Flout not My tones emitted
in music of well-being
personified
Well will thee be
O child of Mine
that forswears not
My mode nor path to kingdom
come
‘mongst the morass

of man abroad
Felicitations domed sphere
of inner self
raptures at glory seed amidst
deposited in wherewithal
for kingdom spread
Moniker false devoted to identity
elastic
decries absolution for soul adrift
from mainstream course
Meltdown of madness
manifest in dreams deciphered
by Spirit mind akin to Creator
God
Revealed posterity of kingdom
home
enamored to son of golden Light
redresses wrongs of exile
imposed by madness mind
650
5-3-2001
Rely on heaven’s providence
that fulfills thy search for succor
Hands uplifted held by Savior
God
recalling thee to heaven’s
bounds
Latch to gate celestial
opened by Carpenter Son
bequeathed key to return
Follow route of reconcile
that acknowledges Christ
as way of salvation turn
Let loose thine heart to moments
gentle
that clarify essence of Holy Grail
expounded

649
5-2-2001
Sanguine be thy mood in nature
pure
lanced by love interior
Led by Spirit ad hoc
man retrieves aware of golden
core within
Sample not the wares
of misery contaminated mind
destined from lovelorn fate
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Renew thy faith in mainstream
calling
admonishing thee
to collect stream of living water
droplets
that minister to congregation
pacific
‘Lest heaven’s Voice not be
heard
be dutiful to Call of Instruct
that wills thy path to achievement
vested in thee
Succeed thee will in heaven’s
stance

in holy flight from seeds of Savior
that magnifies scene of mystical
sight
652
5-5-2001
Heard on high the song of angel
wings
whirring in concert about love
abandoned
Sanctimonious tidings of earthly
born
rip strings to beings of eternal
light
Wrest not control of illicit ways
from duped demons of mortal
soil
Empowered be the throne of
God
emancipated from minds of sons
adrift
Curtain lifted on skullduggery
practiced by ransom minded
sons
eloped from heavenly spheres
Be thou jester in costume of
earthly man
seedy clothed in realm of
forsaken lands
Torrents of angel beings
kaleidoscope about
serving salvation of atrophied
man
Healed in wing beats of angels
harmonious
sycophants to laws of wealth
blather nonsense seen from
heights anew
Resist thee truth from honor seen

651
5-4-2001
Sacred is thy heart in soil of Me
demolished not by escapades
adrift
Transfixed in sight of Me
doth thee rule ingrates of morbid
thoughts
despised of Me
Holiness regained a’ lee
from foundlings’ worship of
realness engrossed
cast not aside by wanton hearts
Travels abroad midst canisters of
false hopes
demolished by seeds of holy
rectitude
dispersed amongst troops of
disengaged thoughts
mocking castles of euphemisms
Gild not thy thermal thoughts
ablaze with blasphemy of inner
core
Rulership thine
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engulfed in ways of earthly
scenes
Let loose thy tight held grip
on purse strings
manly made
Embrace strings of heart
secreted by mind of man
embraced in heavenly spheres

Let loose the mind of God
ordained as secular shelter
forbidden to world of
contretemps
laced with manner miasmic
Ruled in occult are thee
in singular fashion
defying imaginings harmless
to state of being
imposed by God of eternal
Creation
Holiness abides in heaven above
forsaken not by son of man
in diatribe with worldly values
History of heartless retreat
succumbs to manner of Supreme
God
that dallies in corner of mind
obtrusive to landscape of fantasy
indulged
Rulership denied to snippets of
mayhem
parading as alter egos of lost
children of God
Regale in nature true
absconded not from doting
Father heroic
chastising interlopers to son’s
peace prescribed
Crumble down foundation of life
misleading thee adrift
from ways of glory manner

653
5-6-2001
The world goes on and on in
misery chanted
In swill reeked
posthumous rantings fill air
with rancor conceived at loss
of holy site abandoned
Crisscross o’er ground desolate
doth sons of pristine God
betrayed by minds in fear
evolved
Maintained the mind of man
deciphered by the greater God
that swipes shelves of refuse
littered
beknownst to Spirit Guide
Holocaust of demons parading
partake in grandeur scene
of mocking God’s fruition
in Creation original
ruled not by masters of deceit
Synchronicity occurs in divine
instruct
curtailing choice of false fables
garbled
swept ‘cross mind of diligent
man
recalling scenes of glory
rehashed
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5-7-2001
Pierce not thy heart
with stones thrown at angels
parading in worldly garb
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Thoughtless thy attempts to
collar untruths
claimed as divine writ
Heated thy passions
to proclaim rule of law
overriding to Holy Presence
within
Hasten thee to proclaim
judgment callous
on innocence inundated by
minds awry
in madness moments
Forced are thee
to withhold significance
of identity given
in transactions fortuitous
that cower before onslaught
of corrupted mind
Sensible be thee in mind divine
that guides thee to gentle ways
displayed as capstone of
mended world
Mercy be thy nature true
in seas of iniquity
roiled by human greed
Color of flagstaff purple
portrayed
signifying presence of Christ
among
Crucified Savior decries lack of
sanctity
in jousting children
devoid of identity aware
Seek not faith in hearts of stone
that renege on principles holy
Seek ‘stead in body of ark
that casts restraints upon restive
children
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placating themselves with
trinkets and toys
of greed unsatisfied
Locked into haven central
doth man personify
loyal guardian of traits holy
destined for re-emerge
in world of protracted pogroms
655
5-8-2001
Sanctified be thy mind in
heaven’s bond
forsaken not of life eternal
Blessed be thy heart
wilted not by scorched earth
of treeless world
656
5-9-2001
Holiness of heart
submerged in tidal wave of
vitriol
that banishes Me from
knowledge true received
Platonic be thy love espoused
in distinct fashion
Mephistopheles mind begs anew
for mention in seeds of conflict
placed
guiding thee to condemn
of nature pure shared
Wizened be thee to state of mind
catastrophic
that supplants wisdom mind
bequeathed to thee in form
natural
Harken to My Voice calling thee
to assimilate gibes cast at thee
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in morose manner
by disgruntled companions
‘lest thee fall to state of attack
demolishing role at hand

that casts spell upon thee
to seek domicile peace
Marked by heaven’s bounds be
thee
in throes of human turmoil
untouched by chants of hatred
closeted
Immersed in pools of fetid waters
layers of filth decomposing
blocks thee from islands
of harmonious chords
derived from souls awash
in splendor of Holy Grail

657
5-10-2001
Present be to Me
Who sides with just cause in My
name
Lever thy position with sign of
Me within
that mortifies works of bedeviled
soul
Help those who have lost their
way
with kindness acts
that blind view of heart
dismissing holiness within
Welcome will thee be
in kingdom’s treasured halls
for steps taken on path
to paradise regained
that retains My image
in view on worldly plane
Help not with vicissitudes of thine
own

659
5-12-2001
Crowned be thee with heaven’s
heart
‘midst rays of hope acquired
Belittled be thy scope of raiment
in land of Nod attired
when cometh Son of God
bedecked in cape of fire
Begone the ways of man awry
scuttled in cool waters of
reprieve
ministering solace to minds
deprived of sustenance sure
Let become thy heart of stone
renewed to pristine source
Welcome thee mountains of
mash
removed from thee in secular
world
retained not by mind returned
to realm of God

658
5-11-2001
Calcified thy view on human
error
that speaks of minds long lost in
arrears
Patience abounds in hearts of
man
seeking proof of Christ present
in minds of disputant’s eruptions
Harness thy will to Mine
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5-12-2001
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Encased be thee in surroundings
virulent
that spell death of mannerisms
Mine
Ensconced in tribulation’s
turmoil
move thee to side Mine
to receive thy quotient of divine
guide
Derived of Me be thy salvation
source
escalating principles of divine
rule
Source of love intact
that captures attention of
wayward son
bent on destruction of identity
true
Waylaid the mind of Me
that curtails activities of harmful
intent
deciphering outcasts of kingdom
home
Rescued anew
divine son rejoices
at salacious scene demise
interred
Loquacious be soul in joyful
chants
of resurrection home emerged
in wondrous fare

Contagious thy triumphs in
mystical realm
reaching to God with inner ear
Let flow thy mind to center pole
awaiting Voice of divine intent
Circumscribe thy life to attentive
be
to Voice of authority claiming Its
own
Wander not in fields astray
claiming rule of inner mind
Stalwart be in attend to My sake
that requires of thee
strict persevere to receive of Me
Hanker not for days of glory
reveling in fame and fortune selfmade
Thy lot be with Me thy God of
rule
nay-saying to plight of children
in self mischance
Exceptions to rule placate
demons of extraneous toil
distracting thee from ministry
carved of My mind
somber in effort
to reawaken world to kingdom
home
in bowels of My election
662
5-13-2001
Hallowed be the halls of heaven’s
heart
passing instruction to children
Mine
for fulfillment of My intent
Make do with resources thine
to placate worldly concerns

661
5-13-2001
Vexatious thine heart in heathen
manner
toiling at delights human in
scope
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Wither not My mission with thee
to fulfill will of God
ingested by thy soul
for remuneration Mine
Band together for remake of
mission
that requires attend to Inner
Voice
for proclamation
salvation required
Heed not thy tunes of dalliance
with Devil’s breed
that consumes thy life
Conquest of evil source required
for composure bringing thee to
Me
for direction detailed
in spheres of service Mine
Reach out to those about
who seek glory Mine in
administration
that wells forth from fount of
security
Heathens be in ignoring Me
welling forth
thy rule in safety embraced

devastating land of dreams
with prime knowledge of shores
akin to life celestial
Mockery of hearts amiss
defused by spirit world
made known to dreamer of
worlds amiss
Cock thy head to innard’s sounds
displaying chants of cosmic
recall
Hear not worldly themes
in presence of themes eternal
twisting thy view to holy ground
succumbed
664
5-14-2001
Set forth thy standards
eclipsing song of sinful parts
of worlds colliding
Naught need thee do
but proclaim the world
of God’s arrive
that spells defeat of human
juncture
Pass through time
in accord with Me
directing thy movements
lackadaisical
attuned not to heart of Me
Posture not
sensation of man alive
in world of doped delusions
Silence reigns supreme
in manifestation of Godly
principles
untold in human voice
Release thy vows to mischance
pursued

663
5-14-2001
Textured in schemes cosmic
onslaughted in worldly demise
lilliputian microcosm
castigates substance holy
Held not at arms length
facsimile of life retrieves horrors
of cataclysmic abyss
stultifying egress
to distant shores of harmony
Heard not sea gulls’ cries
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in dream like zones of misery
mind
Awaken to Architect of reality
zone
planted in palm’s signature of
Savior
Seek not vintage grapes
in fields of wrath prickly briared
with husks of tombstones
contaminated
Lost in shuffle of maniacal mood
heliotropes re-emerge
casting contents of sun-drenched
surfaces
‘pon streets paved with duress
Feed not thy soul with staves of
sawdust
reckoned as meal for nobility
cursed
Seeds of swords drawn
dot landscape of reconcile
in lust of battles reviewed
Let live thine enemies old
in landscape of tranquility
perceived
that bless combatants
with recognition of common core
inherent in sons of God
personified

cast about by uncaring centers of
selection
Grouse and groan
be solace of hate
spewing from mouths of
dissidents
to holy rule applied
Spill over of fear
desecrates tombs
of founding fathers of mercy
personified
willing to assist
in amelioration of tortured life
Recognize reign of terror
blossomed by miscreants of
gutter
stemming from horrors felt
in world of vituperation
Alleviate hearts morose
with tender callings
to side of spirit
laminated to Father of tranquil
heart instilled
Joust with tender mercy
moments of mayhem
personifying fear abroad
in winds of chaos malformed
666
5-16-2001
Landlocked thy ground of
oblivion
forsaking heaven’s gate of home
Studious thee be of ways of awe
that facilitate return to Me
Promising thy flight of adherence
to stone grounds of resurrection
that calls sons to knee of Parent

665
5-15-2001
Cresting waters of forgiveness
dilate heart’s response
to grievances mislaid
Wither the Rose ‘pon vine
unattended
in maelstrom of vices
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Hasten thee to hearken to inner
ear Voice
calling thee to kingdom home
that resolves past slights
of presence Mine
in wending way of madness path
Newness of spirit life recalls
safety felt
in arms of Savior yours
abundant in love requited
Landlocked globe of noncompliance
immersed in waters of salvation
cleansing thy mind of lost battles
for fulfillment akin not
to mind of Savior presence
Look within and find thy Savior
true
cooing warm words of
encouragement
to children of the greater God
unblemished
in fitful sleep of lost wilderness
endowed
Be thee Mine My children for
eternal keep

Caustic bite of words ferocious
frenzied fraught
mask companions in ghoulish
caricatures
of madness mind
Sense not lives of dignity aspired
by mind made pure in mind of
Me
Hasten thee to fine tune melody
of collective chant to glory made
by sons relishing heavenly
kingdom mode
of wisdom transpired
668
5-17-2001
Cast link
Watch for Me thy search
Closeted with thee
in deepest ground am I
Range afar from thy base
in thoughts of mind distract
In all parts of thy life
market Me of thine account
Charter thy course in earnest will
thee
beneath Me My son
Wholeness of heart
conquestor in light of saving
Grace
administered by thy Father in
heaven
in collide with thy wandering
ways
Lost in nature be thee to no avail
serving masters of servitude of
ill-repute
Magnified thy sight when cast
thee about

667
5-16-2001
Hatred in thy sight
be vengeance thine to children
Mine
Seek not thy tongue barb
wrapped
protruding to outer children
portrayed as combatants
Bank on lips of tender girth
that waylay psalms of praise
to mayhem caused
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in bonds of holy matrimony for
Spouse ever more
that wiles not away from thy
presence
Moon not over lost hearts
that meet not thy needs of holy
embrace
espoused in litany of correct
Healed in heart be thee
in chambers of royal Heart
loyal to bride of Mine
in essence one with Me

migrating through fields of
silvered grass
Testaments glorious ripple
through
bogs of unholy writ
acclaiming truth of kingdom
home discovered
Reach out with hands filled
to rulers of domain parched
hallowing harvest of Roses
transgressed not by flight of
children
from eternal days

669
5-17-2001
Sustained not are thee by fluids
harmonic
that cause thee woe and
destruction
Rancid thy thoughts mellowed
not
wearing thee in dungeon drift
Sounds of turmoil discount
discovery
of harps leading thee through
thickened underbrush
to fields of silken glory
Morbid be thy thoughts
attenuated not
by milestones of hearts
transfigured
Distance thyself from trends
amorphous
that subvert tenuous hold on
reality secured
Allay fears of mortal death
sustained by rudiments of nature
human
Allied be with horns of plenty
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670
5-18-2001
All refreshed informed by you
Instincts’ survival collide
with Holy Grail
Sought not the truth in wayward
times
Hereafter occludes misery life
spent in drool of mismanaged
means
Wake to manna Mine
that leads thee
to hilltops of managed Grace
dousing thee with nectar of Roses
borne
Supine be thee to Voice Mine
urging thee to heights holy
inclined
671
5-19-2001
Balustrades of heaven’s heart
descend to earthly waters
bringing freedom to mired souls
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Look not to crevasses for sight of
light
leading thee to distant shoreline
Succumb to firefly gleam
of angels about
leading passage to heaven’s
scenes
Walk not in shoes of Devil’s
advocate
but sandals of blessed Savior
adhered to
in trysts of souls heaven sent

raising thee from pits of insomnia
that thee may rest in hearts
tranquil
obsessed not with wrongs of
creations past
Seek thee My heart of ardor
relegating thee to thrones of
glory
inimical to wasteland of sorrow
673
5-21-2001
Here in your heart am I unfolded
Curtains of silence raised
permitting thee to observe My
presence
Rush not into fields of glory
pertaining to worldly matters
Stay inside where I cast shadows
upon thy life
midst values of useless toils
Single out welfare of thee I do
pertaining to life of Me
Succulent My fruits of vintage
rich
employed to regain chattel of My
son
Warped the mind of son adrift
in dreamland of torrents of abuse
Made mellow are thee
ensconced in Me
made treasured
as royal son of My loins
Enjoy thee will resting place
in golden satins of My heart
reading thine heartbeat as My
own
Make of Me thy love beloved
treasure trove of all eternity

672
5-20-2001
Cadaverous blossoms blight thy
sight
of heaven’s yards tranquil
in scenes of Glory
Here lie buds of nature own
galvanized by heart of Creator
sensing
Leave not thine heart in hands of
lesser source
castigating elements of primal
scene
Look not to demons dancing
on hills of infamy
wiling away source of Creator
power
Lands of dreams ignoble
chastise thy vent of holy powers
exculpating
Ridges of fear decimated by
flocks of angels
gathered to soothe thy mind of
endless chatter
Docile be thee to Me lending
hand to grasp
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locked in embrace sweet
of love ordained

wolfing lollipops of venom
Bend thy knee to holy ground
that fulfillment Mine be thy
course and way in salvation path

674
5-21-2001
Lost are thee in dismal straits
alleging life amidst corridors of
time
Tuneful thy soul cast upon Me
Alter thy tastes in starving meals
astride plenty in paradise lodge

676
5-22-2001
Ingrained the heart of Love
adored
that excises trumpets of misery
manifested
Seek not the kingdom of God
alone
Entrusted to thee be minions
Mine
that guide thee through thickets
drained of dross
Miasmas of foreplay scanned
diluting heat of passion
disowned as secular journey
Roots of holy trysts uncovered
entwined with will of Father
Make haste to kingdom home
embraced
in life of son donating heart
to Source of love entrusted

675
5-22-2001
Watched over with care thy life
in high dudgeon
Make claim on holy heart for
aspired goals
Tilt left nor right in proactive
stance
claiming heart of wholeness as
thy own
Be quick to Me in times of flight
from scenes of mayhem
discerned by thy cause
Be stolid in mayhem mixed
inviting counter to other’s ploys
Be My guest in journey through
life unabridged
at waterholes of quicken
that thou might see with
unblemished vision
sights of holy matrimony abound
Be likened to angels
in holy cast of heaven’s habitants
forsaking myths of glory
unseemly founded adrift
Thy ways not Mine in mixed
madness attended
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677
5-23-2001
Cast salt on sand in wayward
world
lampooning heaven’s Creation
Doll houses dressed in kinky
town clothes
mutated as sons of God
dwellings
Forsaken not thy clothier
bombarding thee
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sallying ‘gainst heaven’s stores
of riches royal
entrusted to sons of God
safekeeping
Benign thy life in heavenly care
bestowed
‘pon sons adrift in madness
malcontent
Waft scents of lilac blooms
odoriferous
‘pon sons malnourished
in dingy dungeons deprived
Hear songs of glory sung
on winds of accompaniment
Haunting images of holy design
emerge in gallery recompose
soothing son’s longings
for redress of wayward life adrift
Stinted souls enamored of holy
life recovered
in fullness of Creation conceived

in hallowed place of inward life
Hear thee My call to thee
of succor sweet abundant
dispensed to My children
gathered in shade of forgiveness
administered in My name
Recoup thy loss of peace
in alabaster dwellings
forsaking worldly means
deciphering not the intent
of resurrection planes of cosmic
dimension
Inward bound be thee for life
eternal
with God of munificence
679
5-25-2001
Etched in view
symphony of sound
located in center of madness
core
elaborating mystical retreat
to heaven’s home
Held in heart of God
man defuses realm of madness
court
absconding from bewitching
melodies transfigured
Let loose in field of lilacs
doth man renege on scenes
perpetrated
attacking haven of kingdom
home
Reeled in from compost heap
of rotting themes
man effuses on heart regained
in land of awoken dreams
Castigate not thine showings

678
5-24-2001
Pause and mend
Destined are thee to tribulations
of spirit pursued
wanting worldly matter as source
of thy life
Recourse to spirit world
embodies thee
with solace claimed
Recompense thy name as spirit
son of God
whence dwell thee in hall of
honor
bestowed by olympian God of
love
Treasured thy view of holy order
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of nature true absorbed
Willing be thee to absorb
word of covenant made Mine
Make way for presence Mine
that clears the air

5-27-2001
Yield to Me thy stone of sour
mash
Meadows of golden rod exceed
thy grasp
locked into maze of twisted
minds
Ruler of realm interior
masterminds of life abroad
dovetailing with signs of distress
Relics of bygone years
reel in disorder
swept away
Lease on life renewed in call
to Higher Power
signifying distaff concerns
of human life
Hollow sounds of victory
conceal matted gore of triumphs
marred
midst whirlwinds of self-deceit
Heroes of conflict’s sinews
betray heavenly trysts signifying
locus
of heart’s recall
Bring rule of Me to bear
on scenes melodious
conceived of dreams disruptive
Royalty awaits thy recall of hearts
entwined in kiss of love mastered

680
5-26-2001
Come inside where I am
ministering to thee
in sandy nook and cool shade
Decipher Me thee do in Winds of
blast
corralling sheep in sheepfold
Dusty roads stay clear of
in midst of holy concourse
filled with entourage of angels
guiding thy every step
Flight of hearts sincere
embraced on scaffold interior
entwined with dollops of love
secured
Cast of millions upraise thee
to heights impoverished not
of sunbeams gazed upon in
echoes of delight
Murmurs of heaven sent
mermaids
cast flowers of starlight pastured
Sought not no more
dreams of make believe lands
abscessed in throes
of prickly death administered
Warm shake of vibrant chords
sets gel of ministry at lead of Me
thy Ruler and King of days of
yore

682
5-28-2001
Heart’s stirred by God’s delights
intone prayers of thanks to triune
God
held in capture by loving Hands
renouncing portions of unholy
writ

681
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soon to be glory scene captivates
hearts
held amiss by misguided sons
healed not in stride adrift
Hearts of love eternal made
boisterous not
succumb to chants
of Deity’s submission call
Hold not to thy breast willful
ways
meted out by gods of chance and
misdirect
Tooled are thee for holiness
served
constrained not by Godly
dictates
Leave behind thine earthly vows
relished not in mind of Me
Gardens of delight sacred
encrusted
foretells joys of sons
in Bible of truth
ordained by eternal call

Stay thy will of illness born
wracked in grief of unholy
thought
Moved are thee within
to sound stage of adrift
mortified by Winds of change
decline
to advance of nebulous
personified
Holiness abounds
in heart of wholeness averred
Found thee in hell transformed
684
5-29-2001
Platitudes ornate screen empty
hearts
roiling deceptions in earthly
scenes
Hearts adrift in seas of mud
recompensed naught caged in
mire
Lift up thy spirit high
to blooms of grasslands
processed for return of lost souls
Hear voices of laughter call
ensconced in realm heaven sent
dew-dripped
to mutated sons
asphyxiated in gloom of death
Hurt hearts abandoned
in holy trough of living waters
washed of seeds of destruction
gleaned
Healed in holy waters
doth thee protrude truth
in world of cacophony
endearing not to sons of God
made man

683
5-28-2001
Haughty though thee may be
hated not are you to Me
Hindered in step whole
magnitude of fulfillment
hastened to arouse thee
Hold not thyself in pose human
decrying state of stress observed
Hold to heights of holiness
true to son of Godly nature
Healed in heart are thee
when absconded from world
immersed in brimstone of selfdeceit
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squelched in human form
Transcend equilibrium flawed
postulated in manner Mine
Seek not vistas
desecrated by tombs of
marching madness
eviscerated by effects martial
Keep to path of Namesake
foregoing plans of joy
demolished
in scenes of travesty
Relent in tasks horrific
spilling genocide of holy origins
Bursting bags of sunlight
dispersed ‘pon grounds
sodden with grief
Beasts of burden emulated
by sons of God
prostrated by weight of guilts
extrapolated in world of crisis
magnified
Heed telltale signs of
intervention
signified by movement of Spirit
internal
that markets not the produce
of souls malformed
Righteousness of Wind
backtracks man
to path of glory made by Father
seeking recovery of errant son
surefooted
Hear Voice calling in darkness
heavy
routing thee
to transformation of sights
blinding bright
in heaven’s scenes
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685
5-30-2001
Prostrate thyself before My
presence
Make of Me thy enemy in world
of concupiscence
Hear not My Voice that calleth
thee
to gains in world of My making
that transforms role to My servant
in make of Me
Healed not in thy ways of
blooming garbage
that transacts relationships
in world of vacant dreams
Held in bondage be thee
transfixed on sights and sounds
of media
bellowing caustic remarks
of sons at war with inner self
Make of Me thy legs carrying out
commands
of raucous voices ignored
to forgo cliffs of mutual
annihilation
perceived as saviors of life
avowed
as realness made
Lost be thee in dreams of rot
that cast companions as enemies
perceived
dangerous to self-exist
Hear Me call
thy Voice of union
whittling away at voice of
progressive destruct
to regain kingdom preserved for
awakened sons
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at peace with inner life declared
by Me

687
6-1-2001
Burdens of antiquity proliferate
in love’s loss
seen through showers of meteors
condoning fruits of violence
Hearsay evidence convicts
authors
founding strife in realm
of make-believe world
Blocks to knowledge confound
truth’s aware
bouncing about in ring of split
identities
Mulling nature of reality
unavailed
to soul in contention with enemy
forces
conceived as forest of danger
Seething froth of tall tales
injurious
enumerated

686
5-31-2001
Harken My son to My Voice
Fulfill Me thee will in wants of
Mine
carried out through thy ministry
divine
Heaped ‘mongst garbage of
worldly travail
be summons to work of matter
Mine
Buttress not walls of strain
from decomposing will of human
forfeiture
Seek not holes in wall of divine
will that
encapsulates thy being with
masonry settled
Link thy soul with essence Mine
that declares thee fulfilled
of current’s flow
in harbor of safe receive
Refuse upstream dislodged
by sweet waters of My breath
cooling thy brow of fevered
stress
Work not at tasks counter Mine
that flatter soul of divine
opulence
Keep thee on path of ministry
that righteousness protects
in swamps of misery human
declared
Abide by Me thy Savior true
in life of service sustained by Me
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688
6-2-2001
Malformed thy view of eternal
gain
leading thee to paradise home
Wouldst not thee want from Me
thy raptured days
of hearts a’ glow with celestial
fire
Wouldst not the prance of angels
aloft
ignite the heart entire
Wouldst sounds of hearts in
metered songs
engage thy mind’s delight
Hurts of hearts of stone a’ gone
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in metered trance of glory seen
Angels dust thy view on high
with glittered scenes of royal
throne
Hear bells tolling thy wakened
call
to hallelujah life in glory seat
Recall thee will thy place
enthroned
in heart of God made one
Rejoice thy will be done

in bronzed image of holiness
dispensed
that clears the way for world’s
salvation
from demon’s parliamentary
refuse
Core of being
fulfilled in task accomplished
Regale in joys unbounded
690
6-3-2001
Held in heart of love aspired
man regains kingdom throne
Left not aside demented mind
‘less perceived as
whirlybird motion still
Seek not thy grandeur
pranced about in beehive of
misanthrope
Place thyself in center scene
Set aside tray of goodies staunch
supporting nest egg of unholy
sites
Will thyself to support of Me
that guides thee in ways of holy
venture
through lands fertile with seeds
of growth
Mock not thine inner core
disclosed in acts of kindness
to wanderers in scenes
perplexing
Melt down misery mind
in focus pure ‘pon inner lands
of milk and honey
displayed for thy partake
in mansions of providence

689
6-3-2001
Forsake not thy light golden
healing thee from harm’s way
Look within to see thy core
that administers My path
to kingdom home
Let live thy being
that coasts through entwining
brambles
of misery life founded in
dementia realm
Let loose thy message true
that carries thee to heaven’s gate
poised for entry to kingdom
realm
Knock not without answer true
that welcomes thee to home’s
respite
from travels abroad
Dementia mind left at doorsteps
of waning world
replaced by lofty mind of
Messiah King
present to thy will
Hold fast to Me thee will
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691
6-4-2001
Manifestation of fear
grounded in titillation with
world’s cadavers
exhumed by mavericks from
heaven
Heard not the jingling bells
from savory feasts delivered
in psalms of joy to Creator God
Ruled by disorder
man adrift seizes ‘pon delights
of curdy puddings blasphemous
signifying flight to home grounds
of disheveled destiny
Ruled by barking dogs
denizens of underworld
heel to majestic scenes of mortal
frays
staged in world of dishonor
avowed
Sense scenes of heavenly bliss
discarded in flight to demon’s
domain
Ruler of glory seated amidst
warring parties
haggling over limelight of wealth
perceived in world of niggardly
proportions
Healed in heart are thee
in realm of plenty dispersed
to children of generous God
founded in raft of treasures
availed

that encapsulates the heart of the
receiver
Treasured the mind of God’s
apostle
declaring news for renegades’
return
linked to site of holiness recall
Destined to be endowed
with God’s love of man
doth thee shift weight of truth
to listener’s ears
Realized fulfillment in service of
God
forfeiting renege of life eternal
693
6-5-2001
Do you not hear the songs of
angels
help hearts to recover pristine
form
Hearts of wholeness wrapped in
vistas critical
persuade minds to curtail
support
for sacrilegious activities
Meet ‘morrow in freshened Word
appealing to minds adrift
in pain of paltry view
Hold out hope for minds askew
to circumvent loss of tolerance
to masks in place
Festivals of dreamworks
agog with views of sanctimonious
persons
aping long lost vision of holy
empire
Reel in concupiscence

692
6-4-2001
Beneficent the child of God
bestowing blessings
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of minds fashioned in ways of
turmoil spread
Let loose thy nature true
at works of healing masses
released to recovery
Soldier fields anew with dreams
of glory
postponed not by seeds of
support
from engaging mind of divine
Source
Relish fields of glory made
Healing light of holiness sought
proclaims promise of home
regained

that gilds Lily of love
with sentient themes of
moderation
Harken to light of lasting love
decrying image of bombastic
pronouncements
kindling fears in children Mine
Bewildered not thy state
when embraced in holy rapture
of divine Source
in eternal seat endowed
695
6-7-2001
Hasten to Me thy covert Lover
that magnifies worth of self-inlaid
Judicious thy mind
ripe with flowered heart
that flushes free
seat of identity
from maelstrom self-imposed
Heather on hillsides of
topography
close venue to soul’s torturer
waylaid by scent of heaven’s
scenes
Milestones of success
accumulated
promenade on seas of victory
accomplished
Accepted be thy status free
‘midst hollyhocks bloomed
to succor thee in grace supplied
Heart of wholeness emerges
sanctioned by forfeit
of beliefs sanctimonious
contemptuous of holiness
avowed

694
6-6-2001
Antediluvian heritage speaks of
Me
as thy crowning light bestowed
Walk into history illiterate
to sense thy stone of Builder’s
triumph
Descent into world oblivious
coincides with amorphous fears
of retribution
from punitive god of unrelenting
hate
Conceded not history of love
languished in arms of thy Maker
true
bestowing grace as thine
eminence
Wait for love abandoned
as thy fruitful path
Seek within thy cross
of heart amiss from stature found
Rely on status Mine
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696
6-7-2001
Forsake not of Me thy love
inclined
that castigates the world of
hatred climes
Ruler of Pentecost migrates
to seminal seeding of souls
grasping for interdiction
Leadership entwined in mystical
moment
moves man to eternal bliss
cascading on shoulders bared
Nominalists carry burden of
retreat
from shores misnamed to abodes
of safety
in sanctity of holy mind

whence cometh with pounding
voice
and tart tongue of retribution
Seek peace on holy grounds of
reconciliation
declared as path of
righteousness
between sons of Most High
in light of Father’s manner
Ill rebuke replaced by love
of hearts made one
in Father’s image of forbearance
698
6-8-2001
Turnabout and face thy Master
Who blesses thee with life
eternal
Seek not the fumes of infamy
that delay thy trip to times
eternal
Lackluster thy schemes of infamy
defacing life of eternal bliss
Halt thy way of servitude
to gods of underworld
defaming thy soul of wondrous
marvel
lest be
succored by vamps of turpitude
seducing thee to world of
nothingness defined
Wanton ways
moral not
blind thee to land of sunlit drift
at helm of craft in peaceful seas
Return awaited
glorified in name of Father
Who welcomes thee
with arms of love extended

697
6-8-2001
Fibers of conflict bind holy
stance
resurrected in sheer exposure to
wanton world
Hold not thy tongue of rebuke
chastising others for forlorn ways
when seeketh relief at thy
doorstep
Mood swings galore
trample ‘pon rights of others
to deny holy instant’s Savior’s
direct
Let loose thy wand of persecution
portraying hiccupping world
of ill winds and mortification
Bolster mannerisms of mad dog
at bay
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to sons amended

generated by soul a’ glow
with heart renderings of
poisoned world
Let live thy golden self
that casts not shadows of death
‘pon regions of mind
syncopated with God’s repose
Lilacs bloomed in center of being
cast spells of enchantment
regulated by God
in glory seat of His domain
Hasten to thy center core
abandoned not by God of life
eternal
excised from mind of mortal
madness
Here find thee sustenance
embraced by God of love
tendering nutrients of divine
grace
portioned for thy revive
Enclosed be thy soul
in riveted attend
by God of thy making
Who scrolls scenes of eternal
reward
Blessed be thee
in harmony with Conductor
of life supreme
emerged in oneness
with thy true being

699
6-9-2001
Assigned are thee to cover
ground of thirst
for Me in realm of make believe
Rotate dials in escrow
that beguiles brothers to
accounting
of holy matrimony disabused
Realized the fate
secular visions cast
‘pon scenes of vitriol spewed
forth
with venom poisoning
Lack of vision clouds pernicious
logjam
seeded by agreement to deny
My presence
as arbitrator of mundane matters
Listen to Me Who fulfills thy wish
for life of security seen
in lands nubile with false
testimony
Cast thy fate upon waters
of Spirit retrograde
Who succumbs not to unleashed
madness
in times of trial
Relegate to Me
solutions for matters
perspicacious
in form and format Mine

701
6-10-2001
Lost ‘mongst details of heavenly
saints
righteousness enables course
recovered

700
6-10-2001
Dehydrated essence curdled
in lime pit of filth
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Leave not thy heart adrift in seas
of infamy
castigating those seen apart from
thee
Hatred of hearts amiss
condemns thee to suicide of site
holy
that questions not the outcome
of forgiveness ‘plied
Make of thee
a fount of want of heaven’s ways
that ministers to souls made mad
in world of wayward minds
Healed of heart unforgiving
remade thy mind
to receive glimpses of eternal
rewards
seen through eyes of Christ
arisen in heart of nature bared

ripping shroud of concealment
of fates endowed
Eulogize mind of madness in
safekeeping of Creator thine
washed of suffocation of children
Mine
703
6-12-2001
Architecture of swollen dreams
consternating
defies entry to golden harems of
heaven’s delights
Remiss be thee transpiring
to co-adjudicate heaven’s path
in ways of human nature
Naught but thee remands thy
soul’s presence
to icons of deviltry
possessed in subterranean
waters of subterfuge
Hidden in foils of tempter
be thy power to emancipate
riches
of heavenly realm destined to
consecrate
children of My domain
Seek worldly riches at expense
of My emoluments desecrated
Be astride thy mixture of minds
attired

702
6-11-2001
Healed art thee in heart divine
that scours clean
thy mind of madness
unkempt in human stores
Hurt feelings denied its rise in
view
in mind of nature Mine
Indecisive be thee in times of
trial
that motions thee to letter of law
calling ‘pon minds split
one from other
Justify thy cause with will of Mine
that escapes bedevilment
from evil source
Harken to whispers of sound
mind within
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704
6-13-2001
Pillage thy spirit true
with gnomes of malfeasance
castigating brothers of similar
venue
Relegate to rear Source of love
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confounding mind of principled
status
Foresaw thy blemished mind
mixed
mutated to fevered state
malformed
Stigmatized thy holy being
with minds adrift in wars of
mutual distrust
Let loose thy minds of discord
roused
meandering in mine fields of self
abuse
Parley with spirit self disabused
forfeited in trembles of fear
self declared as truisms
Mislaid thy holy self
that vows allegiance to King of
kings
rotated into view by Holy Ghost
assigned to mediate return to
holy ground
Realized thy scene
of disbursement of holy thoughts
crowning thy temperament of
sacred origin

from woe-laden circumstance
Initial thy name in bogs of
wasteland
when turn from Me in fantasy
flights
Drool drippings mouthed as
messages
from mind squeezed for
perspective fed
laced by batterings of walled
retreats
into states of somnambulation
Hold forth thy mind to Me thy
Mentor made
for truth arise to seekings false
Let be My mind thy quest for
kingdom home
to sightless mind adrift
706
6-15-2001
Ascend to heights within
that masks not thy creation true
pure of heart
Diligent be thee in search
for heart of gold
transpiring thy life anew
hidden in crevices of nocturnal
dreams
Surefooted be thee in wasteland
of guile
led by Spirit of renewal designed
Feast on havens of delight
that succor thine image
of true born son of heavenly
spheres
Nailed to cross of madness
‘scapes
doth thee wither

705
6-14-2001
Harried be thy footsteps abroad
unknowing origins of kingdom
home
Lunacy abounds in twisted mind
searching for homeland thine
in space of worldly time
Helter skelter be thy way
attracted by mind of diverse
plummetings
into schemes of resurrection
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in scope of image denied
that recalls not
true sense of identity revered
Lasting be thy soul of persevere
that transfigures thee
from format mortal concluded
Precious gifts of purloined state
returned to beholder of image
true
locked into sphere of divine
origin

Gather thy flock
awaiting initial call
from source Mine
that transfigures world
of obfuscation
blind to eye of unseeing god
Succor thee thy servants
massed for extension of Word
divine
that cultivates freedom
in land of never-end
Hallowed be thy name
manifesting elements divine
in core of Me
transposed for worldly
transmission

707
6-15-2001
Seek not thy tribulations
‘midst seeds of despair
Seek ‘stead sanctuary
filled with blossoms of holy
design
Sense sequence of holy order
that brings thee peace
Notice thee
the times of turpitude
straining thee for relief
Sounds of Savior appear
mutants of holy chorus
cast upon sheets of Wind
destined for thine inner ear
Hear thee well My call
for return to status holy
in divine will of healed heart

709
6-16-2001
My mortal son
Waived thy right to warm sphere
of eternal love bestowed
Hinterlands of horror besiege
thee
adrift in flumes of treachery
Foregone the conclusion
of oceanic drift to oblivion
Ruminate thee do
in twists of logic
thwarting heartbeat of inner core
710
6-18-2001
Hurdle the heart of coldness
lain upon the world
Help heal the strife of authorities
claiming essence pure
Weld together the source of man
ennobled

708
6-16-2001
In founts of wisdom
lies the core of thee
transfigured by glow
of holy light resplendent
healed in heart of divine origin
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Christ the king liveth
in seeds of spirit sewn
‘mongst children of lesser god
Tutelage thine for spread of
harvest
induced in world of solace
needed
Do thy duty in chaste manner
reserved
Welcome Me thy liberator
from worldly matters
decomposing into dust heap of
history
unnoticed in heavenly ‘climes

Regale the Wind of Change at
work
substituting venue for mind amok
Place on hearth of altar stone
thy self in strife
communing with devils of other
world
Submit to cessation of holy order
denied
that resurrects thy being to
dimension Mine
Occluded thy mind of altered life
by sights of glory cascading
‘pon eyes uplifted from
meandering gaze

711
6-18,19-2001
Subtle the source of make
believe world
playing the game of Creator
being
Resuscitate world Mine
dallying in darkness of evil
replaced
Reiterate truth of world found
in foxhole of deceit perpetrated
by mind of needless fear
Hold fast to substrate of truth
within healing hearts to grandeur
denied
Iconoclasts subsidized in heart of
wholeness denied
healed not in catapulting of mind
adrift
Series of constituents attenuate
aware
of holy base of divine origin
seeking manifestation in glum
world of hearts amiss
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712
6-20-2001
Seek not thy rewards in kingdom
home
Blessed valleys of relief
uncovered
await thy trip to core of being
Emote the travails of troubled
world
in home away from home
Will heartbreak in lands of
sacred forests
dunning leaves of opiates for
happiness sought
Lift thy veil
immersed in lands of tranquil
sanctified
Let be thy composure returned
on ground of being soliciting
thee
for demeanor harmonious
Rouse thyself to look within
for scenes of glory made
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imbibing nectars of holiness
salubrious
Well made be thy sanctuary of
life within
supporting thee in heart secured
by Maker sustaining thee

Healed art thee by quanta of light
energizing thy mind
scaling walls of deceit
to lands of freedom inured
715
6-23-2001
Give praises to My Mother
Stultifying thy grasp on worldly
matters
that commerce in filth beknown
Loquacious thy view of
endearing thought
expressed in manner Mine
See through thy tricks of
endeavor
persuading thee to clamor
for pungent froth of man’s
delights
acceded to by base strains of
human thought
Seek not the kingdom of heaven
involved with salacious views as
fodder
Dreary days of dim light
declare essence of drift
from dreams of mayhem mixed
Tutored are thee by forces of evil
that declare kingdom of heaven
abjured
Hearts of heaven bound
effusive with tokens to love
emitted
by standards of Heavenly Queen
Hear Voice of love calling
to renounce worldly ties
of menace and meanness
required
Substitute heart of love

713
6-21-2001
In the vernacular
teach home-laden remedies
discomforting the site
of rulership
gained by force of evil
Rulership Mine regained by
mnemonics
hastened to view of faltering site
to stem madness-made thoughts
of corruption internal
714
6-22-2001
Accord reigns in hearts of fire
reduced not by worldly ways
Healed in heart of lonely ways be
thee
transfigured by mists of living
waters
laid upon sands of vapid shores
Held in arms of Creator
willed art thee to succumb
to dreams heaven sent
arousing man to acoustics
of world divine centered
Be not afraid of heart divine
eclipsing mores of surreal sights
entertained by man
highlighting holiness of soul
secured
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regaling spirit of unity born

Edifying the news of kingdom
home within
withheld not from seekers of
return

716
6-24-2001
Sealed in heart of wholeness
be thy fate to magistrate
Beckon thee to facilitate
the law of love extended
in commodious way
Seek not in ventures
lowly schemes that block thee
from portraying the love of God
within
Remonstrate will I to thee
the holy fare of love divine
signifying presence within
that moves populace to call of Me
Roses heaven sent
decline offers of world adrift
spreading sweet scent of
recovered lands
Magnify thy life of love disbursed

718
6-26-2001
Mother is desecrated by history
719
6-26-2001
Have thee a sheltered son
designated
lost in shadows of mistrust
sponsored by opponents of
heavenly scene
scope of heartache interminable
festering in dalliance with devils
incarnate
Sense of security withheld in
grasp of fears
stemming from mold of horror
defined as life extinct
Be minister of Mine decrying
heartless life
abroad from sanctuary of
heaven’s peace
Coast on Wind of Change
delegating duties to followers
loyal
in seas of infamy
Assured be thee of hallowed
halls foundation
supporting thee in quest
for sons removed
from harbor of holy heart

717
6-25-2001
Languish not in kingdom halls
usurped by forces evil
Eat of scrub in regions parched
denied living waters Source
Held in trough of brackish waters
supplied by demons of Pentecost
diminished
Enamored of swine droppings art
thee
for sustenance in land of hunger
scavenged
Penchant for Source of love
surfaces
in pale light of dimly lit world
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720
6-27-2001
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Evangelism proper decodes
messages from on high
to weary soldiers of misguided
world
Truculent thy spirit enclosed in
glass menagerie
superimposed on planes of
freedom land
Sincere the truth in borderlands
awaiting recall of gastronomes
of hieroglyphics edifying
Glued to mind of Master be thy
fate
hedgehopping in fields of play
mesmerized by talents of actors
ubiquitous
Receive of Me thy talents
obscuring maze of madness land
procreating
Relevant be thy mood of despair
wrapped in gardens of delight
undistinguished from salads
of frivolous chicanery
Highlight thy mission
to scenes of distress beckoning
asking thine intercession
for salvation acquired

mealy mouthing neighbors in
worldly plight
Seclusion contradicts dictates of
loving God
excising wounds of moribund
children
maimed by isolation from holy
Source
Lackadaisical entry into ports of
storm
hankers for truth’s submission
to lies of deceit
Relish not castaway life
dripping in sarcasm metered
Stay with Me
thy lust for life
in shallows of brooks
dedicated to homeward journeys
professed
722
6-28-2001
Seek not vengeance in desire
Place forth foot in trough of
forgiveness
aspiring to mind of wholeness
comforted
Walk down stairs of solicitation
ordaining thee as follower of My
life
Trust in Me
that thou might supersede mind
of madness
with grandeur scope

721
6-28-2001
Hilltops decry bottomless pits
of nausea based lives in sewer’s
dominion
Ingestion of love abandoned
foretells healing of muddled
mind
Hell’s scorpions relish minds
devoured in sink holes of
oppression
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723
6-29-2001
Ersatz be thy will
coasting in lands of never was
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Earthling mind sated with
confusion
unbeknownst to kingdom home
Albatross driven media
forewarns thee
of cockleshell adrift in unwise
seas
Unworthy be thy mind of noble
origin
foresworn of duties to Creator
made
Beloved barge moored in land of
dreams
awaits recall blessed

from center Source
Locutions of joy espoused
in maelstrom detaining thee
signifying roots to central Source
Essence of glory Mine
pretentious not
in warp of love a’ glow
725
7-1-2001
Felicity fulfills thy grand design
726
7-2-2001
Held in bondage of heart awry
asleep are thee
wakened not to awareness
of higher state
Mortgaged to strangling dreams
cursed are thee
in manner and poise
to witness schemes of
annihilation
Truth be known of man of love
expunging all in his path
of fearful outcomes
decedents of devil’s deceit

724
6-30-2001
Held in heartbeat Mine art thee
captivated with song of angels
surround
Distant drums immerse thee
with discord sanctimonious
hobbling thee in framework of
prison walls
Haunting melodies of hearts in
bliss
parade before thy gander
enticing thee to bloom
in fields of glory missed
Succulent the taste of rainbow
showers
drenching thee with private
stock
of love preserved
Essence of healing dispensed
delivered by rudimentary being
of My league
Framed of My love essence be
withered not by divorce
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727
7-3-2001
Here sits the God of love
entwined with thee
inner cord wrapped about thy
soul sublime
Make most of contact with inner
depths
excising contact with outer world
defiant
Hear not the lips of jabber
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lacing thee with stones of vitriol
Face thy truth
immersed in diatribes of lowly
content
escaping in contumacious
disorder
Look for Me in depths of being
calling thee to silver cord
attaching thee to homeland base
Destined art thee to return
to holy ways of love
shared with children Mine
warming in sunlight of
companionship
Mock not the Minister of love
contained within thy being
holding court with followers
of divine instinct
Explicit be thy line of direct
castigating flowers of fate
inured in pastures putrid
Holiness abounds in meadows
soft with sunflowers showered
declining masks of madness
abjured

7-5-2001
Rustle the leaves of autumn
proposing the death of winter
cemented to world of no
reprieve
lock-stepping thy soul to
innuendo
portraying man as seed of evil
Deleterious be thy life
wandering about in seas of
iniquity
falsifying identity true
incumbent to lands of mockery
made
Visions of land sweet with nectar
transfuses thy soul
beckoning thee
to tranquil waters of relief stirred
Heliotropes turn to sun
remind thee of nurturing days
spent in arms of Creator
encapsulating thee with
grandeur shared
embodied in life eternal
Deleted thy moment in truth
avoided
in quest for healing of mind
absolved

728
7-4-2001
Aimless thy search for monied
power
staying in place dipping thy hat
to world’s monuments of need
and want
Holiness abounds
in effort to ameliorate thy glance
‘pon scenes of worship
of monetary stance

730
7-6-2001
Misshapen thy life in world of
gnomes
grousing over paradise lost
entertained by fulsome delights
Regaled art thee by angels’
songs
recanting ways of midnight
sojourns

729
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Reality regained in sight of mind
renouncing morbid moments
adrift in seas of flotsam float
Rejoice wilt thee in ways of God
retaining rule of kingdom home

Travail eviscerated as sum and
substance
of holy days ritualized
in sanctity of Mind divine
733
7-8-2001
Seek not thine enterprise
in dwarfed state of being
Ruled by higher order are thee
contaminated with misery
sadness
of thine own ground
Rulership swerves by base
metals
from cost of construction
delaying eruption of holy ground
thy source of true being
Elaborate concubines of
concupiscence
twaddle about rules of play
eclipsing engrams of sanctity
embossed with hallowed affects
Seek ye the kingdom of God in
all matters
lactating milk of kindness
to confused souls of netherworld

731
7-6-2001
Seek not fortunes in men’s eyes
Seek glory of kingdom home
Wash not thy face in liquid brine
Know ‘stead the flow of water
cast divine
Hear not the sounds of timbrels
sluggish in beat
Hear psalms of love from hearts
a’ glow
Healed art thee in love adored
732
7-7-2001
Tacit My instruct to willing hands
declared void in extremis
Underlying format disclosed
in sensible terms
declaring truth’s preserve
in mountains of deceit
interminable
Dislodged impact of space and
time
immobile in dislocation of seeds
and growths
Hurt abolished in attack
on entity seceded from eternal
realm
Hallmark of structure rescinded
mortified by Spirit of holy days
enamored of rulership of God as
source
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734
7-9-2001
Commissioning
Signify thine intention to release
script of world’s healing
to world’s publishers.
Lease be the rule.
Troubles abound in world of
healing.
Release of text proposed for My
intention to
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alleviate suffering on grand scale

designated to deny My presence
near
Halt accorded to blame of others
as source of dissension inner felt
Heard in heaven’s heart
sounds of glory seed
regenerating regalia
of heaven’s Queen
deposed in baptism of worldly
rule
Listen to heart strings
adrift in milky seas of
incontinence
allaying fears of judgment day
Sullied minds adumbrate
mixed manners of collusion
with devil’s advocates
foisting fears of punishment
on children of vicarious god
perceived
Bonanza attributed to kingdom
realm
forsaken not by toady minions
of miscalculation
ceding defeat of defiance visited

735
7-10-2001
Inflamed in cosmic score defines
thee
as detractor of human waste
Cosmic stance negotiates
ribbons of flux
tying thee to holiness state
required of thee to pursue My
means
for rectification of worldly
pursuits
Listen to Me for thy instruct
leaving thee sure footed
in world of quandary personified
Rulership Mine thy goal in time
foreshadowing King of kings
arrival
in heightened state
Leave ardor aside in protracted
wait
for humbled personage relied
upon by Me
for end goal that eludes thee
waiting not
In healing art thee in sorry state
of disrepair

737
7-10-2001
Eat of love with tender mouth
preformed by Me for children
Mine
Wasted not thy heart of love
led to life in shadows deep
moored to clandestine tales of
foreign lands
Millipedes of resurrection
stumble not in return to lands of
glory
sustained by righteous God

736
7-10-2001
Inveterate My hold on son of man
importuning return to kingdom
home
Good fortune awaits him who
resolves to clear view
of fortress walls
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of observation clear minded
Herded into sheepfold
doth thee secure thy foothold

Inconsequential thy rule of life
maintained by instincts awry
metering out vengeance for
perceived hurts
Reality knoweth not of pining
hearts
obscuring man’s mind oneness
with Maker
Born to be true to Me
made of soul matter Mine
magnifying truth of wisdom
engaged
Meals of scented love
in proximity of triumph
advocated by son
lending moral support
to mind of justice recovered

738
7-11-2001
Hear Me o My son
that visits travesty aware
upon you
Triune God seeds harvest
of recaptured souls
decimated by warfare of human
state
Holy empire degrades not
reentry of soul to kingdom home
‘pon wings of angel steed
devoted to life’s pursuit in
heavenly realm
Miracle of life reclaimed
source of joy
to stalwarts of recovery process
Centurions of faith
regulate dispersal of seeds
promulgating program of
rectification
required for salvation precepts’
emerge
Rock of ages bleaches song of
triumph
with sun rays eternally possessed

740
7-13-2001
Commissioning
Signify restoration of kingdom
home
as center of your being
Looted heirlooms possessed
held apart
refurbished
741
7-14-2001
Commissioning
Go and see them
Let loose thy ground of Grace
expanding
fulfilling souls of kingdom come
Travel thy road insatiable
leading others to home of Me
invested in My children

739
7-12-2001
Heart in hand be thy stand
before Me thy Guide for
everlasting reward
Harness thyself to golden bough
of tree of life destined for thee
in captivity of My heart alone
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742
7-14-2001
Tender thy remarks to Queen of
heaven
Who hears thee and serves thee
well
in escapade of healing ventured
Outlook for healing heaven’s
disregard
in place
in logjam of worldly contempt
Seek not vision of salubrious
plane
holding contents of morality
subsidizing thy wish for spirit life
Grounded in dirt of world adrift
thee sink in clay of slime derived
Relegate to rear thy connubial
drift
sorcery of passion spent
Thy trip to heaven’s gate
centered in soul’s life
lain at door of leadership Mine
destined for salvation scouring
of rot adhered

lost in glades of confusion
irradiated by sunless hatreds
Welch on frivolous existence
portraying pandemonium
in locked closets
of deceit and corruption
Tailgating Spirit of God
hustling thee away
from damaged mind of
damnation
curdled in froth of vitriol
Peace reigns in God of realm
subjecting thee to light of love
experienced by creations
of greater Cause conceived
744
7-15-2001
Fruitless be thy path
invested in twigs of foliage
divested of Source of life
Embroiled art thee in hermitage
ousted from kingdom home
Sought not thy manor secure
in arms of earth’s bullion
Twiddle with derelict growth
expounded by mindless
demeanor
sensing naught
Niche of holiness delayed
‘til target sighted
Remiss be thee in stunted growth
of marshlands clogged with
weeds diffuse
Hilltops of glory seed
await transfusion of light
embedded in Prince of peace
designed

743
7-15-2001
Threshold of oblivion
castigated by forces of evil
illumed by God
Joyless existence coherent to
man of God
founded in flesh of the Creator
Seek not the climes of
malevolence
spilling over from sources of evil
Hurt hearts protracted
result of format human
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745
7-16-2001
Intertwined thy role in salvation’s
call
mediating messages afar and
near
Closed the door of vice and sin
to hearts reopened
Be thee lean in scope attending
Me
that casts words to Wind
endearing
Profit will thee prodigiously faith
Mine
extended to servants of My
resurrection
Light thy path of twilight zone
encumbered by man’s belief in
God of love faulty
Aspire to grounds of holiness
heights succumbed
Recall thy rule of hearts adrift
in seas roiled with enmity
unfocused
Revel in search for healer’s
powers
in gladiators of truth extended
Ground zero near for capitulation
to forces Mine

discussed in framework of
healing grace
paraded before unseeing eyes
that want retention of holy cause
within

746
7-16-2001
Embittered be thy heart when
eyes cast aside from Me
taken forward with quick steps
Tattered thy soul in abeyance
from home ground of lactation
Essentials of notes divine

748
7-18-2001
Torch of learning constitutes
healing’s trespass on life after
dark
Totality of vision
escapes grandeur scene hidden
by collapse of mental processes
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747
7-17-2001
Yearn for closet
signifying loss of freedom
found in gulf
Outcast are thee from heaven’s
door
stranger to climes sovereign
Listen not to chimes melodious
sashaying in tune to devil’s draw
Litigious thee be in unfolding
drama
heralding hatred of hearts
ignored
Rulership of realm domain
recorded in memory devout
perused not by sycophant of
means material
Prosper in methods meticulous
drawn in sands of desultory note
that chasten thee
to certify Holy Grail
as font of life divine
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stirred by witness to heaven’s
vale
Realization of past life
denigrates scenes of human
aware

751
7-21-2001
Tacit thy soul in grounded state
ameliorated by Substance divine
Jargon of devils see-saw
in conjunction
toadying to mind adrift
from central Source
Evil doings of mind blocked
surpassed by practice of
revelation
immobilizing desire
for quantum of salacious thought

Hell bound art thee with artful
mind
flavored to succumb to dodges
and twists
of licentious thoughts
Healed in heart art thee
in cool waters of rest
bathing in love of central Source
Healed not when confounded
by spits and sputters
of cold wave of thoughts
conglomerated
of beasts belching
saturated with zest for bodily
hormones
Seek through placenta of Mine
attached
feeding thee with fluids of
nurture
easing thy pain of distance lived
from Me
Who is bane of existence
conceived
unholy in nature true
Substance of seething life
courses through thy veins
in want of healing thee
in lost horizons of outer world
confounding
Direct thyself to Me
thy fount of knowledge
recasting thee in image
of My own welling
from desire to limit lostness
of sons adrift in never-never land
of hosts horrific

752
7-22-2001

753
7-23-2001

749
7-19-2001
Listen to Me that forsakes thee
not
in drift of mind to world astray
Lack not thee of resource plenty
that supplies foundation for
healing tome
750
7-20-2001
Elastic be thy memoir
Sacred be thy soul in heaven’s
stance
reunited with thy God
Tilled the soil
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Fortuitous thy life in My service
breasting world’s tom-toms of
despair
Brown thy glaze of warped image
covered by dung of seed block
Cast aside thy holy image
in haste to obtain vision
of Holy Grail defiled
Loosened thy moral code
sensing not
degradation of spirit caused
Heaven marks thy steps to
kingdom come
tripping path with light heart
emancipated

755
7-25-2001
Beknighted art thee in moonswept tidings
informing thee of precious
service
lowered ‘pon thy landscape
held in Heart of love
Doomsday calling rails at sons
adrift
mocking style of life incurred
when seeketh thee My love
ordained
in fashion true
Dwelleth in My kingdom beloved
with Me as Guide
to caution hopscotch transition
to millennium of salvation tiered
Absconded from Light of life
plantation
feed thee upon krill of rain swept
world
in fog of non-compliance with
master scheme
Monsters of derision
catapult into thy vision unseeing
blinded to King of heaven
reigning in sight of subjects
Reality resumes when cavemen
emerge
from dingy dugouts to lights of
heavenly illume
when calleth thee for return
to folklore derived of My name

754
7-24-2001
Barren be thy branches filled
with lust
that mortify the soul’s creates
In thee lies the course of
retribution
coagulating the channel of lost
divide
Ridicule be the means of torpor
state
regulating demise of conscious
mind
Rulership of gem cast in heaven’s
scene
delegated to mind of man
sensing return to homeland born
Defuse thy will from stones
regurgitated by furnace of
malevolence
purified in scenes of vitriol
exchanged
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756
7-25-2001
Mountain of dewdrops
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carrying balm of liquid
sustenance
assures thee
of Countenance ever-gazing
upon thine
in this world of make-believe
Culture of demons
cultivate mistrust of Holy Grail
espousing peace on earth
in catechism of holy rule fortified
Abstinence from fool’s gold
heals rift between thyself and
Maker
appealing to thee to overcome
favor of sordid wealth
unbecoming
Rock of Ages hewed in limestone
cleanses taunts of temptations
rollicking in chants of derision
delivered by demons of yellow
powder
acknowledging seismic
cataclysm
of death’s delusions

Torpid nomenclature
foreordains of failure
of fruitless cosmos
proclaimed as invidious
alternative
to sacred Namesake
Colossal thy disingenuous sally
into lock of true self
belittled by behemoth
of underworld creatures
Make motion of disengage
that calls thee to center of being
true forebear of holy insignia
implanted upon thy heart
inviolate
758
7-26-2001
Seek not thy wants
in unclean pastures of dung
contaminating thy very food
Seek sustenance in holy life
of brigades metering world of
souls
for duly qualified registrants
You will call Me with comfort
when due the Rose

757
7-25-2001
Combined thy mellow outlook
with fevered froth of frenzy
made studious by clan of angels
of archaic bounds abandoned
Alleviated not thy rash judgment
destining thy fall
into quicksand quagmire
engrossed
Indulged are thee
in gross misconduct insidious
that condemns thee
to saline solutions unabated
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759
7-27-2001
Riches evacuate consigned
master
plummeting to kingdom home
Bias affected transmission
superannuated
tilts seduction
Renovation hindsight aspired
Graveyard of artifacts
dot landscape traversed
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in groundless life

on path of return to holy grounds
glorified
for sons of God without sin
created

760
7-28-2001
Fretful are thee in light demonic
casting aspersions on sons of
God
occluded by vision sour
Denizens of forest land hold court
in center of being
preserved for true course of
Godly creations
Wallowing in filth incurred
by gestations of thought
ignominious
doth thee proceed
to degradations of blight covered
life
in world of surcease
Hooligans extract mercy seat
as ground of being
dominated by greed and
groveling
before god of hate and hunger
Worth admonished by valueless
ventures
into seeds of disharmony
sewn on winds of mischance
Reckless thy nature dispensing ill
will
in counter culture of malevolent
schemes
prudent not
Hail recall of dominant spirit
attenuating misadventures
of mind mordant
casting rose petals before thy
feet
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761
7-28-2001
Crucial is thy help
that stems the tide of doldrums
in world of disbelief
tied to sorrows of mind adrift
Locked into heart of madness
beats Spirit of resurrection
calling thee to status available
for end run to Source of love
declined.
Makeshift domicile eroded by
seed within
Hallowed be thy name in nature
born
that beckons thee
to resuscitate thy soul
in spirit realm of free exist
762
7-29-2001
Fastidious thy recovery of image
Mine
held in heart of old
Rescind thee efforts occluding
sight
of nature thine remiss not
in function of heavenly tier
Recourse availed promulgated
by son’s desire
to limit stay in world of hate and
decline
Suzerain of world apart
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disengaged in light of holy ark
recalling thee
Let be felt thine inner self
relayed to thee by efforts Mine
that doffs cap to Maker
sworn to adhere in sense and
fashion
Swag of worldly tenure
disembarks in heavenly
vestibule
of kingdom regained

764
7-30-2001
Swept aside are thee by frenzy
flowered
seeking solicitation in worldly
hovels
Glamour characterized as deceit
festers in solemn hearts
deluded by masters of covenant
in worldly gains
Rulership avoided by voices
subterranean
mocking true value with waste
products glorified
Hold unto thy heart
format for gain of testimony
compelling of kingdom home
Wish not for tutelage by devils
perverted
seeking thy death in hallowed
halls
‘Stead seek Me in lost realm of
heart
charting thy resurrection
to rarefied air of pestilence
purified
Kingdom calls thee anew from
somnolent home
Drawn into holiness state be thy
destined path

763
7-30-2001
Realize My pattern true
constraining thy lips
Foremost seek Me Who guides
thee
through perturbations
ameliorating doubts and
wonderment
Sanctify thy name in My service
restraining thine efforts
to rigorous acceptance
of My chosen path
Hope abounds in him who waits
permitting tensions abated by
nuclear Cause
Look not to sights apart from Me
that waver thy course and scorn
Mine
In truth are thee safe in service
Mine
that fulfills thee in course
completed
amongst the stars
Rebuke thee I do not for doubts
submitted to My scrutiny and just
review
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765
7-30-2001
Meet Me at the gate of heaven
Wait for Me to come and offer
solace
for maligned service in My
image
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Seek not thy soul
in thunderous shakes of callings
from on high
Move to inner core
where resides sleeping beauty
awaiting recall of domain visited
Healed in heart be thee when
quakes of fear
groundless in terror caused
be occluded from sight
by spirit land grounded in Me
Forsake thee not will I
in dreams adrift in devils’
carnage
Tulips grow in courtyards of
vintage Mine
lifting son to highlands of
devotion secured
Wallow not in will of wasteful life
leafing through diaries of mislaid
dreams
Hold to heart of center being
that recluses thee to fireside of
faith
in companions devoted to thy
well-being

766
7-31-2001
Erupt in splendored fashion doth
thee
in company of My means
propelling thee to holiness cause
Surefooted thy stride to lassitude
revealed
embarking on salvation journey
Realized thy smallness
incapacitated
linking thee to grounds of trivia
swelled to mammoth proportions
Embroiled in conflict uneven
press thee forward
to disinclination of stature
imposed by likeness
to demonic forces
Destined thee to succumb
to My blandishments
entrancing thee to heavenly
spheres
Hosts of angels await thine arrive
clustered in circles of winged
companions
downy soft in welcoming
embrace

769
8-1-2001
Walk amongst beings of My ilk
and way
secured in means ministered by
Me
Cast not thy lot in stony paths
briar lined
seeking naught but gains illicit
Cool thy feet in meandering
streams

767
8-1-2001
Benign thy prayer seeking Me
Who guides thee
in things unseen
Retribution facilitates Goliaths
attributing wings to sons of God
768
8-1-2001
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at waysides of recollect of
heavenly climes
Peer inward to sights of glory
scenes
that tarnish not in time’s decline
Beknownst to Me thy guided path
that singles out thy healing tome
Resolute be in the demise
that fosters Me
in work assigned to thee
recorded in annals of history
overcome
Deleterious be thy mood of
captive heart
renouncing Me in work forsworn
Make known thy work in
turmoiled land

restoring heart of tattered state
Search within for walls of silence
excluding heartbeats
of madness core protracted
771
8-3-2001
Infallible thy notes
declaring truth
with mind hounded by corrupt
thoughts
Indecisive be you be
lax in mind apart from sequence
Mine
Unity declared factor that saves
man
from lives drifting in space
morose
Sequence of thought hastily
contrived
seeks mayhem studded world
as boulder of farce contrived
Seek not disheartening news
as place of life for illustrious son
Tend to task at hand
dispensing holy water to crowds
of disciples
garnishing soul’s mischance
in rovers of flux inebriated
Least amongst thee
be rule of service ordained
that flattens world of miscreancy

770
8-2-2001
Rulership of demeanor incurred
stationing oneself in corridors of
time
exclaiming central Source
immobilized
Fragrance of heliotropes
decimated
in cold drafts of darkness
situated
Loose tempers descend
on aerodromes of disbelief
shattering calm
of nature eternally born
Tortured hearts decline
in frenzy of safety thought
from deleterious imprints
of kaleidoscopic mayhem
Wheel about to rays of sunlit
climes
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772
8-4-2001
Anchored thy life in sands of time
Senseless thy quest for stable
home
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Ludicrous thy voice calling for
love a’ near
in hatred dunes of desert dry
Make My voice thine echo
in sensing vapors of water clear
Will thyself to My manner
eclipsing faint sorties of madness
mounted
Rulership thine
in quest for pockets of fertile
ground
absconded from twisted grit of
no man’s land

reclaim tides refined by seismic
touch
776
8-8-2001
Risk not thy sanctuary
healing hell’s desires
attributed to gloss
of underpinnings
of human condition
Salacious mind contaminated
with beliefs central
of defamation
Adhere to rubrics of love
designed
castigating terminals of hurts
founded in quagmire of unholy
lusts
Hear Me O love
thy Master true
that beams light of love
upon thy brethren
Benchmark proposed of vigilant
state
countermanding soul’s flight
from heavenly roost

773
8-5-2001
Squalid thy personage in time’s
meter
brocading lust as arena sports
Held in heart of loneliness
man acknowledges not
tenure as God’s son proclaimed
774
8-6-2001
Lethargy compounded lifestyle
droops in silent domain of Queen
of heaven
Vivified thy sightless eyes
entranced with sight of Queenly
court
haphazard not in veins of healing
flow
to lackluster subjects

777
8-9-2001
Saintly born are thee
tied to the condition
of the Creation
Monogamous are thee
latched to thy Savior’s creed
of oneness with all
Dutiful thee be to hearts
generated by concupiscence
flaying the Source of true create
hidden in themes of lost aware

775
8-7-2001
Absorbent through creation
pebbles of sandy beaches
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dreamboating on rivers of shame
Destitution be thy price
for colloidal exist
penning psalms to worship of
bodily shapes
Rudeness of spirit sanctified not
smudges character of holy life
Transfixed be thee by shapes
and sounds
of eternal world
bifurcating themes of eternal
divide
Dressed as mannequins do thee
promenade
selecting venues to defecate
unholy thoughts
in scrum with other beings
masked in manifestations
Wait O son of Mine in pause of
decision
to emulate true being
in contact with lost souls
mystified by milieu improper
Willingness to serve
provides opportunity to succeed
in rectifying lost state
sought by Spirit of wholeness
declared as unchangeable
in form and format created

sanctified by holy touch of
rainbow dewdrops
Consternation decision based
concluded
when shadow removed
concealing malaise base of
misfortune felt
Moles of underworld surface
discovered
weeping at loss of privileged
state
Made known succulent fruits of
harvests within
attuned to ways of God acquired
779
8-10-2001
Sordid thine eclipse of divine
providence
postulating grandeur of human
elements
Pusillanimous thy reckoning of
healing path
most Winded with accurate input
Titillate thyself aggrandizing
worth of stock
measuring components of life
abundance
in sacraments of world apart
Histology granted source of life
denying spirit soul espoused by
Me
Tentacles of holiness seek sons
pristine pure wallowing in filth
of declared estate not known
to God of love austere
Ringleaders of revolt
pampered by generous souls
supporting false ideology

778
8-9-2001
Seek not thy fortunes in lowlands
disabused
Writhe preferred in pots of stew
laminated by sorcerer’s deceit
imploded
Stillness reigns in core of being
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sustaining mordant motif
Lessons of mock ameliorated
by grasp of lifeline
extended from salvation Source
declaring illustrious son’s wellbeing
in kingdom of worth sublime

making due compensation to ties
organic
of God’s children one with
another
781
8-11-2001
Hear O love
I speak to you of haunted dreams
of namesakes long gone
that culled the core of divine
enterprises
Hear Me speak of lulls in storms
of hearts arisen on distant shores
Loosen lips of umbrage sealed
tight
against offense

780
8-11-2001
Hatred in hearts of sons
boils over in castration
of holy orders denied
Salty network of dried tears
abounds in world of disbelieve
peopled in demonic spell
Regulations of authority quell
inner instruct
castigating allegiance to
wholeness undone
Unheard the Voice of God
dissecting contusions of
misinformation
metastasized on holy core of sons
engrossed in insidious dialogue
with satanic spirit corrupt
Misappropriated energies of
creative spirit
invested in seclusion of spirit
disoriented from common goal
declared by God alive
Seek not thy ventures in
vengeance pursued
obliterating course to kingdom
home
Marshal thy forces true
withholding not generous spirit
of recompense
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782
8-12-2001
Satan mixes messages flitting
about
Collages of torments relent not
comes consumer of diatribes
committed
Holy order congealed to soul
officiates at death of mission
called to consume malarkey of
twisted states
Collector of rheostats deposed
emulsifies containers
contaminated
reeking of wasteland
Unholy products removed
revealing renewed state of
conversion
to flow of elements divine
consecrated to salvation
of worldly inhabitants
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See with eagle vision
hold on thee by Father pure
divining steps trodden
leading thee to home secure
on wayside of ill-repute
abandoned

783
8-12-2001
Commissioning
Progress is being made in
highest places
Surround thyself with royal
followers
contaminated not by worldly
taint

785
8-14-2001
Heard not the sounds of raucous
display
lending ears to websites of holy
incline

784
8-13-2001
Precious are thine inner contents
juggled not with other matter
Jettison spanking new eyesight
sorely wounded by crops of
despair
focused on diminuendo in holy
vision
See not with focus blank
chortling with glee
at memories of miscues
abounding in wayfarer
duped by madness mind
Healed not in course of action
stewing over hardships
retrograde
midst millstones of metabolism
crushed
Scent not the odor
of lily pads washing ashore
wiping thy feet
dusty from trails of trivia
encountered
Mark not the legacy of Jesus
traveled
delousing steps of pilgrims
faithful
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786
8-15-2001
Erstwhile symphony pledged to
Godly creation
forsaken for maudlin moans
in mock manifestation of life
abandoned
True hearts succumbed to
‘plaints of loneliness
garrisoned in allegiance to
hordes of underdogs
chewing on bare bones of
survival fest
Towering climbs to heart’s
center
jettisoned by cul-de-sac
of tortured moments absorbing
attention
Twinkling sounds of bells on high
rapture hearer of sonic sounds
encased in motions of worldly
dance
Tawdry hymns of melancholia
prostrated by glory sounds
euphoric
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in dance of patterned feet
at base of throne revealed
Historic hearts of Christian faith
bloomed in sequence
altar gait of returnees
hastening home to kingdom
absorbed

Regale in tempests of Winds
abroad
cajoling sons of image Mine
to recall tunes of glory
promenading on crystal floors of
heaven’s domain
788
8-16-2001
Surreptitiously Divinity calls
mocking masks of nowheres
gained
Clandestine notes uttered
shape healing tones
acknowledged by son of God
searching for kingdom entrance
as way of life
Relics of home
inspire base of foundation
subduing lease on life
uncordial to primary Source
synonymous
Trance-like state occludes
awareness
of infantile illusions beckoning
thee
to source of infidelity
Waxed firmly in Creator’s stance
man succumbs to heaven’s
trance
Rude awakening in store
for life worldly careening
endowing shame on subject
stricken

787
8-16-2001
Born of simplicity adorned
pyrotechnics absorb thee
Synthetics embezzle thee of
worship Mine
Crudeness beleaguers warp of
sunlit throne
cast aside in instant of mass
mayhem
Lilacs bloomed cast shadows of
doubt
on strolling minstrel of worldly
tunes adored
Lilting melodies of home
welcome to ears subverted
by subterranean deceit
Eulogies tended to masked
marvels
parading as sons of glory misfits
Gardened out of fruitage
malevolent
trays of dog biscuits
disguised as succulent meals
served up as substitute
for heaven’s manna defamed
Rallies poignant declare truth
of noble cause founded
wilted not in furnace
of illusionary flames
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789
8-17-2001
Holiness sincere
alleviates qualms
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of nurturance
at bedside of inner calm
Rock of ages
deft handling of spring tide
assures plush harvests

when cometh Me
with incantations of love
subjected
in life of holiness ordained
791
8-18-2001
Hideous thy role in
sanctimonious flight
assaying land-locked darkness
scheme of devotion
Malnutritious the contents
of warped cuisine
manufactured by dogs of dirt
employed
Reality contained
in sarcastic glimpse of trivia
molded by eyes welded shut
to losses sustained
in world of flippant floss
Rulership of ghosts
sporting paraphernalia of
leadership
entertain illusions of mock world
substituted for land of free
in honeycombed life
Dust off thy spectacles
of vinegar vision
wrought from Wine press stilled
Kneel at Source of river flow
twisting through terrain of everlost
dissolving myths of mountains
insubstantial
Tuned be thee to land of milk and
honey
flowing to children of greater
God
from founts of inexhaustible

790
8-18-2001
Signify the Rose as nature own
in dereliction of duty
composed in world of self
renown
Alabaster hills occluded
by dung heaps of vitriol
pasted on sides of vision clear
held in place by taut tempers
Zeroed in on plane of compliance
Master speaks of obtrusive
language
singling out incidents of invasion
of own brother’s hierarchy
with sounds of wrath uncalled for
in light of humble origins
of God’s creations
Speak not in tones magnanimous
when spikes of venom spear
accosted one
strolling in streets of sordid
sounds
Hear Me O My love
place truth in thy mouth
that gentle heartbeats
succumb not
to infiltration of elixirs of violence
projected into scene of conflict
chosen
Renounce thy false ideals
when choose thee
path of ill-mannered abandoned
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supply
drawn upon in succor sweet

Totality of etching
renews savagery of dealings
cloning misfits of justice
in jungle of primal warfare
Seasons of achievement
boost image of neverland
sashaying on streets of greed
and commerce
Royalty seen in entrepreneurs
holding tight fisted
cash of calling
from sieves of worthlessness
Take not of needless proceeds
confounding minds of worldly
passion
decimating haunts of holiness
desecrated
Hooligans of heart holy
hurt by schemes of welfare
founded in hostels of sin
Righteousness of heart
conglomerates
in seasons of sharing
‘mongst participants of holy
plane
Seething mass of vitriol dissolved
in cooling waters of generous
spirit
delegating resources for one and
all

792
8-18-2001
Seek not thine essence in outer
sources
Within lies the catapult expecting
you
Shake not thy finger
at odds with brother and sister
Welcome ‘stead the Voice of holy
power
disinclined to reverberate war
chants
‘mongst holy children
Rule not with love of distaste
for one another
Seek semblance of Me in all
about
fomenting revolution required
accessing dignity of man in
higher spheres
Respond to Me thy maker true
nay saying thy trips
to corral of carnal abuse
Reality of essence as son of God
blasphemes not thy holy core
one with the other indissolvable
pacemaking thy journey home in
duet

794
8-20-2001
Central thy wish for love
possessed
entered upon by dalliance with
holy order
Hoops of Wind declare love’s
presence

793
8-19-2001
Serenity misfires seeking Source
in world of gain
Totems of worth cruel to divine
Mind
surfaced in well of finance
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free and clear
the minute I am with you

sour
that master not the sounds of
heaven born
Raucous the life of timbre false
that facades the gloom of eternity
lost
Elastic the Muse of heart felt song
mystifying
that rings in chapel halls of
divine providence
Lucid the thought of humdrum
exist
parading in silent sanctimony
knocking on doors of lost souls
dreaming of worlds apart from
central Core
Noble the thought of co-exist
sanctifying the heart of
wholeness medium
of souls in oneness
congregated in heart of God
almighty
Lassitude turned towards Light
redeemed in gloss of heavenly
sphere
coating over anthems of defeat
demolished
Rectified the gait of heaven
made realities
stirring sounds of freedom
embossed
in capsules of time
decimated at oceanside of
eternal rule

795
8-21-2001
Brotherhood resembles
eulogies concatenated flow
Harvest biopsies trend engaging
796
8-22-2001
Quest for Me thy Savior born
midst storm and strife
Shop well for Mediator living
stance
‘midst cold glens and hot climes
Worsted art thee by munificence
engaged in world lark ‘mongst
playthings
Prognosticator royal admonishes
thee
withered in dust bowl of
harmonic discord
Salvation principles diverted
by lineage human
decrying stone age tactics
abandoned
Looting and pillage
mainstream of human world
partaking in slaughter of
innocents
decorated in schemes of guilt
Parlay theme of nobility centered
in view of occupants
of space and time diminished

798
8-23-2001
Lewd choices corrupt thy
signature true

797
8-22-2001
Tenacious thy hold on eardrums
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exclaiming miniscule views
Mountains of dung
picturesque to eyes
of squalor herded
Least of nothing groomed
as replacement scintilla
for peaks of glory
savaged in no man’s land
Tutelage sounded from crow’s
cawings
bleating boastful corruption
of truth’s domain
Seek no answers in battered
lands
of truth corroded
Honeysuckle squired by
adherents of love
released to crowds of onlookers
portraying lost souls
at racetrack to oblivion
Perdition obscured by haunts of
holy hearts
restored to view of home seekers
retracted from sordid sense of
self defined

redemption
mock efforts of Holy Spirit
transfixing laurels within
of heavenly scope
Human element declares
emancipation
from hatred curbed
Lofting into view
signals signifying distress
of temperament ignored
Outlook bleak when behold
enemies
in songs of defiance to Holy Grail
Grateful be thee to sons mocked
not
withstanding the truth of reliance
on curative powers of worship
divine
800
8-25-2001
Harken to Me that sounds the call
of revolution retreat
from throes of inner sanctum
netting thee in porcupine land
Hasten thee to Me with footsteps
glide
on sands of time
subsiding into dust of paltry
place
Dignify thyself in Master’s
clothes
regulating part that you must
play
in scenes of conflict exposed
and nettled in shoots of despair
Largesse sustained in woods of
holy comfort
feeding thee nutrients of will

799
8-24-2001
Stencil My life in accord
that leeway granted for thine
attribution
Heartfelt symptoms of noblesse
oblige
contaminated not by rocks
strewn
on path of human suffering
Willingness to blend with others’
minds
tentative in lost roads of human
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that overpower sense of failure
ensuing from direction of thy life
Held in heart of Me
doth thee proceed
in abandonment of ways of world
defiled
Mocking masks exhumed from
base of fervor
relegating thee
to thoughts of naught entreated
Conform thee will to My
ascension
accusing thee of dereliction of
duty
indulged in taking pot shots
at plan Mine
focused on return to heavenly
plane
Blind faith be thy guide
in serve of Me redundant

rattles receptors tuned to defeat
decimating calls of longevity
appearance
on screens of scan
Healed in heart art thee
when calls transposed
to seat of Power
moored in glades of tranquility
Metamorphosis of sealed infinity
inoculates organism
with mystic path
to hallelujah chorus
in hills of holiness
cleaved to eternal life
802
8-26-2001
Immorality increased
in lexicon of worldly closure
Infamy consumes thy daily bread
outliving worth of holy writ
denied
Consumed art thee
with commands of unholy writ
compelling thee to acts of
disfavor
placed in arms of giants of
anarchy
Rulership denied principles
leading self to assessment
of holy instance accommodating
Let loose thy ways of succor
drawing nectar sweet
from plants infirm with death
knell
of world without worth
Hold to healing of heart made
sweet
blended with liquors

801
8-26-2001
Docile thy fashion be thy way
to evergreens polluting thy path
to Wisdom incarnated
Poured upon thee be fake
solutions
pursuing thee in trips
through maze of time
squandered
Lighthouse beckons thee
to wharf of love
kindled in piers of flame
Toxicity mounts in seas of
endeavor
castigating love’s lost journey
in metronomes of conceit
Brackish tide of cacophony
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poured from temple of
matrimony
inveighing thee
to Source of love returned

locked into heritage thine by
holy edict
Fulfilled will thee be by homage
paid
to illustrious Son
of reverence inspired by rooms
of chagrin
immolated in course of healing
path
Who would thee be O My son
ruler of rags
gutted in sequence
of unholy fires
Realtor of space magnified
calls thee to rooms of repose
residing in heart of heaven
chastised not by weather of calm
Spirit
Wouldst not this be thy wish My
son
to rule with Me in heaven’s
climes
where ghosts of horror be no
more
on thoroughfares of sheer delight
emulating Me

803
8-27-2001
Hear Me O My love that speaks
truth to thee
of miles apart from kingdom
home
Tauntings tedious barred in
framework of nest
exercising rights of God’s son to
freedom
from colloquial expressions of
hate mongered
Do little to explore tenants
residing in halls of silken curtains
that will exodus from home of
horrors
seducing thee to mirrored life of
self-deceit
Exhale haunts of loneliness from
cavities
that surrender not to eclipse of
beauty
satisfying soul of errant ways
Wistful be you be from refrains of
glory sounded
that emerge from space defined
by son of man
made holy in God’s eyes
supreme
Douse flames of discovery of
false images
that hinder thee from exclaiming
truth of God
made known by Savior son
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804
8-28-2001
Virulent the topic of world divide
descending on truth of total
worth
See through the mandates of
copious requests
for land averted from kingdom
home
Held in vice of corrupt cohesion
mad travels contiguous
with hell fire succumbing
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jousting with forms of malaise
stupendous
Overt signs of disdain
copious in nature
signals widening gap
in forefront of activities
supplanting gait of ethos
alerted to doom of righteous
domain
Litigious sanctions comment
on state of being amorphous
quarreling with neighbors
of divine origin
Insouciant be thy way
in frame mortal
delegating reminiscence
to Founder of peace proclaimed
Penchant for ripe fruit of worldly
disclaimer
washes thee in sands of waste
History records doxology of rude
remarks
scampering across fields of play
in time zone of decency
abandoned
Relish thee ramparts
of disabuse watering holes
flowing from knees of servant
grounded in ditches of pardon
for obtuse views
Seemly ways dehydrated
blossom in flow of forgiveness
fount
rededicated to placement of God
on worldly tarmac

in life of outrage secluded
Lofty ideals dematerialize
in font of poison
extracted from deliberate efforts
to harm others segued
Reasonable goals adhered to
on loyalty to sonship
of heavenly domain
exercised in world of want and
toil
Phantoms of forestation
remunerate subjects
devoted to realization
of heaven born status lionized
Well-wishers blackened not
by storied fables
of obscene world perturbed
806
8-30-2001
Devious devils partake in
celebration
of life amiss
amongst the reeds of roiled
world
Insensate be thy mood adrift
unwatered by ponds of nourish
apart
Harsh thy life
questioning coils of morass
senseless to state of greening in
pastures pure
Recoil from tempest’s wrath
spilling ‘pon denizens
of forest lands befuddled
Seek thy grace
imbued in farmlands of holy
matrimony
that bespeaks not of byways

805
8-29-2001
Essence of holiness denuded
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in coast lands of impure stock
provided
Wish for solace of grieving
Father
leasing land to degenerate kin
kindled from fruitings of stunted
trees
rooted in meaningless minds
Gifts of manna
await sorely troubled minds
relegated to rear
bringing sunset
‘pon minds of royalty
endowed with heaven’s hearth
if choose this thee
at My tent of tabernacle

delight
that escalate to heaven’s bounds
Drip not with rhythms of mordant
world
bringing thee down to crushed
pose
lost in woodlands of sired world
Echoes of freedom sound
from masked apparitions
foiling thee with flavors of delight
founded in sour disposition
of obscene world
Look within
to locate Source of harmony
sounds
that ring true
to ears of holy hosts
Millipedes of mortal civilization
divested of power internal
that scamper across stage
of mock world defused of
malformation
absorbed by kin of holy realm
created

807
8-30-2001
Promoted by thyself
in wandering circles of shame
that flush broth of stew unholy
vandals of heaven’s flames
pursue mediocrity in sources of
ill-will
towards all comers
Knit together thine errant will
to Golgotha Cross
borne with noble bearing
Harm averted to holy ground
bespeaks of Spirit presence
waylaying prongs of evil
sent in thy favor

809
8-31-2001
Rest assured in My triumph
over home-bound adversaries
Dogged am I in science true
alleviating pain of travel
in land of make-believe
Willst thee be My commanderin-chief
delegating duties
to doughboys of Winds of change
forthcoming
Boisterous minds of fantasy land
silenced in due course

808
8-31-2001
Stoop not to phrases of
eschatology
‘Stead harbor hymns of holy
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sensing arms of leadership
aligned with macramé
supporting bridges of faith
Held in heart of golden sphere
circles of mayhem
condescended to charms
of leotard clad vixens
emulate choices
of light studded minds
coerced by moonbeams of love
Fantails of ghosts emergent
soliloquize on merits
of holy order of life
stultified by past harvests
of raw sewage magnetized

harnessed
beckoning thee to midstream of
filth enmeshed
Consequences of eternal life
ricochet in mounds of waste
hastening trek to glory scene
recovered
in land of Nod abandoned
811
9-1-2001
Posit thee songs of tranquility
naked on path to homeward
bound
Enlargened thy view of rectified
life
filed in mind of memory recalled
Heart of loneliness declared void
in swamps of seaweed stench
filled
Hurts abandoned
in snow swept fields of carrion
characterized as love’s depot
Hunger of heart for choice
morsel of degrade
languishes in lap of sordid meals
Morbid thoughts of momentary
end
immobilized by flight
from horizons false succumbed
Loyalty to devout life
regains reality of heaven’s
spheres
devoid of coverlet from madness
scapes

810
9-1-2001
Historical events cataclysmic
lend credence to ownership of
world
by rank and file
Hooligans of human nature
wreak havoc in world topsy turvy
from tenets in desecration
of holy origin
Loosening of bonds
kneaded into filaments of
courtship
lay waste to mold
laconically denied by pillagers
of faith inbred
Defilers of holy task
remonstrate against presence of
Spirit
awakening children of God to
respite
in sepulcher of heaven’s vaults
Renounce ties to world of fleas
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812
9-2-2001
Academic thy feast on vulture’s
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prey
swerving into lane of posthumous
orgies
Unrelenting thy task to savor
carrion
cooked on spits of poison
spewing
Umbrage upheld midst squalor
core
sanctifying loss as tender lived
Worship unholy denigrates child
of God
blossoming toothless charades
for hunger spent
Wash of vinegar hastens hearts
to eerie goals of circumlocution
midst rinds of charity
disassembled
Elaborate chores fumigate
air of simplicity
established in realm of divine
assure
Hasten to heart of wholeness
promulgated by Savior thine
that casts shadows deep
o’er land of misbelieve
Hear thee bells of timbre free
celebrating rise of sons
to home landscaped
in golden themes of joy
embittered not
by scarceness unaccountable

spanning endeavor to awaken
sons
to harshness climate of dreams
solidified
Antidote to dreams immersed
soliloquizes presence in cadence
filled notes
that trample on sordid ground of
hate-filled sphere
Rectify thee will gnomes of
misadventure
partaking in fusion of lax
thoughts
ruling zone of conduct
prescribed
Lauding of holy Presence
emancipates man
excluded from framework
of misappropriated excursions
Lean into winds of demagogues
allaying fears of unknown
with Breath of heaven cleansing
touting deliverance from evil
enmeshed
Rulership thine in flotsam of
paltry views
refigured by divine providence
escapades
814
9-4-2001
Held in heart of wholeness
man triumphs over sacrilege
excluding life of golden starts
surround
Arterioles of holiness vanish
processed from sight
by malingerers of fate
predisposed to proclivity

813
9-3-2001
Disjointed in camaraderie
seek thee filth of neverworld
absconded
Ties to mother lode lustrous
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of wanton aims
Sightless in darkness invented
lurid the mind of acrobats
swinging on chandeliers
of faith abandoned
seeking light of visions bleak
stonewalled by jackass
inclination
for blindness fortuitous
Vistas of Parental law
promenade in sight
preserved for malcontents
in scenes vicious
Holiness absconded not
awaits sightseer of mental mind
devoted to stay of execution
of royalty reigning

knock-kneed in subservience
to masters of principles satanic
Alleviate source of distress
illiterate
condescending to matters
material
recognized not as valueless to
outer eye
Recompense received
deciphering songs of praise
to higher Power
sequestered in anteroom
of inner sanctum
816
9-6-2001
Cisterns of polliwogs
cavort in dreamless skies
placated
by murderers of past history
Palpitate thy puerile soul
in teakwood tarnished
Bequeath thyself
to tarnished décor condemned
mollycoddling doomed life
in world of sperm

815
9-5-2001
Seek out splendor of love divine
enhanced by rolling hills of holy
corridor
Send love’s advance’s
horticultural climes
dewdrops of care from hearts
alighted
Mend man’s ways mentioning
salty diatribes
in trips of encounter with brides
of wrath
Enticing dollops of wit
foreclose on mastermind of
preternatural posing
as sons of man demure
in cages of lions fleeced
Sardonic nature quails at sight of
holy shroud
camping on fields of endeavor
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817
9-7-2001
Scorned in alliance with devil’s
brigade
man’s march proceeds into
oblivion indignant
Midst trees of salvation climes
doth man proclaim nature false
of worldly tribute
Acerb nature of drones of wrath
casts shadows o’er primal lands
of founding Father
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Hindered not thy view of Me
when tranquil Breeze
capsizes boat of iniquity
duly founded in masks of
misshapen dreams

9-9-2001
Forage for dewdrops in fluidforsaken land
gummed up in brine-laden woes
Held in captivity of crime laden
dreams
doth thee snake thy way on
colloidal scenes
Remnants of hate clog thy pores
saturated with nihilism
Bestial attempts to suffocate truth
control thine attempts
to bridge gaps of emptiness
secured
Remonstrate with angels
scourging paraphernalia of
return
to holy ground dusted
of faulty view receding
Waste not occluded vision
on themes of amoral survival
in world of scamps portrayed
Hold to lock of heaven ‘pon thy
soul
drenched in waters of salvation
steadying thy course to kingdom
come

818
9-8-2001
Scatter thyself in affixed
melodramas
portraying leads of herds
rampaging
through world of madness
sanctified
Dignitaries of domain salutary
dust off charms of charlatans
exposing hatred manifest
in dreams of severance
Manifest healing in highlands of
God’s
truncating lesions of mortal life
stultifying growth of holy order
Signify truth in life of holiness
blessed by partisans of reality
‘scapes
devoted to salvation of
wandering children
in world of mayhem ensconced
Lord of hosts declares demolition
of dreams
wrought of fears
sallying in netherworld of
contempt
for holiness supreme in world of
characters
in sacred scenes

820
9-10-2001
Solidify thy gains in matrimonial
world
adducing hereafter zone
821
9-10-2001
Mongoloids heaven sent
muster support of Queen’s
decree

819
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elongating sphere of influence

Tutorship recalls dreams of
séance
liquidating cold chills of
preternatural life

822
9-10-2001
Signify thy well being
in ways of truth
legally declared
in matrimony of hearts
Breath of God succumbs not
to ill winds of human hyperbole

826
9-12-2001
Let not bygones of yesteryear
indict sons of Mary incarnate
Let flow juices of love
sequestered in stores
acclimating to regional express
Let be seen thy glow of Word
emanating from Source supreme
in radiance shared
Realize thy fermentation of Word
decreed
absolving others of sins
amalgamated
Listen for sure signs of heart
roused
in fairgrounds of spirit attended
Rest in peace of mind
allayed of fears
returned to Source of belong

823
9-11-2001
Live in exile fornicating
824
9-12-2001
When I regain My voice
charity sings
825
9-12-2001
Cast out thy scent of Rose in
bloom
chastising leaves of rubbish ruins
Circular thy path to realness
regained
circumscribed by moles of
devious descent
Notorious thy words of dubious
value
rained upon innocents
flirting with obscene codes of
misbehave
Obscure pretensions of royalty
melt down
in fires of cleansing Wraith
abnegating fusion of madness to
central core
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827
9-13-2001
Deny not the Resurrection life
as balm of soul adrift in land of
misery
Recognize land of opportunity
Lead not thy life in qualms of fear
absolving not creatures of lost
minds
deifying violence as homeland
Pray for others of life ilk
that disseminate leeches of
ptomaine
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housed in bowels of self hatred
Look not to descend to vultures’
prey
basting in liquids of contempt
‘Stead rise to heaven’s realm
that answers call for justice done
in ways of Savior sacrosanct

endeavor
marked by mayhem from
sources unknown
Feel thy tempo upgrade on cliffs
of resource
destined for valor of people
noble
Reek not of sour wind
contaminated by sewer gas of
foul forces
Let blow thy Wind of change
regulating contours of life abroad
in faceless crowds of demons
personified
Richness awaits thy turn
to sources of holy order
rectifying cruel world
of penurious practices
swamped by notoriety of illicit
gains
Sound thy horn of retreat
from calling of dubious causes
emasculating reality of tender
true
Listless thy life in logos false

828
9-14-2001
Hold to thy heart the anthem of
love
that all may grace thy Father’s
face
Seek out thy name in torrid zone
of flames awry consumed by hate
Entrails of dogs mark thy path
whence cometh the bride of
Frankenstein man
Welcome the sepulcher of inner
core
that wavers not in hearts of man
Truth within spills out
‘pon concourse of hope
reserved for seekers faithful
Regale in nature true
consigned to Wisdom trough
that slakes thirst
of followers of Holy Grail

830
9-14-2001
Hold not thy heart out to sinuous
slime
cascading off mountains of
illusion
Sleep of death removes
configuration of joined hearts
in holy embrace of love
Tapering slide of misdirect
dislocates seeds of holy
matrimony
proclaimed by higher order of

829
9-14-2001
Sidle up to conspiracy that
absolves heart
from frontiers of faith
founded in powdered paths of
flora
Fill thy soul with Namesake
castigating land of fruitless
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comportment
Delve not into laurels of unholy
causes
that hide decimation of rulership
thine
Leak not vital fluids of tincture of
love
relishing tidbits of waste matter
solids
Admonish thyself to chastity
calling
befitting ways of indentured
servant
administering Source of healing
power
Cold be thy ways adrift from
mainstream tenured
Cantilevered thy rock of
salvation
‘pon dais of love interred

of others as monsters incorporate
Bless thyself with sense of worth
upheld
of brothers caroling futility of
lives askance
from opportunity of hope
Twilight of gods mask sense of
reliance
on golden Creator
to guide ship to shore of harbor
secure
832
9-16-2001
Deny not the sacred component
of the soul most high
girded up in silence
of man’s unspoken approach
Flee not the bounds of
circumscribed journey
indulging in goodies of fantasy
repast
Lend to air of misfortune
when cast seeds of distrust
‘pon neighbors plate
insinuating loss of holiness core
Facsimile of Bread seasoned with
forgiveness
bodes well for Master stroke
as leaven of salvation
courteously offered to ignited
soul
of fear surround
Do this in name of Me
thy true Savior
in land of make believe noticed
Decision attuned to God’s Voice
permanently seals damage of
frost escalating

831
9-15-2001
Regulate thy emotions in scenes
of horror
toadying with onlookers of
scenes as real
Oscillate in windmills of
disproportion
to events challenging thy mode
of life
Naught but Me be real in sight
unquestioned in veracity
Tales bespeaking lurid testimony
ratcheting conclusions of
symbiosis
merge tranquility with death of
others
See through intemperate views
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from distant shores
Recede from trickery of land
foisted upon bedeviled soul
executing pirouettes
‘pon sand dunes of entrapment
Relive thy life entwined with
Mine
devoted to deeds
of enhancement of love’s glow
amongst the stars of unity
deciphered

833
9-17-2001
Words of comfort
allied with kingdom of heaven
recovered
Escalate generous help
Deluge Earth’s minions
with calls of love
centered in fire zone
Sanction worthy cause to
proceed
in derelicts of human spirit
espied by thine eye
in housing corrupt
Eat Bread of Life
stored in
containers of heaven
Melt down of worldly spheres
coincides with appear
of Christ the king

835
9-18-2001
Magnolia lined strands of deceit
coupled with aching heart of
abstinence
duly waiting for recall
Fallow the life of dreams
cavorting in fields of clay
remonstrating with calls of return
to principalities listened not
Sins of fathers cast shadows on
blemished sons
masquerading as cartoons of
hypocrisy
stained by leavening of false
venues
Crass character of significance
none
abstains from holy influence
subduing charade
of lost children of demigods of
restriction
Healing hold of Maternal love
subsidizes quest for return to
kingdom home
of sons liquored with scent of
gardens

834
9-17-2001
Hold forth thy hand to Mine
that touch we might in stands of
night
Help color thy facsimile with
strands of gold
recognizing light of heaven as
bridge to peace
Hear not the sounds of heaven
when consumed with hobgoblins
of self deceit
forging bonds with natives of
foreign lands
Gambol not with heaven’s heart
in dance of love with treetops
torn by hooves of migrants
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raptured with holiness conceived

perpetuating kingdom glory on
slopes of slide
to inner world of anguish
abolished
Tradition of somnolence decays
in mission accomplished by
stalwarts of truth
seeking out subversion of
kingdom home
Restless be thee ‘til heart of gold
marooned no longer in seas
awash
with bilge of dread

836
9-19-2001
Studious be thine approach
to miasma of membranes of
human life
Direct thy view to concatenations
of willful schisms of life
abroad from home base of
heavenly descent
Remnants of flowers rooted to
stars
decipher lost souls’ position
in nebula of lost worlds
Hosts of heroes promenade
signifying way stations of circular
return
to cadavers of bliss
refurbished by thy presence
Seek out thy nomenclature true
allied with species
fulminated by hand of God
in session of Creation crowned

838
9-19-2001
Procrastinate in dreams of
Morpheus
donning clothes of Hades
incarnate
Silly thy games enunciating
dreams of cosmos
flirting with unreality
Seduced art thee in card games
of chance
wrestling with jokers
trumped by kingdom whole
Part played of joker wild
silenced by compatriots of
holiness game
that willeth thee return to halls of
home
Accord granted to sons of Mary
reveling in shadows cast of safety
secured
Renounce ties to netherworld
subscribed
that abscond ceases forever
more

837
9-19-2001
Seek not thy favors in cyclone of
success
marauding through world of
systemic abuse
Wreak not havoc ‘pon
unsuspecting brothers
delimiting growth of native stock
Least be thee in twilight of tears
perpetuated by nuances of
darkness and death
Focus on what is real in land of
Nod
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entry
Protagonists of leonine heritage
relegate source of power
to companions affixing length of
stay
in holiness sojourn
Lewdness of spirit abrogated
by mind filled with depths of soul
resting in kingdom home
In holiness doth thee rest

839
9-19-2001
Sever connections to Mammon
beliefs
quilting rose gardens of vacuous
proportions
Hinterlands seize colonies of
dispute
wrestling with realness of outer
world
negating value of inner core
Reservoirs of good will call to
soldier of faith
exercising judgment of true
worth
Insincere logos capsized by Light
of truth
searching out missing elements
of kingdom home
Look within for forthright
answers
to gloom afloat in world of woes
Seek Master of fate inclined
for delinquent sons of worlds
apart
from heaven’s climes
Torrents of rain subdue fires of
mispossess
stagnant in waves of truth abound
Intermittent raindrops of holy
calling
castigate not thy drifting mind
allied with dung holes of rodents’
rootings
Salacious the mind apart from
home port
resting not in terminals
sealed from heterodox points of
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840
9-21-2001
Unison of purpose supports thy
life
in wanderings through vale of
tears
Succinct memories of homestead
ply wares in minds troubled
by loss of aware
Declare deluge of peace
offerings
841
9-21-2001
Surface thy landfill echelons
masquerading as holy corps
Let loose thy demons
holding close to endeavors
sacred
Misnamed thy phantom soul
in world of wander obscene
Distribute thee false sense
of noblesse oblige
parked in tommyrot of outer
world
Reel in thy Game Fish holy
extended by hands seeking
contact
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Washed in blood of Lamb be
thee
consecrated to work of holy
order
Rulership thine whence cometh
thee before Me
in sanctified pose of wanderer
returned

destined to manifest in kingly
fashion
in world of self absorb
Ecstatic be thy way in land of
mourn
dallying with untruths
ballyhooed as sacred rites of
passage
Intense be thy effort
subjecting others to aches of
heart
bolstering self righteousness
as mode of drift
Tenacious thee be in surrender
not
to higher Authority
dancing in whirlwinds of bigotry
subsuming hatred as justified
cause
Assume command of dilettante
revoking order of holy scene
invested
by sacrilegious thoughts of cellar
dwell
Hideous thy truths denied in life
of scum
manufactured in malevolence
of spirit transfigured
Prevail I will in center of being
sought after by sons decrepit
tantalized not by stories
of wasteland delivered
Essence of Me rediscovered
in inner search
by pliable son of fantasies
abandoned
Rely on Me for safe passage
to zone of holiness decreed

842
9-22-2001
Facsimile art thee of inner
Tongue
proclaiming world of reclamation
Quarantined thy soul in depths
unheard
Gist of truth immersed
in backwaters of tide resilient
classifying each document in
scenes horrific
Waste not thy prowess simulating
gods of underworld
Seek instead thy nature true
defined by Me in cast of kingdom
founded
Jealousy of powers Mine
require not thee flee
from presence of My
countenance
Repeat thy steps in slow with
Mine
cascading down river of truth
in sequence honored
by kingdom home traversed
843
9-23-2001
Rebuke thy Servant listening to
chills of war
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844
9-24-2001
Atrophied thy mind encased in
cement
hardened by foils of underworld
‘lest there be heard sounds of
heaven broadcast
Lessons of love resound in
corridors of shame
exacerbating shills of nomadic
employers

846
9-26-2001
Listen to what I say and help you
to do
Escalation of inner track
immobilizes cartwheels
sashaying on outer banks of the
unreal
Earnest efforts multiplied
bring immediate results
in doomsday scenario
absconding
Relics of higher order feature
latrines
discharging waste products of
helter-skelter world
gone amiss
Royalty regained when
posthumous sons regale
at regal sights of heaven’s Core
Loyalty retread
as Avian Messenger discloses
truth of well-being
Erratic pursuits decline as
Helpers of heaven
remove film of casual gaze
Ministry of love circulated
by Threesome of Founders
exculpated

845
9-25-2001
Homicidal thy quest for peace of
mind
in sins of quake filled mind
Lost thy soul of tender heart
that guides thee to land beyond
transfixed on mortal state
Allow not thy lucid mind
to rampage free
devouring scenes of make
believe
foisted on territory of God’s
domain
Lock stepped in sin art thee
entertaining beliefs of murderous
mind
seeking revenge for impulses
thine
caught in web of chance
Translucent the sheen of Light
beyond
signifying presence of God of
love
that wills thy life to Heart of gold
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847
9-26-2001
Castigate not thy soul
that lives in heaven’s realm
Loosen ties to reality drawn
when mesmerized by socialite
seen in dark shadows of world
ajar
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Scions of wealth probate worldly
possessions
seeking just carnage for
Lilliputian lives
Realtors of reality abandoned
conglomerate in science of worth
fruitless
nodding heads in agreement
at ascension of barbarism
practiced
Relegate to posterior saving
grace
that locks in kindness to
anthropoid realm
Reach for starts heaven sent
that ameliorate bombast
with flow of crème
softening jagged edges of hate
inured

seen through eyes of hope
Holocaust of truth denied
beckons man’s seed
into fallow dungeons of despair
Roustabout of royal heart
coalesces with man
seeking ways of truth recovered
that reveals inner sanctum
of monitored worth
849
9-28-2001
Quest for furnace fire mildewed
not
Sift flames of corruption
harkened to
that splits spheres of harmony
from locale within
Wither not the vine of love
cascading ‘pon frenzied mobs
in wrath sequestered
Relish not the sounds of war
wrestling control of devil’s due
from heart and soul
Even’ song choir tolls haunting
melody
of Christ alive within debris of
hubris
Facsimile of faith trodden upon
by destiny of soul
riveted upon cleansing of central
core

848
9-27-2001
Hold thee My arm that raptures
world
with sounds of heaven bright
Taste thee spoons of honey
twisted from hives of bees nature
pure
Tallit of angel cloth dusted bright
signifies wholeness of man
beyond
Marshals of regulations decipher
truth
bestowed ‘pon man in frigid land
Reality proclaimed rinsed clean
in sacred waters of holy land
Tracts of love surmount legions
of dwarfs
telling tales of humility
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850
9-29-2001
Quench thy thirst for love
calling ‘pon Me thy Savior true
Let fly thy Wind swept mind
recognizing naught but
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salvation’s plan
Hear bells of mercy ring
tolling hour of victory
lifting hearts to heaven’s climes
Loose lips of morning song
trilling calls of return
from night’s long sleep
Waffle not in latent plan’s
transpire
molding remade life in kingdom
home
Regal heart awaits plumed
carriage arrive

Spouse
that inveigles way to hearthstone
made for inner alliance
of mate secured
forested in fronds of nuptial
delight
Seek not further in throes of love
abandoned not
853
10-1-2001
Mordant are your cries
crushed under weight of self
abuse
Syllables of saliva cast stains
‘pon walls of castle egotistically
maintained
Sluice gates of opportunity
open to Voice of Master
calling forth healing waters
in ministry of reconciliation
Salutations conferred
‘pon registrants of divine will
collated with abstract Source
of unity clustered
Laurels of felicitations crowd
stage
at juncture of man-made god
stopgapped no longer
Reach for adornment
of sluice gates opened wide
christening thee with cleansing
waters
of heaven’s fonts
persevering in world made mad
by mud holes of calumny

851
9-30-2001
Forsake not thy brothers true
escalating duress on frozen
relationships
Bide time in winsome way
852
10-1-2001
Soaring flight to heart’s encore
redeems sense of soul’s inspire
Intended art thee to capture
home
in lands beyond fallen state
Risk not shortfall proposed
by quality of mind laconic
that meets thee at suburbs of
golden gate
Lassitude predicated at center of
being
heard in miasma of confounding
voices
willing thee to cuddle up
with savants of inner noise
Betrothed art thee to soul’s
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10-2-2001
Salience of fire
betrothed to inner process
of splintering ego
Tokens of love decimate logistics
tools
caroming in well of unhappiness
Seek not thy weather vane
in tomb of apocalypse
Stations of the Cross puerile in
nature
loosening tongues of wrath in
matters holy
Sequence of connections
limited to senescent melodrama
abused
Jewels of fire consecrate holy
ground
emergent in Staff of life

Reunion blessed by will
truncated
in land of Nod
Halleluiah chorus registers
return
of ancient son to holy lands tread
Rulership thine in mortal land
from hand of God applied
856
10-4-2001
See not thy time frame inclusive
Wellings of fury debate
structures of inner core
satisfied with arsenal of good
works
Listen not to moans of chance
berating levels of comfort
Searing flame of confidence
relays heart’s assure august in
nature
Bright shining light of destiny
calls to influence shady growth
of vernacular succumbed to
hillsides of deceit

855
10-3-2001
Seek not thy friends as enemies
ladling out scores of
temperament
illogically focused
Blemish thee rulership of divine
core
when castigate thee angels
unknown
Rock of ages comforts thee
in worldly maelstrom
on mainline church deemphasized
Reality blooms in accord with
Master mind
sequencing return to honored
shores
regulated by hand of God
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857
10-5-2001
Countless the times that I have
appeared
that guided the world to excess
denied
Cleared the lanes of abuse
sustained by witnesses to truth
self-absorbed
Hear thee Me within
focused on heart’s desire
to commemorate wisdom in land
of make believe
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Grounds of destiny call for thy
appear
to espouse truth of heavenly core
Reach within to focus Me
they true Companion in worlds
apart
Harness thy intent to intention
Mine
that wills the soul’s return
to heaven’s courts of kingdom
come
in cauldron of world deceit
No rest is there for heart’s desire
that succumbs to lead of paltry
views

bringing shores of salvation
to sailors shipwrecked
Carnally thy trend towards
misinformation
forsaking truth’s aware in mind’s
guidance
Designation of heartstrings
soothing to recovery
immerses mind in kingdom come
reverence
859
10-7-2001
Asunder placed thy soul
in mock of man’s true home
Willingness to change brings
reality a’ fore
of love’s Creation
Beaming light protrudes from
heaven’s scenes
immersing world in grandeur of
cosmos beyond
Tactful thy recovery of scenes of
glory
construed by Maker of sons’
return
Reminiscence of love’s
abundance procured
lightens load of worldly woes
Recall divine
abstracts center of being
posed as way of life immune
to worldly voices of chatter
meaningless
Listen not to sounds of fury
wafting in on air of hate
Look ‘stead for love ensconced
in meters of Holy Grail

858
10-6-2001
Somatic world scurries to tunes
of wild man dances
Symphonies of sound wallow in
crestfallen world
of heavenly origin
Ludicrous the noise of mandate
foretelling of doom’s arise
in misguided minds of God’s
sons
Lax the heartbeat of truth
immobilized by sycophants of
misery
proclaimed as king
Swelter in crystalline poison
doth man of nomad leanings
attuned to life of sacred
desecration
Neonates of holy crown
subject man remiss
to sounds of laughter
sequestered in times of wrath
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segue dance in single file
delimiting sacred ground from
desecration

860
10-8-2001
Damnation ossified in kingdom
built home
seeking leverage
in fields of play token of
patronage
Bombed out theater of absurd
remains as sign of wounded
psyche
once recalled to level of spirit
heritage
Crux of problems rectified
in throes of fixation on worldly
scene
eviscerated by Holy Spirit
signifying waste products
as core of girders transplanted
Tutelage absconds from scene of
burdens
crucial to maintenance of masked
horrors museum
Beliefs conquered by Spirit of life
displaying array of joys
dotting landscape of diaphanous
kingdom home

862
10-9-2001
Prescient heart of gold
dallies not in fields of flowers
picked clean of opulence
Naysayer of jubilation
counters with fields of corn
roasted by sunlight withering
into harmless husks of dubious
value
Penury located in sands of time
ill-fated in presence of grandeur
scope
of heaven’s montage
Screen not thy view of Wisdom
incarnate
cast before eyes of doting world
secured by mainstay of love
transfixed
Breach of behavior salacious
concomitant with hope of
heaven’s grasp
on heart mellowed by
companionship regal

861
10-8-2001
Wider the gulf between man and
God
when consumed with fear of love
lost
Hell’s fires possessed by demons
of world human
catalyzing hatred of brothers
same
Hordes of angel protectors
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863
10-10-2001
Placid be thy destiny imbued
seeking solace of divine
intervention
coursing through thy mind
Wakeful be to morbidity of soul
amuck
transplanted into mind of man
Cruel gardens of destiny
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emerge in sight of man
hassled by froth of linguistic
hatred
Hearts rinsed in blood of Lamb
breathe peace
into calumny of world
apart from sacred home eternal
Riposte slung at offender seen
desecrates truth of holy birth
Let loose thy thunder of
vengeance
that wills not the transport of
God’s word
built into being of offspring
Healed in heart art thee
when consumed by fire of Holy
Spirit
bringing death of malevolence
in dealings with brother
made one with thee inviolate
by Hand of heaven

land of Nod
touched by Spirit aware of
lassitude-led disharmony
Linger in fate of son’s reprieve
by Master of love reaching out
to hands extended across seas of
calm
865
10-11-2001
Justice man-made signifies
mayhem
866
10-11-2001
Sequential be thy healing
leveled by Me for thy fit
Tortoise slow be thy pace exact
selected to feed thee manna
sufficient
Derelict not art thee in path nor
manner
subservient to My call
Rest easy in thy fate sublime
mobilized to succeed in axis
Mine
Wish not for more given than
needed

864
10-10-2001
Wait upon thy sun lit skies
that capsizes dreams born of
lakes a’ fire
Listen not to screams of
malcontents
eschewing content of reality
heard
Engage thyself in rivers of water
cleansing to the souls of
miscreants
seeking truth in ways of Holy
Spirit
led from somnolence of
darkened dreams
Grief filled hearts depart from
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867
10-12-2001
Scarcity humbles human mind
as reminder of divine sustenance
plenitude
Earthlings inquisitive rest not in
peace
with interlopers seen as threat
to substantial base
Rocks thrown in camp of despair
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at underlings of opposing beliefs
dwelling in lamplight of golden
Son
Rulers of intercept sling postures
of radiance
that enable loss of velocity
Healers of wholeness deny
access
to wonders of Creation by
mercurial misanthropes
of deviant generation

869
10-14-2001
Equinox of life eternal
protracted ‘midst sea of filth
awash
Cool glades of peace triumphant
mark movement on path to
eternal home
Swill of goats’ bleatings
harness unfathomable verbiage
twisted
landlocked by deprivation of
central core
Restitution denied by madcap
dreams
assigning responsibility
for current framework
to masters of deceit within
See not thy ‘scape with soulful
eyes
of harmony sequestered
Dutiful be when called by Scion
to elucidate God’s plan
for wayward children’s return

868
10-13-2001
Sordid style egregious
lays low the heart of man
delving into vices
unheard of in kingdom home
Licentious thy route to hell
embarked
dwelling on tales of palaver
porcine
Seek not thy roots in holy order
when cast thine eyes on seas of
filth
Straight be thy route to kingdom
home
when honored be thy stance
on holy ground observed
Stench of firewood consumed
dipped in brine of tears
waylaid by cleansing Agent
assigned duty of saving sons
from harmony dysfunctional
Rest and peace conceived in
wayward acts
disbanded by Spirit of grace
delivered to welcoming son
emerged
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870
10-15-2001
Ignominious thy worth in castles
of fear
dedicated to world of showtime
diffused
Senseless thy views of cast
erupting from mangled dreams
of battered minds disposable
Work not at imbroglio
engulfing seas of infamy
castigating neighbors as dogs
underfoot
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Seek ‘stead divine element
emergent from state of mind
imbued with character of greater
God
circumscribed not by tales
of bogus identity
Hay seed tarnished not by
lessened importance
in world of configured flowers
embellishing loss as worth
Conjoined minds
elaborate scenes of destiny
tranquil
eloped from sautéed world of
misapprehension

10-17-2001
Wake to joy abounding
foreseen in lands of devil
obscured
Taught ideas of wayfaring
abscond in trellises of Roses’
appear
to man of means heaven born
Relish sight of harbor lights
in glow of abstaining world
retracted
873
10-17-2001
Ruler of night art thee
whence come the kingdom of
God
Atrophied the scholar of
harmless life
that dwells in love amidst the
stars
Regulated thy throne by forces of
evil placed
backed by dreams of nonsense
spared
Reject thee heart of stone
seeking thy demise
‘Mongst broken twigs be tree of
life
fixated ‘pon Holy Trinity
awash in blood of sacred Lamb
renewed

871
10-16-2001
Lift not thy head to outward
scenes
of world mirage
Tinseled toppings elaborate
make dwarves of human stock
crystallized in contamination
Rusted art thy phrases true
disseminated throughout
Creation whole
Reality anchored in boatswain’s
whistle
calling concupiscence to heel
Troubadour slain in axis of love
remanded to return in support of
relocation
Silence of heart restored
affirms kinship
tooling through Creation’s core

874
10-18-2001
Semblance to Me prohibited
in glance upon neighbor false

872
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10-19-2001
Healed not art thee when
cascade upon thy mind
thoughts of intolerance for
worldly view
Mercy saying eclipses sacrifices
seen
destined as role of soothsayer
Seek no more deviltry of
ergonomics
that confounds issue of
insouciance
Extract of love fleeces soul of
haunted heart
that mires self in mind of
giddying

as quality of God’s signature true
indicator
877
10-20-2001
Sentient sorcery clouds thy
review
of reality seen
abused not
Raucous sounds of chatter
dump mayhem on blistered ears
of soul
unused to symphony of sorrow
Sensation of silliness
disbands belief of future
teemed with mishap
Frothing foam of madness mind
dislocated by reality observed
Sought no further
dreams of blabber
chilling to ears of decadence
born

876
10-19-2001
Commissioning
Sequence towards tribulation
enmeshes fans of horror shows
seeking dusk as shade for
activities
Long lost sons of God
parrot activities of dualistic
clientele
deciphering light as darkness
spread across Creation’s door
Realization of sound of symphony
startles leaders of band
corkscrewing stopper of light
into finite holes
Ascension of Holy Spirit
enlightens followers of evil
devoted to pipsqueak lineage
progression
Make do with larder of souls
renouncing doughnut holes
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878
10-20-2001
Intemperance casts its shadow
on thy search for peace
Risk not sedulous ways
conformed to holy activity
lest seasons of change
awaken to false prophets
Hearts aroused by Holy Grail
retain instincts of Creator born
flouncing about in world of
whirlybirds
879
10-21-2001
Seek not elsewhere thy peace
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but in Me thy home eternal
Look not in drifting seas of
despair
culminating in lockjaw of defeat
Essence of love drives thy
bargain
in affair of state sequestered in
My loins
Seeketh thee strain when out
look from Me
dumbfounded in crevices of
roiling world
cast not in scope by hands of
Maker
Warrant not thy suffering mien
escapading in world of rot and
ruin
Claim thy sufferance from tedium
enmeshed
in hands of devil stew locked
Frigate of freedom awaits thy
consent
to board thee
in sea of serenity tranquil waters

escapading in dungeons of hurt
and havoc
Licentious manner manifest
militates ‘gainst identity imbued
by Creator of love endowed
Reach not for fortune in despair
centered
that migrates into hands of
evildoers
Seek not locus of faith
in willingness to abhor
insensitivities
of lower breed
Waltz in kingdom jocular
when accede to command
to love another as your self
History of calumny dissipates
when touched by angel
spreading good news of heart’s
return
to kingdom home incarnate in
worldly view
881
10-23-2001
Seek not a settled mind
when cramped with disputes in
inner life
Lofty goals unattainable
when consumed with grief
over appendages’ wayward walk
in world of woe
Suitable be turn to Me
that sustains thy life
in wickedness caused by mean
minds
protruding into conscious aware
Let be thy wisdom encased in Me
that guides thee to somnolence

880
10-22-2001
Wreak not damage upon kin of
Love
that satisfies soul bent on lust
Waken to Love’s call that hears
all said
denying rumor of drift from
center core
Spells of coercion loose lipped
negate sight of central Being
washed out by corrosion of
history denied
Bland be thy manner true
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overcome
in mind of Me focused on real
and bountiful
Cause of pain dissipates
when leveled by sight of oneness
all
in heart of Me fluid
Restitution recovered in life of
son
denied by human mind adverse

God
Healed art thee by soothing
thoughts
of minds turned inward to holy
ground
abstained from madness carnage
884
10-26-2001
Horrific thy view of eternal life
excluding peace and shade of
golden wings
Beaten down
recovery of sameness through
diadem
coursing in waves of heavenly
ringlets
Looseness of fitting
streak golden hues
with darkness curves of Diaspora
Welling of coolness
dissipates longing
for heavenly union
imagined as ruination of self
absorbed
Healing of interior being
located in truth absorbed
by fusion of soul with Holy Spirit
involved

882
10-24-2001
Resolute be in field and stream
taunting not thy neighbor true
in garb or spirit
Bankrupt be thy hope
in world of make believe
swan song
883
10-25-2001
Heed not stones cast upon thy
face
arousing thee to anger sought
Lift thine eyes to holy Word
melting hearts fixed in rage
proclaimed
See through testimony of
madness minds
deceiving thee with nonsense
thoughts
conceived in fear of perimeters
overcome
Rouse benedictions of Holy Grail
diffusing minds with heaven’s
warrants
easing fears of encapsulation
by minds foreign to peace of
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885
10-27-2001
Reach not for stars of heaven
when birth cries of heaven born
decreed null and void
Grandeur scape delimited
by eyes cast down in stolid stare
of miniscule miasma
Cruise obscene denies repast
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to worldly cast of malformed
souls
elucidating minds of misery
formed in dungeons of
desecration
Labyrinths of hell
deceive coterie of followers
led into furnace of misbelief
charring misadventures into
ruination
Solace born of midstream
soaks wayfarers with
disinclination
erasing march to oblivion from
central core

by mind submerged in kingdom
come
fabricated in noblesse oblige
887
10-29-2001
Broadside be thy banner
afloat on land and sea
culminating in capitulation
of world without alms
888
10-30-2001
Break in of garbage
infiltrates thy mind possessed
liquidating sequence of heavenly
flow
Heralding angels overlooked
in mind attuned to waste
products

886
10-28-2001
Pristine pure thy soul
ever glad in nature born
Rule thee do in omniscience state
halted not
in lands impervious
to séance of contradiction
Lead not thy soul to frontier
outposts
lost in succumb to earthly motifs
leased from vulgar source
Raiments of night becloud thy
jewel
shimmering in glory of Easter
land
Raise thy setting true
to sights of abysmal
cooling waters of Frankenstein
font
churning wrath as core
ingredient
Lord of flies navigated safely
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889
10-31-2001
Bolster thee through
proclamation
declaring intention
Loosely held thy grip on Me
that forecloses drift awry
Sense of station amidst bucolic
endeavors
maintained by gerrymandering
of territory
enhanced by My government
Tools of trade lead thee to
callused hands
providing ecstatic vision
of heart held in hands of Maker
who so ever charms thee
with protestations of love
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Minister before madness
of world of broken dreams

home endowed
Leadeth not into temptation
nullifies crass hopes of human
mind
indulged in search for harmony
unfounded on brink of
catastrophe
Loud mouth breachings of sour
flavor
substitute for gentle sounds of
lowing
indigent in world of mock
survival
Pastoral scenes a’ plenty
revive holy Escort of mind
attuned to kingdom come reborn

890
11-1-2001
Endeavoring My scion listening
to thoughts
above thy muddled mind
Willed to be one with Master
mind
doth thee proceed in path
of righteousness ordained
Wrought with fear be thee
when caught in chastisement of
brother’s soul
lusting not for weathering of guilt
consumed
Placed in hell be thee
wanting passions of contempt
released
as order of day immersed
Rearing of God son postulates
quiescence
in presence of misery mounted
sin
emulating Protagonist of love
heaven sent

892
11-3-2001
Whence cometh the moon
a’ glow with light
dark shadows cast upon the
ground
gloomy dominion make
When seeketh thee tree of life
as companion braided
then falls thy home from star lit
skies
synchronized with music
grounded

891
11-2-2001
Forsake not My grounds
‘pon which you walk incessantly
Troubadour of peace are you
descending upon destiny’s
intention
Walketh in the way of man
transmitting signals of outer
course
indulged by spirits of kingdom
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893
11-4-2001
Quintessential thy soul
heaven born of Maker mine
that cups thee in grasp pristine
pure
Awry thy life in sequence human
admiring tongues of trollops
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sequestered
Equalize thy saintliness
with tongues of tribute
to higher Power vested
Lollygagging secured by divine
Presence
trolling in waters of disrepute
sensing surfeit of disrespect
for holy orders of nation eternal

floated off in cartage to nowhere
896
11-7-2001
Tentacles of asphyxiation
engulf thy brow
in world of make believe
Hear Me O My son speak to thee
about causes remade in image of
Me
Lackluster be thy soul of Mine
engrossed in detail menial
duped by world of sacrilegious
images
betraying loyalty to thy King of
kings
Locutions of instincts holy
devour tattle tale signs
of meager life pronounced
slithering through mud of creeks
run dry
Liberate My scions of dusty roads
pursued
welcoming news of kingdom
come
in right and proper fashion
Bestow thee My kisses ‘pon
consciousness of man
lurking in shadows of dreams
congregated
belying tenets of love held true

894
11-5-2001
Let bygones fester not in
presumptive fashion
allowing thee to signify
disapproval mode
Hate encloses thee in truth
denied
casting cold shadows on world
remiss
Held not in heart of love
when succumb thee to wiles of
satanic succor
Hamper not thy Godlove serene
destined for fulfillment
in docile mind of forgiveness
personified
895
11-6-2001
Concupiscence delays footsteps
approaching the throne of God
omniscient
Tender flowers of everglades
bloom forth in sequence
as man delves into realm
of mind posterior
Wreckage of mind allied with
make believe
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897
11-8-2001
Lofty thy goals chosen for Me
that satisfies the heart of
kingdom home
Vitriolic the soul that prances on
swings
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satisfying yearn for fantasy land
Latent thy call for return
to citizen of world beyond
encapsulating scope of twisted
mind
remanded to dustbin of forgotten
dreams
Healed in heart be thee on native
soil
of land beyond broken dreams

contaminated with worldly ways
Cloth of contempt wipes spittle
on visage of children Mine
relaying response of germ plasm
human
Deciduous spores of calamity
congregate
soliciting licentious mores
of ill tempered constituents of
worldly engrossed
Punctual be My response to
seasons of dismay
calibrating cessation of tumult
caused
Lessened thy view of warring
themes
absorbed by rays of forgiveness
dawning
Causal angels pop into sight
of disciples distributing
ways of God facsimiles

898
11-9-2001
Perspective alleviated whence
comes Spirit being
that cools passions of nonsense
world into vat of jelly
Let see thine eyes vapors of
cohesion
that rock world of make believe
with spasms of wholeness
Loyalty diminished when
speaketh thee
from corruption of soul doused in
liquid mayhem
of muddled mind abandoned not
Looseness of tongue expounding
virtue of noble cause
brings surcease of malevolent
mind
invested in dung heaps of
civilization
Hearts held open to Me signify
devotion to final cause

900
11-11-2001
Disquieting the truth of Gospels
seen
that magnify the errors of worldly
source
Magnanimous the God of love
Who oversees the cabal of
twisted sons
astray in unrighteous paradigm
Lessons of law administered
debunk Christ’s purpose
of peace on earth soliloquized
Healing of hearts ignoble
demands acquiescence
to forthright surrender of mind
human

899
11-10-2001
Derelict art thee in manner
austere
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to subjection of mind filling
by King of kings willing to wait

903
11-14-2001
Lose not thy vigor portraying
mortal
in world of make believe theater
Trusted art thee
to recover axis of mortal mind
debunked by rivers of truth
absorbed
Let My willingness to heal thee
be touchstone of route
to heavenly return ministered
Shallowness of porous soul
relegates thee
to presumption of groundedness
in world of trickery condoned
Be thou servant to Me
thy Master true
Who beguiles thee to return
to nature true
under flag of truce
with wayward sons obscene
nettled by call to duty traitorous
Lurking beneath be Me
submitting Myself to thy
contempt
Grounded in mercy be My frame
seeking central core of thy revolt
Locked into goosestep art thee
when beholden to mired place of
wrath
Golden throne of kingdom come
sought not in consuming fire
of meltdown propitious

901
11-12-2001
Reach not for golden crown
when compensated by earthly
desires
Closets of opportunity availed
when sessions of searching
glean bare bones of wasteland
visited
Tolerance for pain immovable
declines
when compensation degenerates
from listless forage
Seek thee kingdom Mine
where forestation ceases not
unencumbered by vistas
narrowed
902
11-13-2001
Moments of madness usurp
kingdom home
centered in soul
Taste of heaven disabuses
mind of mortal worth personified
Technology of change
clamors for introduction
Superceding harmony
obliterates
call for disunion
focused on wasteland
Herculean sunrise
disclaimer of darkness endured
by ingénue protector of eternal
scene
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904
11-15-2001
Malingering in servitude
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doth thee dwell on corrupt
Wellings of dignity
denied by castoffs of nuclear
world
Seal thy covenant with kiss of
death
to mainstream world of make
believe
Harbor thoughts of Me
thy Proclaimer of nobility
twice born in ways of Mine

lode
Sequential thy fall into utter ruin
basking in light of moon mad
dreams
Toil thee will at harvests feeble
masking bankruptcy of human
cause
Adjacent tiller made of man
steers thee into horror show
of death and destruction
Silliness of play exposed by
spirit world
of peace and love ingrained
in bowels of heaven born
expatriated to sorcerer’s world
Desist from efforts to eclipse the
world
with noble sentiments of Virgin
Birth
‘Stead make known thy
troubadour calling
that clones thyself in Master’s
image
Elicit love from stable nature of
Christ within
that surfaces from willingness to
postpone self
as measure of grand illusion
Sessions of reappearance
castigate lonely heart
as medium of exchange
Vicissitudes sordid
blanch at sight of loving domain
in land of Nod revisited
Obedience to calling true
signified by flow of séance
with higher order received

905
11-16-2001
Joust about with kingdom home
silencing call from everglades
eternal
Hear thee My call
for return to mellow lands
subsiding wickedness in plane
human
Effortless be thy way
in tangents to world at large
echoing call of God to children
beyond
Seashore of delight transposes
man’s ways
from curtains of silence
to awareness of holy Presence
sashaying within bodily walls
Delve into interior
where soul meets Mate of
heavenly eclipse
906
11-17-2001
Restricted art thee in clothes of
man
pilfering diamonds from mother
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11-18-2001
Illustrious thy call of favor Mine
that sweeps away debauchery
of stronghold human
Make way for fortune Mine
that crumbles not
in vestibule of corruption
seeking license to enter
corridors of time
Relish the hereafter in mode of
Me
that tranquilizes the future of
children Mine
escapading in no man’s land of
sordid life
Treetops of tranquility bend to
Wind of Savior
loose in legion of souls
fornicating in grounds of despair
Resilient be for Me
trumping moves of mind human
invocations

909
11-20-2001
Cease thy tears spread out in
forlorn days
midst sand dunes of iniquity
Resolve thee to follow plans
absorbent of troubled lives
bequeathed to kin of golden rays
Carts of glory bring tidings of
love
bestown on withering sand
devoid of dynasty
Monuments of migraines
dissolve in waters
lapping ‘bout pedestals of deceit
engorged
910
11-21-2001
Seek not thy divine image
cloistered in shell of reminisce
Come back into probe of
realness
escapading in depths of sand
untouched by travels into
oblivion
Good fortune awaiteth thee
when congregated with brethren
in storm of life
at feet of Master awaiting thy call

908
11-19-2001
Forsake not thy life divine
quarantined in world of
misbelieve
Let loose thy riposte
suctioning out forces of vital fluid
compromised in din of despair
Settling of dispute disabled
by vitriol of cancer within
eating at soul of purity denied
Love within conquers all
in repast of splendor
consigned to children
in netherworld of starved
affection
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911
11-22-2001
Tutelage of heaven-born
transpired
when wings of seraph embroider
messages
in twilight zone of mesmerized
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mind
Fondness for fortune
emasculates cuisine of lower
world dwell
Dinner of Gods delights
epicurean tastes
of son modeled in image of
Father

found
Dusted off from oblivion deemed
seeks thy soul for intravenous
feed
914
11-25-2001
Serendipitous thy fruits of growth
obtained
exchanged for vale of tears
ensconced
Reach not for stars when gilded
cage snares thy yearn
Teach not My rule when scold
thee others
in plight of worldly strife
Seek not My love in house of
cards
denying waste of life abroad
Be still and know thee presence
Mine
Enlightened thy heart with mind
transposed
by figurines of truth emerged

912
11-23-2001
Hold thy signature on sheets of
glass
portraying substance
to kingdom of world without end
Images of light cascade upon
mind
dwarfed by resonance with
golden Seer
Multiple paths to wayfarer station
blocked by protruding minions
of hexed misfortunes
Lackadaisically doth thee collect
thy treasures granted without
surcease
Wounded art thee by collection
of follies
bastardizing mind of noble origin
Relays of mind
sojourning in kingdom of Nod
proof of solemnity deferred
in wraiths of pastels significant
not

915
11-26-2001
Full moon in misty land
declares decline of royal harbor
Watchful eyes protrude into
darkness
declaring interest in state of
mind interred
Domestic violence waves flag of
disharmony
of native born
Protagonist of deceit leads willful
charge
into kingdom of make-believe

913
11-24-2001
Instantaneous thy conversion
to seed of love
competing in land of nowhere
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denying heredity to greater
Cause
License to live
granted to meaningless journey
accomplishing little in opposition
to tribal home
Declaration of intent majestic
extended to sons
assuring quick return from banal
trip
to noplace traveled

of reveler in kingdom home
Heal My captive sons
dormant in life of semi-exist
placating desires of soul
extant in morose mood of mania
made
Infiltrate column of misfits with
holy glance
penetrating dense forest of
neglect
distancing soul’s sight
of eternal home within
Comatose condition
signifies loss of verve
renowned in kingdom of fancy
free

916
11-27-2001
Ubiquitous the realm of heaven
sent to all who seek combustion’s
swell
Unique the gain of flowers
blossomed
in quell of spirit tampered
Providence enables scaling
heights
to kingdom home
buffeted not by storms of
dissension
abandoned to Earth’s gravitation

919
11-30-2001
Held in heart of ‘loneness
doth thee squire trumps of
bitterness
Forecast dismal
rises from inferno of defeat
castigating hopes of restitution
Left aside dalliance with Hope
eternal
decimating periods of despair
with rise to common ground
Holiness retreats in image of
savage glory
parading on grounds of desire
personified
Egregious the harm to fellow
man
submitted to callous heart of
retribution
Make do with heart of Mine
that declares oneness of spirit

917
11-28-2001
Loose lips of sequence native
captivating hearts of newborn
sons
Eternal hum of voices heard
in ribbon of collective well-being
918
11-29-2001
Direct thine attention to copious
skills
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dealt
translating love as common
denominator
found in soul eternal
awaiting rise to heights of
awareness

that cruise in waters of
damnation
Lift thy spirit to glow on high
in altruism of Me engaged
Moist grounds fetid with disdain
engross thy being
stalled in air of disrepute
shackled to taste of blood
Dynasty built on sand
curbs appetite for holy bread
heaven sent
distilled in mockery of themes
eternal
Waste not thy ground on slipshod
paths
to wastelands presumed safe for
passage
Fumigate thyself with humors
pastoral
embittering not
that thee may find peace in
humble origins

920
12-1-2001
Rootless am I
in frigid region of time’s despair
auctioning off My children’s lives
to knaves of thievery
Modes of deceit purloin inner
glow
that ministers child’s soul
partaking in kingdom lore
Rude awakening contained
in shift of demise
collating harrowing experience
with mind adrift in never-never
land
Sense of squalor deliberates
with vista of kingdom throne
portraying grandeur of status
as son of God implicit
Rulership thine
when commodious expression
of titular worth
succumbs not
to arrogant subsume of lessened
worth
by mentor of diabolical scheme
untracked

922
12-3-2001
Enrichment blooms in desert
sites
aghast at havoc spread by mind
astray
Holiness encounters heart of
hard
deciphering messages
blown back to font of shame
Withstand blasts of behemoth
blatherings
blockading beatitudes of inner
core
Bleatings of sheep calling for
Master true

921
12-2-2001
Abandon thy ways of make
believe
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sign of nobility engaged
in restoration metered out by
spirit Guide
Frenzied feelings dissipate
in bonds of matrimony recounted
anew

Ask thyself of homage due
to rectify hurt of loneliness world
Seek guidance in total eclipse of
deviant world
salivating at devils’ door for
devious gains
warding off memory of Me

923
12-4-2001
Mighty My arm to somnambulant
sons
awake not to crisis within
Turnstile of success
awaits tombstone of despair
Freedom from fear
upgrades success of Master rule

926
12-7-2001
Hereafter be thee temperate in
nature pure
wandering shores of distant
lands
Beguiled thee not
by observance of putrid fumes
emanating from piles of garbage
parading as sacred rites
Roiled inside when cometh upon
thee
bands of thieves
subjugating thee to horns of
plenty sacrilegious
Edible not seeds of manure
planted in graveyards of disgust
sanctified by madness mind
Despicable be fruits of labor
subjugating others to will of
Mammon
obfuscating reality of dream
world visited
Toil in troubled lands to relieve
hardships of minds
entrapped in escapades to
nowhere

924
12-5-2001
Ridiculous the sounds of Adam’s
waste
retching up falsehoods about
divine order
Beastly the cast of human estate
designing doldrums of morose
nature
Lassitude fraught with fear
dominates dominion of wretched
exist
Belching of bile
lauds condemnation of inner
pastures
green with mercy attuned
925
12-6-2001
Redeem thyself in service
matters
quantifying gain in kingdom law
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12-8-2001
Mask not thy feelings of love’s
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torrents
sequestered in abode of inner
heart
Hear thee My call to disengender
fecal entrails
as lofty byproduct of mind
encaptured by diabolic
opponent
Make use of Mind holy
to ensure grasp
of principled life wave length
emoting in world of titanic error
Lost in doldrums be thee
weathering namesake of
delirious parent
invested in twaddle
Earn thy salvation in Love’s arms
sustaining thee
Destined for happiness
doth thee seek Me
thy true Love
Willingness to sacrifice thy life
for Me
wilt thee explode thy myth of
conjugal love
Let foresight gain its vantage
sweeping dominion of play love
aside
dedicating recompense to
original Suitor
Make way for heavenly God
saluting thee
with glad hand extended to
returning son
Come browse with Me thy safe
Keeper

Sense not thy soul
in touch with heaven born
advances
Hasten thee to tumult within
that carries afar
the winds of shame digressed
929
12-10-2001
Lead not thyself into ruinous
causes
that captivate thine hideous mind
Excavate grand schemes of love
that enrich the soul with bait
for others’ join
Hands held out to Mine
grasp contentment
enslaving sight to love’s cause
930
12-11-2001
Elaborate the scene destined to
fruit
of man’s return to kingdom home
Larceny uncovered of man’s
dwelling place
denying principle of eternally
born
Succumb to plan
localized in drifting world
that mediates scholarly aware
of destiny’s child
Fortune awaits discoverer of
inner self
waffling not
in daydreams of winding world

928
12-9-2001
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12-12-2001
Eternity calls thee to service
that mobilizes participants in
nature’s rule retract
Starfish glimmering
in ponds of glory ascent

934
12-15-2001
Absurd the cost of war
traumatizing man
in liquid pools of gore
Seek solutions in harmony trend
of Ghost made one in son of man
Warped rituals kowtow to hosts
of demons
singular in purpose
spreading malice wanton
Rituals of love embrace holiness
as source of peace ‘mongst
brothers
hallowed in kingdom of salvation

932
12-13-2001
Destiny determined by rule of
God
pertaining to direction of life
adrift
Rivers of change
flowing to shores of mischance
castigating rule of numb mind
mired in mud

935
12-16-2001
Legacy of sin dated by eruption
of realness returned
Healed hearts abide in God
lowered from excess
Tauntings of ridicule
demolished by graveside service
furbished by sin collected
Wishing well of wholeness
declares truth of rebirth of soul
generated by holy orders
of Creation proper
Magnanimous portrayal
stilled on cusps of deceit
erodes burnishings of life
adrift in sea of cacophony

933
12-14-2001
Salients of fire protrude from
docks
leashed to kingdom home
Collared thy spirit true
to main gate of sequestered
cottage
tolling its call for return
Lord of flies
ministers to groping parliament
predestined to crumble
in sands of waste magnified
True direction returned
by ship of state colliding
with nocturnal dreams displaced
Calm passage provided
allowing prow safe entrance
to harbor home
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12-17-2001
Seeketh thee the kingdom
with eyes wide open
to forms of death in land of Nod
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Waltz in labor lost
unbecoming son of God in land
of woes
Rotate thy vision clear
to escapades for naught
willing thee cycle to grounds
firm
for union with hearth of home
Judicious thy view from on high
Let loose thy thoughts of avarice
beknighted
that stone thy hold of sacred
ground
Twisted thy mortal mind
ingrained with vestments of
golden cord
Truth reigns in portals of obscure
worth
mending minds of trivia
sanctified

12-19-2001
History declared null and void
by carrion of wasted lives
Needless the suffering of horror
strewn days
emancipated from cause of
dominion of fear
939
12-20-2001
Limping on barren ground
doth thee proceed in
vainglorious cause
Sanctions of mishap pervade trip
through forests of culinary
delight
wrecking health of newborn son
Reap seeds of dissension
as fruit of vine
proclaimed by victors of war
declared
Unholy lot removed
by well-being of son
vested in rites of pursuit
of kingdom home unvarnished

937
12-18-2001
Hills of home overgrown with
nettles piercing
denying Savior’s journey to
betrothed son
Lapse of awareness portrays
brittle nature
of lackadaisical efforts
breeding contempt for worship
of Father deity
Hold hand to banister of upward
journey
placating rights of eternal soul
to commemorate fixation on
Elixir of love

940
12-21-2001
Enchantment smothers thy life
cause
hooked to foundling of earthly
throne
Abasement of credits due to God
relinquishes grip on eternal
Word
Seek not thine endeavors
procrastinating in realm of makebelieve
Waste of talents doodling with

938
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memories
of affairs long gone
Emancipate thyself from
moments mortal
trilling shrieks of debasement
at son of God immemorial

scripture disavowed
claiming allegiance to greater
God inheritance
Succinct response from Holy
Ghost
re-establishes Supreme
leadership
in arching flight to mind made
mobile
in seaway to salvation

941
12-22-2001
Secular retreats’ abominations
to mind held firm in Jesus
Reality of heart affirmed
when cast thy sight upon inner
sense
of holy Voice entombed within
Witness thee to true value of man
made whole
instituted by grand son
renouncing call of wilderness
creatures
baying at moon of madness
transfixed

943
12-24-2001
Richness of soil implanted
assures Grace coming
944
12-25-2001
Sequence thyself in doldrums
malodorous
escaping into lands of freedom
fettered
Heard above
the chimes of angels calling
wishing thee return to climes of
heaven
Seek not ventures in tours of hell
disciplining thyself to nature of
beast
Ladle out songs of reverence as
daily fare
positioned in pestilence
withdrawn
Naught lost but sorry songs of
weary days
caught up in malignant ways

942
12-23-2001
Jackanapes essential to a world
made mad
presuming ownership to
Creation proper lessened
Grog imbibed source lies quietly
on quarterdeck
mooning over transparency of
celestial light invasion
Ship at sea rudderless in winds of
chance
cascading ‘pon leaderless crew
Sentinels of despair spawned by
oceanic depths
crucifying son with tales of
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12-26-2001
Fasten contempt for brothers
thine
miseried in shape of humankind
Replace with love’s kindling stick
drawn from bower of eternal life

dwarfs
Rock in Cradle of love
foreseeing world foresworn of
detriments
limiting son’s return
Deign deliverance from sunset of
shadows
posted on porch of marshlands
decimated

946
12-26-2001
Nightingales course through
blessed air
of skies serene in locution
Holy Virgin revealed as Queen of
heaven
demonstrated by worldly events
prophesized
Seek no further the Light of God

949
12-29-2001
Sustenance of kingdom come
dwells in heart of man deprived
Destined art thee to prevail
in kingdom ways designated
Partake not of land of Nod
traveling in circles cart wheeling

947
12-27-2001
Startled the home of refuse
called by Son of God immanent
Innocuous the presence of holy
writ
bent on preserving life within
Seized by power of Virgin love
dost thee stay the course of
reclamation

950
12-30-2001
Trolling in sea of infamy
waketh thee to love’s calling
Constrained to exercise
dominion
seeketh thee conscription
951
12-31-2001
Suntanned art thee from glimpse
of holy empire
beckoning thee to forward march
to home within
Crucified thy soul in lands
beyond
wakening not to visage of false
hopes
encapsulating harmony of
utopian terrain

948
12-28-2001
Grandiloquent sycophants nestle
in pits of naked infamy
declaiming roles of saviors
rooted in blasphemy of holy core
Porous mundane sequence
of Lilliputian maneuvers
fractures image of self-made man
tied to bedpost of sleeping
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Regulate thy fires within
sustained by eruptions of Christheld views
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